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ABSTRACT
A MEDIATIC PEDAGOGY: RHETORICIZING IMAGES WITHIN COMPOSITION CURRICULUM
by Brenda M. Helmbrecht
My dissertation explores how students’ interactions with visual media inform their subject
positions as students, writers, and rhetoricians. I use a cross-disciplinary approach that
intertwines Composition and Rhetoric scholarship with work from Media Studies to understand
how visual media affect the way students write, read, and use language.
Throughout my dissertation, I work with the theory of “remediation” to demonstrate how new
media, such as the Internet, have been conceptualized, revised, and reformed as a result of their
relationship to preexisting, or “old”, media like film and television. I predict that remediation
can encourage students to position the texts they create on a continuum alongside visual and
print media, and, in turn, participate more fully in the “mediatic network” as critical consumers.
My classroom-based research reveals that students insist on articulating their relationship to
media through a metaphor of addiction, and claim to be dependent on media to the degree that
they rely on television, film and the Internet for companionship, information, and entertainment.
I argue that composition classrooms frequently address students’ relationships with media by
teaching them to resist media and its supposedly harmful effects. My project works through the
ramifications of introducing visual media into a classroom when the primary intention of doing
so is to create this resistance. I argue that students will be more willing to think critically about
the mediatized texts that entertain them if they do not feel discouraged from taking pleasure from
those texts. Rather than frame media through resistance, I propose that students study both print
and visual texts from the standpoint of critical pleasure.
Because students simultaneously interact with, decode, and make meaning of print and visual
media, their print and visual literacy may become conflated to the degree that it’s difficult to
distinguish between the two. In studying these literacies conjointly, my research and
pedagogical objective is to understand how written and visual forms of communication work
with and through one another in both students’ lives and the mediatic network. Working with
Kenneth Burke’s theory of consubstantiality, and Aristotle’s discussions of pathos, I propose a
rhetorical pedagogy that accounts for how students’ abilities to formulate arguments are shaped
by their media interactions. In short, dynamic rhetorical work must begin at the site where
students’ lives intersect with media.
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INTRODUCTION
The Case for Integrating Media into Composition Curriculum
As a child, playing with my cousin Dolores was one of my favorite pastimes. While my
mom and her mom talked and smoked for hours, Dolores and I were responsible for entertaining
each other. And so we did what we could to play quietly and stay out of the way, which
generally translated into playing house. After arguing over who would “get to be the mom”
(being the elder member of our duo by three years, Dolores always got to be the mom), we
retreated to my bedroom to begin acting out our impressions of domestic life.
A staple in every house, real and fictional, is a television set. So in the name of
authenticity, Dolores and I fashioned a TV for our house by pilfering books from my mom’s
collection of hardbacks and propping them up against a wall. Each book jacket had a distinctive
picture – or, for our purposes, a “screen” – featuring some photographs, drawings or cartoons,
some in color, some in black and white. When we wanted to change a channel on our TV, we
simply switched books and watched a different book jacket. Between the two of us, we watched
a lot of books, including Go Ask Alice, The Bell Jar, most of James Michener’s books, and The
Exorcist. Though I was too young to make much progress by actually reading the books, reading
the pictures and titles was all I needed to create narratives worthy of any television sitcom or
drama.
As I have been writing a dissertation that integrates scholarship from Rhetoric and
Composition and Media Studies, I am struck by this particular memory because it forces me to
consider how different media operate with and through one another in my own experiences.
Dolores and I played a lot of house during the late seventies and early eighties, a time when
televisions became a fixture in both of our homes. However, I don’t actually recall spending
much time watching TV during my childhood; rather, my memories of playing outdoors or
reading books are much more vivid. But I have little doubt that living in a home with a
television affected how I read those books – including when I read them (certainly not when
“The Muppet Show” was airing), the kind of books I chose to read, and the images that
materialized in my imagination when I read. At some point, I had drawn a correlation between
the narratives I read in my books and the images I read on TV. For instance, as a child I was
obsessed with Laura Ingalls Wilder’s Little House on the Prairie series. As a result of watching
the “Little House” television series as I read these books, my image of the books’ characters as
well as my conception of “The West” were shaped by these televised images. My visual and
written literacies, operating concurrently, were shaped by the mediatized images I saw on the
television screen.
The cyclical nature of these visual media, the way they passed through each other in my
experiences with them, cannot be unique to my life. The undergraduates I work with in my
writing courses have been inundated with visual media in ways that I am only beginning to
account for in my curriculum, yet I still need to better understand how students’ interactions with
mediatized images affect how they write, read, and use language. I use the term “mediatized” in
the same way as performance theorist Philip Auslander in Liveness (1999) to indicate, “that a
particular cultural object is the product of mass media or of media technology” (5). And, like
Auslander, I am primarily concerned with what may now be called the “‘old media’ of film,
television and sound recording” (5). While some composition scholars – including Bronwyn
Williams, Cynthia Selfe, and Kathleen Welch – have begun and continue to theorize how

advanced, or “new media,” information technologies like computers and the Internet should
influence the teaching of writing, my concern is that investigations into old media will be
abandoned in favor of discussions focusing on more advanced digital information technologies.
Throughout my dissertation, I demonstrate how old media and new media function interdependently within a mediatic network – a space where new media do not simply consume or
replace old media. Rather, they exist side-by-side in students’ lives. They simultaneously
experience and interpret the worlds provided by film and television while navigating visual
terrains that can be accessed with computers.1
My intention here is to propose a rhetorical pedagogy that accounts for how students’
abilities to formulate arguments are shaped by their interaction with the mediatic system. To
better understand and account for students’ mediatized experiences, Composition Studies needs
to draw more directly from the scholarship of Media Studies. Thus, I want to advance a crossdisciplinary approach when studying how visual media affects students as writers. From my
vantage point as someone who specializes in both fields, I am encouraged by the fields’ likeminded conversations about media interaction – though the disciplines don’t seem to be
deliberately or knowingly speaking to one another.
The question that I am faced with, then, is how? How does media affect students who
write within the institutional confines of a required composition course? Grappling with this
question has focused my dissertation research. Composition’s theories and practices have, for at
three decades, insisted that students’ experiences, social locations, and identities be an integral
part of their field’s scholarship. The work of Paulo Freire, Ann Berthoff, Peter Elbow, Marilyn
Sternglass, and Mina Shaugnessy – to name a few scholars – as well as the work of feminist
scholars such as Joy Ritchie, Harriet Malinowitz, and bell hooks, have helped composition
instructors understand how and why their theories and practices of the teaching of writing must
account for students’ lives and experiences. While this scholarship has been invaluable in
challenging the field to keep students at the center of its conversations, it falls short of
accounting for the role of the mediatic system in students’ lives. In writing classrooms that are
committed to investigating rhetorically students’ cultural experiences and the kinds of
knowledge those experiences create through writing, a critical space must also be carved where
students are asked to interrogate the mediatic system, or the spaces where they continually create
and confront experiences by interacting with mediatized texts. Almost without exception,
students consume mediatized images that, at least in part, contribute to the knowledge and
experiences they bring to the classroom.
My research goal, then, is one of scholarly interrogation as I work to weave print and
imagistic texts into both my teaching practices in particular, and into the field of Composition
and Rhetoric in general. I intend to theorize the pedagogical implications of using media in a
writing classroom by framing the communicative properties of visual media through rhetorical
theory. While our discipline has begun to argue for the need to account for students’ experiences
with media in its theories and pedagogies, such integration is largely under-theorized.
1

Because the term “media” can refer to nearly any technology that communicates information, I have narrowed my
focus to screen technology and print for the purposes of my dissertation. But, my argument will be broad enough to
be applied to nearly any communication technology, regardless of format. My belief is that because students have
spent much of their lives staring at and reading screens, their experiences may seem diametrically opposed to those
of many writing instructors who prefer to sit in front of pages. The work of this dissertation will be to reconcile this
tension.
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Situating Visual Media within Composition and Rhetoric
When I began teaching first-year composition at Miami University seven years ago, I felt
a hint of trepidation when I taught any text other than a written one. As a result, I tried to teach
under the radar of both the director of composition and my own teaching mentors, for fear that
my curricular choices were somehow incompatible with the teaching of writing. I was plagued
by questions: Is it okay to show a commercial in a writing class? Is it okay to show a film that is
not a version of some written text we have read? Am I still teaching writing when I screen a film
for my class? At the same time, I recognized a disconnect in my own curriculum: while I asked
my students to investigate the persuasive attributes of visual media, I failed to follow through by
asking them to use visual media to support their arguments. I felt a sense of relief when I
encountered Bronwyn Williams’s Tuned In: Television and the Teaching of Writing (2002). He
describes the uneasiness he felt when he began using television programming in his composition
course: “It took me a long time to use television in my classroom. Like many of my colleagues,
my view was that I was a writing teacher; all that was permissible in my classroom was the
printed word. We would write and read, and talk about writing and reading” (2). Integrating
mediatized texts in a writing class still seems academically and intellectually taboo. While
media is often used to reward students and give them a break – a free day! – from the more
rigorous academic work we usually require of them, I am not convinced it has incontrovertibly
become acceptable for writing instructors everywhere to teach media alongside or in place of
written texts. My project is one attempt to provide a theoretical foundation that could support an
instructor’s decision to conduct concerted investigations of images within a space that has
traditionally been committed to print.
When it comes to media, there is a fair amount of hand-wringing by composition
instructors. We acknowledge the role that media like television plays in students’ lives, and
often lament the fact that students watch so much of it. We may also have a vague sense of the
number of televisions found in American homes, the number of hours that these televisions are
on, and the countless acts of televised and filmed violence that students witness during the course
of their lives. And though we may not know the specific statistics, the general impression is that
students watch too much TV, see too many bad movies, spend too much time online, and read
too few books.2 Yet, despite what we know, we have not made students’ interactions with media
a point of investigation and instead continue to focus on written texts: “For teachers of writing,
mass popular culture in general and television in particular are often the enemy against which we
battle in the name of writing, rhetoric, literature, and the essay. We see our jobs as enticing
students back to the one true faith of written texts” (Williams 3).
Too often, writing classes continue to be conducted in media-free zones where reading
and writing is connected solely to print texts. Furthermore, when writing instructors introduce
media into their classrooms, they often do so “only as a way of providing students with a more
hip and seemingly relevant subject matter to write traditional essays about” (Williams 6), and
may not help students see that media as a scholarly endeavor that requires rigorous and critical
investigation. I contend that composition classrooms need to bring students’ experiences with
mediatized texts and the skills students develop in response to these texts – rather than just the
texts themselves – into the curriculum. Certainly, some scholars in Composition and Rhetoric
have argued for the need to bring media into the writing classroom in an effort to give that media
2

To quote Williams: “As writing teachers we can’t pretend that living in a society where 96 percent of households
have at least one television set and barely half purchased a single book last year is not going to have a fundamental
effect on how students read and write” (4).
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more scholarly weight – to make it clear to students that mediatized texts are important to think
about.3
In his essay, “Reading Images Critically: Toward a Postmodern Pedagogy” (1991),
Douglas Kellner addresses the mediatized nature of students’ lives and argues that they need to
develop both a “critical media literacy” and a competency “in reading images critically” (63).
In other words, students need to “expand [their] literacy and cognitive competencies in order to
survive the onslaught of media images, messages, and spectacles which are inundating our
culture” (63). There is a sense of urgency in Kellner’s tone. The assumption here is that
students, who are not taught how to read images critically, and how to resist the messages these
images convey, will be stripped of their subjectivity and one will be constructed for them by
mass culture. Kellner’s pedagogical goal is to empower students to develop “emancipatory
competencies which enable individuals to resist manipulation by consumer capitalism” (75). In
short, he wants his students to work for social change. However, Kellner fails to account for the
critical skills students develop before they attend his class; his assumption is that students, who
have interacted with media their entire lives, have no such skills. Much of Kellner’s concern
stems from the fact that he believes students do not inherently read images in a way that prompts
social change; rather than choosing to resist media, they instead take pleasure from their
interaction with it. The assumption here seems to be that pleasure and critique cannot coexist.
In other words, if students enjoy a film, it’s unlikely they engaged with it critically and
thoughtfully, preferring instead passive interaction.
Peter McLaren’s “Schooling the Postmodern Body: Critical Pedagogy and the Politics of
Enfleshment” – published in the same collection, edited by Henry Giroux, as Kellner’s article –
is troubled by his students’ inability “to penetrate beyond the media-bloated surface of things”
(145), and regards the act of teaching writing as essential to promoting social change. He is
particularly worried about mediatized texts, such as those found on MTV, which permeate
students’ lives. He argues that if students are to protect themselves from these forms of media,
they need to see the human body “as a site of resistance to the prevailing cultural and moral
hegemony” and as a terrain where meaning is “inscribed, constructed, and reconstituted” (150).
If students hope to gain sovereignty from a mediatized world, McLaren argues, they need to
understand the emancipatory possibilities of resistance, they must “resist dominant culture at the
level of their bodies” (165, emphasis in original). In other words, in this scenario the corporeal
student body has become a battleground where media and composition pedagogy compete for
students’ intellectual autonomy.4
Both McLaren’s and Kellner’s cautionary tales illustrate the degree to which they are
dedicated to studying students’ (in)ability to discover acceptable modes of subjectivity in a
mediatized culture. The tenor of their arguments continues in James Berlin’s Rhetorics, Poetics,
and Cultures (1996). Whereas Kellner and McLaren tried to impress upon their readers the need
to situate media as focal point of inquiry, Berlin’s argument works under the assumption that
English studies has already transgressed disciplinary and textual boundaries because the
“historicist perspective on current English studies hierarchies enables us to regard all manners of
discourse as worthy of investigation, including film, television, video, and popular music” (xvi).
Throughout his argument, Berlin cites mediatized texts themselves – not students’ resulting
ability to read visual media – as the location for his work. However, Berlin’s call to bring these
3
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the field’s scholars.
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texts into the classroom is a significant step for the field to take as it works to locate and
legitimize new avenues of critical inquiry.
In one of his final chapters, titled “Into the Classroom,” Berlin provides descriptions of
two courses that illustrate the ways he thinks media, namely television and film, should be
integrated into writing intensive classes. The rationale behind using these media in writing
courses, Berlin argues, is “to enable students to become active, critical agents of their experience
rather than passive victims of cultural codes” (104). Here, rather than position the student’s
body as a battleground, Berlin places the student in the subject position of mediatic victim.
Despite their different approaches, there are congruent elements in Berlin, McLaren, and
Kellner’s arguments. Kellner wants students to survive media; McLaren wants students to
penetrate media; Berlin worries that media victimizes students. Furthermore, they continually
place the onus on the student who must learn to interact with media in specific, institutionally
sanctioned ways the instructor encourages, if not requires. On a grand scale, failing to interact
appropriately has serious consequences for the students’ subjectivity and agency in the culture at
large, and, on a smaller scale, it could potentially affect their grade in the course. While Berlin,
McLaren, and Kellner argue for pedagogies that promote social change, and, as such, could be
regarded as radical teachers within Composition Studies, it still seems that the field is stuck
there, unable to move beyond its cynical stance toward visual media.
As I tried to identify scholastic moments when composition scholars account for
students’ mediatized experiences in their discussions of writing curriculum, pedagogies, and
theories, I detected a pattern that Alan France sums up succinctly in his College English essay,
“Dialectics of Self: Structure and Agency as the Subject of English” (November 2000). He
argues that it is imperative to teach students to become “conscious agents – rather than passive
dupes – of culture” (158). To ensure that students aren’t duped (a word I repeatedly encountered
in published work that examined students’ relationships to media), composition instructors are
convinced that students should be taught how to resist culture. Resistance, a tool of critical
investigation championed by Berlin, McLaren, and Kellner, requires that media be brought into
the classroom with the reassurance that when students encounter similar media outside the
classroom they will resist the text’s persuasive messages that protect and further the oppressive
ideologies of dominant culture. I don’t think these scholars are arguing that all media
everywhere is bad. Rather, they are concerned with the entire mediatic system, or the how
different forms of media, working together simultaneously, harm students’ subjectivities and
ability to think rationally.
The assumption underlying their arguments is that there is such an entity as a unified,
stable self that can be threatened and ultimately destroyed by media. As Lester Faigley argued in
Fragments of Rationality: Postmodernity and the Subject of Composition (1992), composition
instructors have favored a modernist likeness of the student as a cohesive and unified subject.
While instructors may subscribe to the postmodern moment in which they reside, wherein the
subject is supposed to be fragmented and chaotic, modernist thinking trumps postmodernism in
most composition classrooms. Faigley explains,
But while composition studies is concurrent with some characterizations of an
era of postmodernity, it has by and large resisted the fragmentary and chaotic
currents of postmodernity, and it has remained in many respects a modernist
discipline, especially in its prevailing conceptions of the subject. The disruptions
of postmodern theory that have caused major upheavals in other disciplines in the
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humanities and interpretive social sciences have had far less effect on
composition studies. (xi)
I argue that the postmodern, chaotic, and fragmented mediatic network challenges this familiar
understanding of students as unified selves who possess a coherent consciousness capable of
knowing oneself and the world (Faigley 16). Furthermore, I disagree with the notion that if
students fail to position their bodies and minds as sites of resistance, they will submit their
identity and sense of self to the network.
Merging Visual Media with Writing Courses: Constructing a Theoretical Scaffold
In the following sections, I will establish the theories and scholarship that will ground and focus
my argument.
Hyper/Remediation
In my second chapter, “‘If I could drink it I would’: Confronting a Mediatized Addiction,”
I explore two complementary conceptions of the mediatic system: Michael Thomas Carroll’s
theory if hypermediation, and Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin’s theory of remediation. In
their discussions of the history of media development, these scholars demonstrate how new
media has always grown and been conceptualized according to preexisting, or “old”, media.
More importantly, our ability to make meaning from our mediatized experiences relies upon our
shifting interaction with the entire mediatic system. I predict that re/hypermediation can
encourage students to position visual and print media on a continuum such that they can situate
the texts they create somewhere on that progressive sequence, and, in turn, participate fully in the
mediatic network.
Carroll argues that in order to understand the human experience and its relationship to
media, one must first understand the “intersubjective framing of media through hypermediation,”
or “the way media is represented and looped back to us through other media” (xiv, emphasis
mine). Whereas hypermediation requires that both old and new media be seen as always already
intricately linked to past, present, and future media technologies, remediation emphasizes the
meanings that mediatized texts gain, lose, and modify as they loop in and out of different
temporal and cultural contexts. Media studied in isolation from other media inevitably
encourages overly simplistic understandings of it. In this dissertation, I position students as
being remediated by their media interactions, in that media loop back through each other when
students pass through different mediatized environments.
In this same chapter, I report and analyze the results of classroom research that I
conducted with my Introduction to Film students during the Fall 2002 and 2003 semesters. For
the course, students kept media journals wherein they logged all the forms of media they
interacted with over the course of five days. Students interpreted the results of their journals to
compose “media autobiographies,” an essay that gave them space to think critically about their
own media habits. In my discussion of students’ journals and essays, I identify one specific
pattern that I detected in their work: an insistence on articulating their relationship to media
through a metaphor of addiction. According to their media journals, students habitually interact
with media, to the degree that they have become dependent on television, film and the Internet
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for companionship, information, and entertainment. These findings will aid me, and ideally my
readers, in better understanding the media saturated lives students choose to live.
Refraining from Resistance. . .
My third chapter, “The In-Between-Space: Theorizing Pleasure and Resistance for the
Classroom,” articulates the role that resistance currently plays, and the role that pleasure should
play, in writing classrooms. My use of the term “resistance” differs from that of feminist
theorists who argue for resistance in a political sense. I am working with a definition provided
by Charles Paine in The Resistant Writer (1999), where resistance refers to a medicinal metaphor
of inoculation wherein otherwise healthy bodies work to eliminate the harmful, invasive
pathogens found in mass culture. Within this metaphor, resistance is neither a choice nor a
political move; rather, it is an involuntary response by the body to protect itself from invading
agents. Traditionally, writing instructors have argued for the need to shield students from the
dangerous and persuasive discourses of the dominant culture by adhering to this “metaphor of
immunity.” After explicating the history of rhetorical training, Paine argues that formal writing
classes have historically attempted to “safeguard students and citizens from a dangerous world
of discourse, rather than trying to activate them as responsible, contributing citizens” (Paine ix,
emphasis in original).
Paine contextualizes and historicizes composition’s drive to teach students to resist
culture and traces the immunity metaphor from Harvard’s required composition course in the
nineteenth-century to today’s discussions of critical pedagogy. In the model of education that
works within the immunity metaphor, the student’s body is imagined to be under attack by the
culture encircling it – such an image of the student body is not far-removed from the
battleground and victim imagery I discussed earlier. The goal of rhetorical training has been to
keep the harmful pathogens – i.e., the persuasive discourse of popular media – from getting
inside the student and injuring her real and authentic self, which, again, is a version of the self
that Faigley claims composition instructors favor. When the outside does get inside (as it
inevitably does), or the student finds herself being persuaded or dominated by the culture around
her, she has hopefully built up enough immunity and can terminate the invading (discursive?
mediatized?) agent with her critical tool (weapon?) of resistance. Therefore, the most effective
way to keep agents from entering the body is to inoculate the student by teaching her the
difference between good and bad rhetoric, so that she can build up a resistance to uninvited
attempts to persuade her. Thus, when unhealthy discourse surrounds the student, she has two
choices: “to withdraw from the situation completely into safety, or to acquire a resistance to
public discourse so that she may enter that dangerous world with immunity” (Paine 5). Neither
of those options seems especially rhetorical because students themselves are not actually
participating in or constructing an argument.
When we ask students to resist the culture outside of the classroom, however, we are
actually asking them to view “their society as insidious, as something that infects them and their
ways of regarding reality, something to be resisted, something that rhetorical education can
inoculate them against” (Paine 48). To continue with the immunity metaphor, the body will
resist any unfamiliar force trying to invade it. So students may very well resist the unknown
discourse of the academy itself since the instructor’s views of culture may be regarded by
students as an invasive element, making the instructor and her belief system the pathogens that
require resistance – not the world outside the classroom.
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Asking students to resist the discourse of dominant culture in our classrooms does not
necessarily mean they will continue to do so “on the outside.” By requiring resistance,
instructors can actually make it a less appealing critical strategy for reading texts. Before asking
students to resist cultural belief systems, instructors “have to remember that those cultural
beliefs, as far as our students are concerned, are their beliefs, and our countercultural intrusions
are the alien ones” (Paine 16). If students successfully resist the persuasive messages of media,
what happens next? Is there life for media after resistance?
My project works through the ramifications of studying media when the primary
intention of doing so is to create student resistance. As a writing instructor who sees media as a
rhetoric that takes pride in its ability to “speak to” and ultimately persuade an audience, I want
my students to do more than simply resist the persuasive elements of culture. I want to bring
them into the argument and teach them how to manipulate the rhetorical tools of persuasion so
they can participate in culture as skilled rhetors who can detect the persuasive aspects of
mediatized texts. I want students to read mediatized texts in very specific rhetorical ways – ways
that make apparent the available means of persuasion. In other words, I argue that composition
cannot rhetorically theorize the mediatic network until it begins to approach these texts, and
students’ understanding of them, from a standpoint other than resistance.
. . . in the Name of Pleasure
I chapter three, I pose the question: What does it mean to ask students to critique – and
possibly even terminate – a relationship that they see as both dependent and pleasurable? My
classroom research indicates that students not only love media, they love their (unhealthy?)
relationship with it, and are unwilling to destroy the pleasurable experiences media cultivate.
This logic alone proves Paine’s entire thesis: we cannot inoculate students from an invading
element that they explicitly invite into their lives. Too often students equate formal critique with
the destruction of their pleasure, thereby presenting instructors with what I refer to as a
pleasure:critique binary to contend with in the classroom. Considering that students may be selfdescribed media-addicts, the pleasure driving their addiction needs to be accounted for when
visual media are incorporated into composition curricula. Therefore, I propose that students
study both print and visual media from the standpoint of critical pleasure.
Students may perceive the integration of media into more conventional areas of study as
an attempt on behalf of the instructor to modify the kinds of texts that give students pleasure, and
might feel threatened if they think an instructor is trying to replace their tastes with her own. I
perceive this binary – one that could also discourage instructors from introducing mediatized
texts into their classrooms – as more of a pedagogical dilemma than a theoretical issue. Because
students live comfortably within this binary, many believe that if they are asked to think
critically about a text, they must also refrain from receiving any pleasure from it. I argue that
students will be more willing to think critically about the mediatized texts that entertain them if
they do not feel required to cease from taking pleasure from those texts.
I argue for the implementation of mediatized curriculum that leads to a pedagogy that
does not attempt to destroy the visual pleasure students receive from media, but that asks
students to regard their informed critiques as necessary for the mediatic system to function.
Critique does not have to lead to destruction; rather, it aids in creation. If there were no
spectators to receive visual pleasure from media, the system itself collapses. As a result,
composition has not accounted for students’ gazes within the mediatic system. What happens
when students look at images? How is their relationship to reading and writing affected? The
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spectator is an essential element of the mediatic system because the responsibility of giving texts
meaning resides with her. Spectators are factored into mediatized texts as they are constructed,
edited, and marketed.
This chapter explores two complementary depictions of pleasure. The first appears in
Harriet Malinowitz’s essay, “Business, Pleasure, and the Personal Essay,” which was recently
published in College English. She provides a current example of the field’s use of the term
pleasure. In her essay, she explores the business/pleasure binary that she believes constrains her
academic work, and, in turn, inadvertently operates within the very binary I am working to
deconstruct. Next, I work with James Britton’s theories on spectator and participant language,
which he explores in Language and Learning (1970). Britton argues that while “action and
decision are the key notes of the participant role” (121), spectator language plays more of an
evaluative and contemplative role in constructing, or “accumulat[ing] [a] view of the world that
makes us the sort of people we are” (125). For Britton, a spectator is someone who can take a
contemplative and reflective stance when thinking about the affairs of the world, and, of course,
doing so is a great luxury that provides people with much pleasure. As spectators, “we improve
upon our world representation – and we may do so either to enrich it, to embroider it, to fill its
gaps and extend its frontiers, or to iron out its inconsistencies” (8). Though Britton is not
speaking directly about spectator positions that result from one’s interaction with film and
television, his conception of spectatorship along with theories of spectatorship furthered by film
theory can be linked. While I ultimately disagree with Britton’s distinctions between active and
passive spectatorship, his work is atypical in that few composition scholars have attempted to
articulate a theory of spectatorship that can be applied to classrooms.
The few Composition and Rhetoric scholars who discuss spectatorship tend to cite the
same essay, Laura Mulvey’s “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema” (1975), in which she argues
for the three male gazes of cinema: the gaze of the camera, the gaze of the characters in the film,
and the gaze of the spectator. Her work is essential in connecting visual consumption with
pleasure, and constitutes one of four key texts I mine in an effort to conduct a theoretical inquiry
into pleasure. The other three sources include: Roland Barthes’s The Pleasure of the Text
(1973), Michel de Certeau’s The Practice of Everyday Life (1984), and Michel Foucault’s The
History of Sexuality (Volumes I, 1980, and II, 1984). In my attempt to theorize pleasure, I have
intentionally refrained from defining pleasure, and instead place these four scholars in
conversation to explore pleasure’s idiosyncratic and elusive nature. As I argue in this chapter,
pleasure is indeterminate and intangible, but it must underscore critical discussions of visual
media. I want to bring these discussions to the forefront of any composition curriculum that
attempts to ask students to resist, analyze, or critique media.
Remediating Literacy
The days of defining literacy solely in terms of print media are very much over, and, as
Robert Yagelski argues in Literacy Matters (2000), doing so “in a complex and increasingly
technological society [is] often counterproductive” (9). Students simultaneously interact with,
decode, and make meaning of printed and visual media – possibly conflating written and visual
texts in their own lives to the point that they no longer distinguish between the two. Literacy
instruction, or instruction that accounts for the roles reading and writing play in students’ lives,
must be made relevant to students’ experiences (Yagelski 11), and, I argue that such relevance is
realized when mediatized texts are incorporated into writing classrooms.
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My dissertation re-considers students’ “literacy practices” – defined by Brian Street in
Social Literacies (1995) as “both behaviour and the social and cultural conceptualizations that
give meaning to the uses of reading and/or writing” (2) – by positioning them squarely within the
mediatic network. Street’s definition of literacy is useful because it highlights both theory and
practice, in that discussions of students’ literacy practices must account for the ways they use
reading and writing, not simply with how well they do reading and writing. Students use reading
to understand films, advertising, music videos, any visual text they encounter during the course
of an average day; conversely, they use media to make sense of print texts, including the ones
they create in our classrooms. If we value how students read images, then we need to carve out a
critical space within our classrooms where they can explore how mediatized texts can inform
their writing.
In studying written and visual literacy conjointly, my research and pedagogical objective
is to understand how written and visual forms of communication work with and through one
another in both students’ lives and the mediatic network. Composition instructors who choose
not to ask students to interrogate both how print and visual media weave throughout students’
literacies inadvertently enforce a curriculum that is counterproductive (to use Yagelski once
again). I want to disabuse writing instructors of the notion that they can continue to devise
curriculum that exclusively fosters critical interaction with written texts. As writing instructors
we want students to think critically about the texts they read and write, yet we continue to define
“text” in ways that best suit curricular choices that do not account for visual media. Such
literacy instruction neglects the ways in which media construct students’ epistemologies and
resulting visual and written literacies. Understandably, we teach our classes with an agenda that
is largely driven by personal taste and aesthetics, thereby promoting an agenda that could ensure
“that students understand the primacy of print over image, of exposition and analysis over
narrative, of rationality over emotion . . . Neither those in composition nor those in English
studies overall have much good to say about the visual” (Williams 28). I do have a lot to say
about images, much of it good, and hope that my discussion will inform composition curricula.
While scholars, such as those I have cited in this introduction, have been invaluable in
helping me theorize the relationship students establish with visual media, I will ultimately argue
for adopting a new approach to account for this relationship. In my opinion, literacy as a field
has expanded to such a degree that the actual term “literacy” describes nearly any factor in
students’ lives that could affect them as readers and writers. In effect, the term means everything
and nothing at the same time.
More importantly, literacy scholars tend to focus their attention on how students make
meaning from and create print texts, thereby placing print mediums at the center of the field’s
discussions. I attribute this gap in literacy scholarship to the anxiety that I believe has
manifested as visual media becomes a primary source from which students obtain their
worldview. This fear ties directly back into Paine’s argument regarding the metaphor of
immunity, in that the overwhelming belief here is that images can denigrate students’ critical
abilities. I turn to Great Divide theorists, including Walter Ong and Eric Havelock, to articulate
what I see as the field’s (mis)detection of another Great Divide, a divide that was originally
located in the supposed change-over from oral to written literacy. Today, however, a fissure is
manifesting between written and visual media – to the degree that some writing instructors argue
that we are returning to a pictographic culture. I argue that another Divide is not developing;
rather, the tenets of the old divide, and the ways in which one mode of literacy is privileged over
another, are subtly being recuperated.
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I argue for a paradigm shift wherein we work with students to understand how words and
images loop through and bring meaning to each other when they surface conjointly in visual
media. Such a shift is only possible if we reimagine the student writer not as someone who
interacts primarily with print, but as someone who daily navigates and sorts through the
messages of media as communicated both imagistically and alphabetically. I propose an image
of the student writer who is remediated – reformed, revised, renewed – by her media interaction.
A remediated student can decode media and its messages by locating the argument and
examining it rhetorically.
Mediatizing Rhetoric
One of the greater challenges of my dissertation has been to connect theories of media to
theories of rhetoric. Studying rhetoric alongside media can provide students with a new
theoretical framework with which to understand how media works to persuade and affect them.
Rhetorical theories do not require that media be resisted; rather, these theories require one to
study and participate in the art of persuasion. Rhetorical theory enables me to situate mediatized
texts in a writing classroom, with the intention of studying those texts as moments and spaces of
persuasion. I want to study the skills students have developed to read mediatized texts, and, like
Williams, I want to study “how such skills converge and conflict with the rhetorical skills taught
in a first-year classroom” (6).
Dynamic rhetorical work must begin at the site where students’ lives intersect with the
mediatic system so that we can integrate these experiences into our writing curriculum. In my
concluding chapter, “Carving out a Consubstantial Relationship Between Media and Rhetoric,” I
work from Aristotle’s oft-cited definition of rhetoric as observing “in any given case, the
available means of persuasion,” because I argue that these means have changed considerably in
our digital age. There is great power in possessing the critical faculties needed to detect the
means by which texts attempt to persuade audiences. And, given that students have little choice
but to participate in the mediatic network, students can better navigate between and through the
knowledge they construct as a result of their interaction if they recognize mediatized texts as
rhetorics if they can identify and manipulate the techniques by which media seek to persuade
them. Regardless of the kinds of media introduced in class – both print and visual –students can
address the same questions: what is the argument being made, and, by which methods does it
attempt to persuade its audience?
In The Rhetoric, Aristotle identifies the three primary factors that rhetors must account
for if they intend to persuade an audience. Arguments are effective if they: evoke an emotional
response (pathos); convey a trustworthy impression of the speaker’s character (ethos); invoke a
rationale and logical response (logos). I use these three appeals as the impetus for a converted
investigation of the persuasive attributes of images, and emphasize that pathos, as an appeal to
emotion, is the most efficacious lens through which to study visual media. Aristotle emphasizes
the role of pathos in argumentation because he knows that listeners are persuaded by their own
emotive states. Though Aristotle favors a concise and plain speaking style, he concedes that
audiences may require more. In particular, the flair provided by imagery, and its ability to incite
an emotional response in listeners, will give rhetors advantage over a speaker who does not
incorporate such flourishes into the presentation of the argument.
I build upon Aristotle’s discussion of emotion by turning to Kenneth Burke’s theory of
consubstantiality, which, as an appeal to identification, is well suited for positioning visual media
as a rhetorical mode. Burke explains that an audience must develop a consubstantial relationship
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with both the rhetorical situation at hand and the tenets of the argument being made.
Furthermore, I argue that pathos only becomes an effective mode of persuasion if audiences can
identify with the emotions and argument excites. Burke’s theory of consubstantiality has not
played a significant role in rhetorical scholarship, so much of my work here is to foreground and
articulate a connection between emotion and imagery that I have not seen made previously. I
conjecture that students better understand their dependence on visual media if they account for
the consubstantial relationship between “image and idea” that images foster.
Burke’s work is unique in that it directly correlates images with rhetorical theory. In A
Rhetoric of Motives (1950), Burke argues, “the stress upon image involves a corresponding stress
upon ideas” (84). Images convey ideas because they stand for things; they represent things.
Furthermore, Burke explains, imagery must be regarded as a significant area of study because
images convey “invisible, intangible ideas in terms of visible, tangible things” (86), which is
precisely why Aristotle urged rhetors to devise scenarios that use images to evoke emotion. The
link Burke makes between “image” and “idea” has been invaluable to my understanding of how
students make meaning from the images they encounter in the mediatic network. Different
students can look at the same image and argue that different ideas are being conveyed by it
according to a number of factors, including the students’ social location and past experience with
reading and interpreting images. Burke begins to explore this very idea when he writes that,
“Wherever there is persuasion, there is rhetoric. And wherever there is ‘meaning,’ there is
‘persuasion’” (Motives 172). In other words, in the meanings students glean from images there
is much rhetoric.
To follow Burke’s rationale here, the act of watching a commercial is not inherently
rhetorical. But the act of making meaning from the ideas and images found in the space where
one’s life intersects with the commercial is. To study media through the scope of rhetorical
theory is to study how students make meaning of images and ideas within the mediatic system.
It is to explore the ideas conveyed by the image of a little girl holding a basketball, the
persuasive attributes of that image, and the audiences that could find such an image persuasive.
While simply encountering and interacting with media may not be inherently rhetorical, making
meaning from that interaction is. And while some film scholars have already worked to account
for how spectators make meaning from images, my focus is slightly different in that I am
concerned with the pedagogical implications of students’ interaction with media. Further, I
examine these implications so that students’ subject positions as readers, writers, rhetoricians,
and visual consumers are better accounted for in composition curriculum.
This final chapter is situated directly in writing courses. I argue that using rhetorical
theory to integrate mediatized texts into composition curriculum will positively affect students’
abilities to make and interpret arguments, if students learn to approach visual media with two
concepts in mind: 1) that media matters in their lives; and, 2) media matters because it is
persuasive.
The central question that I address throughout my dissertation is: how are the ways
students interact with written texts, both texts of their own creation and published literary texts,
affected by their interaction with the screens necessary to maintain the integrity and cultural
prominence of visual media? The mediatic system is an incoherent space where meaning is
often achieved by the juxtaposition of seemingly unrelated images – yet students don’t appear to
struggle with this chaos at all. In fact, they are quite adept at navigating within and between
mediatic images – so adept, in fact, that they read and interpret media without even realizing it.
Yet, somehow, writing is still a task that many students find daunting, despite the fact that when
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writing, students continue to make meaning via juxtaposition: by placing words side-by-side; by
using paragraphs placed in specific orders; by integrating metaphors that describing seemingly
unrelated ideas. If we can help students make connections between the skills they acquire when
writing with images and words, they gain a much more coherent understanding of themselves as
remediated writers, readers, and thinkers who steer through texts of all kinds.
Both chapter five and my dissertation as a whole concludes with an epilogue that brings
my argument into current events. During both the Afghanistan and Iraq wars, the Bush
Administration has explicitly prevented images of war from reaching the public eye. And just as
the outside always gets inside, these images found their way onto the Internet and into public
imagination (due, in large part, to digital photography and the ease with which images can be
distributed). I see the climate surrounding the role of these images as a working example that
supports my thesis: the government claims to be protecting its constituency from harmful images
that could excite their emotions and unduly influence their political leanings. The news media
has even gone so far as to sponsor programming which helps viewers deal with these images.
For instance, the “Today” show recently featured a spot called, “War Images: How Do We
Cope,” during which Katie Couric interviewed Dr. Phil to discuss strategies that people can use
to cope with images. The assumption here is that the images threaten viewers intellectual and/or
emotional health, which, unfortunately, leaves room for the administration and media to question
whether or not people should be allowed access to these images. Again, as Burke argued, an
image represents an idea, and, in this case, images of death, destruction, and torture force people
to come to terms with the gravity of war – which is precisely the idea that the administration has
gone to great efforts to avoid.
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CHAPTER TWO
“If I could drink it I would”: Confronting a Mediatized Addiction
Though I often find the media in my own life incredibly distracting and almost
overwhelming, students seem to crave this dissonance of electronic voices and digital images.
They use media to keep them company as they wake up in the morning, eat their lunch, drive
their cars, walk around campus, and do their homework (especially reading and writing). And
turn to media to lull them back to sleep at the end of the day. Media has become a trusted,
constant companion in their lives.
Despite the pervasive nature of media in our students’ and in our own lives, media has
yet to influence consistently the curricular choices of first-year writing programs. Writing
instructors do not usually call upon students to explore and examine critically how media like
television, MP3s, the IM “bing,” DVDs, and even cell phones (with their ability to take pictures
and record video), infiltrate their experiences, their perceptions, and their lives. Rather the
converse is actually true – despite the hyper-mediatized lives students lead, “hypomediated”
print texts are still the dominant medium in writing classrooms.
In Tuned In: Television and the Teaching of Writing (2002), Bronwyn Williams argues
that composition pedagogies and theories need to account for students’ interactions with
television. He agrees with Michael Hoeschman who contends, “the academic world at large
continues to behave as if it exists in a world where print is the dominant medium of discourse”
(3). Composition has failed to account adequately for how more complicated forms of
electronic and digital media affect students’ abilities to write. My project is one attempt to fill
what I perceive as being a very visible gap in composition scholarship and pedagogy.
As I indicated in my introduction, I realize that my use of the general term media
encompasses more modes of communication – including television, film, video games, music,
print texts, and the Internet with its many components including streaming video and audio,
MP3s, email, and Instant Messenger – than I can feasibly account for. Therefore, for the
purposes of both this chapter and my dissertation, I am limiting the scope of my discussion to
electronic media that communicate via screen technology. Students spend more time reading the
images and text projected on television, film, and computer screens than they do making
meaning from the words on pages. Screens function as mediaries between students’ lived and
mediatized experiences.
In their essay “The Teacher-Scholar in Film and Television,” which was published in the
Journal of Popular Film and Television (Spring 2002), Gary Edgerton and Michael Marsden
explain that the relationship between the self and media is currently – and I would argue, has
always been – in flux. Thus, my desire to ask students to account for and confront the moments
when media intersect with their lives was influenced by the fact that
Throughout the twentieth century, the developed world has slowly shifted its
priorities away from the word toward the image. The pivotal nature of this
transition should not be underestimated. The whole privileging of an image-based
culture is grounded in the epistemic belief that knowledge is primarily acquired
by looking at a world made transparent by our various technologies of
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representation. . . Vision, indeed, has become a metaphor for understanding (I
‘see’ signifies ‘I know’). (Edgerton and Marsden 3)
Making space to study the relationship between seeing and knowing within the film courses I
teach is relatively simple because the course functions under the assumption that studying and
understanding film in particular, and screen technology in general, is a worthy endeavor. Asking
writing instructors to consider this same relationship in writing classrooms, however, is much
more challenging. As a discipline, Composition and Rhetoric has traditionally focused on
written texts.5 I argue that the field as a whole needs to re-conceptualize what it means to teach
writing in a historical moment when students consider print texts to be a rather static form of
communication.
Investigating Media through Hypermediation and Remediation
When I was planning my Introduction to Film courses, it would have been easier,
curricularly speaking, to position the filmic texts and film theory at the center of the course. Yet,
doing so would have given students a false understanding of how film functions within the
different mediatized contexts of culture. Because the class was an introductory level course, I
thought it was important to situate filmic texts historically, which is not to say that I taught “film
history,” per se. Rather, I worked to discontinue the misperception – one I encountered in the
film courses I took as an undergraduate – that the evolution of film as a popular medium marches
confidently down a linear continuum, or that it has historically marched towards what Lev
Manovich describes as “a more precise or more authentic representation of reality” (210).
Rather, film as a medium functions like all other media in that its history has developed a
“number of distinct aesthetics, particular techniques of representing reality, that keep reemerging
through modern media history” (Manovich 210). Film has undergone major technological shifts,
but those shifts have not taken place in the absence of all other media. The development of
media including television, handheld cameras, and computers (particularly Computer Graphic
Imaging, or CGI, technology) has led to the creation of new filmic conventions and aesthetics.
Film, as it was conceptualized by the Lumière brothers at the turn of the twenty-first century, has
undergone such major conceptual revisions that film, as a medium may seem virtually
unrecognizable when compared to its early predecessor.
What I am beginning to describe here is what Michael Thomas Carroll calls
“hypermediation,” or “the way media is represented and looped back to us through other media”
(xiv, emphasis mine). Hypermediation requires that media be seen as always already intricately
linked to other media. Mediatized texts continually gain, lose, and change meanings as they pass
in and out of different mediatized contexts. In other words, as students move among different
mediatized contexts, the sounds and images of media bounce off one another as one form of
media is instantly refracted by another. Therefore, it becomes difficult to define “television” and
“film” as autonomous mediums that reside in their own realms. Rather, the two constantly
collide, forcing new conceptions and uses of these “old” mediums to develop.
When one medium is experienced through another, both mediums are ultimately
reformed such that they fail to maintain their original intent and aesthetic. Here, hypermediation
leads to what Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin call “remediation,” or “the representation of
one medium in another (45) . . . Media are continually commenting on, reproducing, and
replacing each other, and this process is integral to media. Media need each other to function as
5

I explore this relationship in greater detail in chapter four.
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media at all” (Remediation 55). Again, teaching film without examining the whole mediatic
network and the interplay of media would misrepresent how film functions as one form of media
among many. The cinematic apparatus resides on what Bolter and Grusin call a “genealogy of
affiliations” (55) where new media remediate older forms of media as a result of their
relationship with one another. To look at it another way, film incorporates elements of live
performance, television, digital graphics and special effects, literature, and music. Studying film
without accounting for other influential mediatic elements would further the false notion that
film is a medium that can “function independently and establish its own separate and purified
space of cultural meaning” (Bolter and Grusin 55).
Remediation and hypermediation are concepts that compliment one another.
Hypermediation works to demonstrate how one medium is inevitably incorporated into another,
whereas remediation emphasizes reform. During hypermediation, media loop back through one
another without necessarily changing the original forms of those mediums. However,
hypermediation leads to remediation when those mediums are irrevocably transformed to create
new media. The goal of remediation is to make a medium, or apparatus, transparent. When one
medium is absorbed into and repurposed by another, remediation creates a seamless space, where
people cease to recognize the mediatic matrix surrounding them. Whereas hypermediation
leaves the seams between different media forms visible, “[t]he rhetoric of remediation favors
immediacy and transparency, even though as the medium matures it offers new opportunities for
hypermediation” (Bolter and Grusin 60).
For instance, if we use a computer to watch a film by using streaming audio and video, or
even if we watch a DVD on our computers, we never quite forget that we are viewing this film
on our computer. Here, hypermediacy is in play because we are always aware of the way the
different mediums converge to create this hypermediatic environment. We still ascribe different
properties and attributes to computer and television screens, though, of course, those lines are
blurring too. Computer screens tend to be smaller and reside in a different physical space in
people’s homes than televisions, which remain the focal point of most living rooms. Because we
interact with the two screens differently, it’s difficult to forget that we are, in fact, still sitting in
front of a computer even though we may use it to watch a film. On the other hand, remediation
takes over when we completely forget that the character “Gollum” in the Lord of the Rings: The
Two Towers (dir. Peter Jackson, 2002) is a CGI and, therefore, is not “real,” despite the fact that
Gollum may give the most believable performance in the film because the technological and
mediatic relationship that make Gollum possible are not visible as we watch him on screen.
Because hypermediation and remediation work simultaneously, their dependence on one
another opens up avenues for investigation and research. When do mediatized texts simply make
use of other texts, and when do those same texts reform one another so that new forms of media
may emerge? Furthermore, what happens when students undergo their own kind of metahypermediation wherein media loop back through each other as a result of students’ continual
and simultaneous interaction with different media? At what point do they become remediated –
changed and revised – by these interactions?
At the beginning of the film courses, I introduce students to the idea of a “mediatic
network,” or the ways in which media work with and loop through one another in culture and in
the students’ own lives. Though I was primarily concerned with visual media, I incorporated
print texts into my discussion of the system because any accurate discussion of the evolution of
media must account for print. To explain this relationship, I used the document camera to
project the following image onto the screen in the front of the classroom:
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Investigating the Mediatic Network
Theatre

Literature

Paintings/ Music
Drawings

Cinema

Television

What else?

My hope was that a circular depiction of the mediatic system would discourage students from
seeing the development of and relationship between media as linear. The forms of media I listed
on the diagram are admittedly broad; they were intended to help students understand a
preliminary definition of media that we could then complicate together as a class. As expected,
students came up with many more specific forms of media that reside within the media that I
listed. For instance, they included DVDs and videos under the “Cinema” category; under music
they listed CDs and MP3s, but never mentioned the radio. Under the “TV” category, they listed
advertising and music videos, and slowly began to see how something like music videos work
both within the conventions of film and television in order to exist. My students also came up
with forms of media that I had not included on the diagram, including video games, the Internet
and all its components like email and Instant Messenger, and print texts like newspapers and
magazines.
In subsequent class discussions, we focused more specifically on the remediation and
hypermediation of film. During the fall 2003 course, my students read excerpts of Bolter and
Grusin’s argument, and we framed many of our discussions of film through remediation. While
I was initially concerned that they would become bogged down with the terminology, they
adeptly understood and applied the concepts. They recognized how live performance influenced
film, which then influenced television, which, in turn influenced the Internet – and how each of
those mediums flipped back and remediated each other such that the Internet has reformed
television, which has changed film, which has remediated live performance.
To provide students with something concrete to help them apply these abstract concepts, I
required them to go to one of two live performances given by Miami University’s theatre
department. Students could see either Emily Mann’s Execution of Justice or Luigi Pirandello’s
Six Characters in Search of an Author – two performances that made use of media in ways that
helped students understand how hypermediation can lead to remediation.
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For instance, in Execution of Justice, actors
playing the role of television reporters conducted
onstage interviews that were recorded with a television
camera. These “live” interviews were then projected
onto a large screen at the back of the stage. So, in this
instance, spectators simultaneously watched both a live
performance (the interviews took place on stage in front
of them) and a recorded performance (they could see the
recorded interviews projected on the screen). Live
theatre and recording technologies were looping through
each other via hypermediation. But because the live
performance was reformed by the use of television
cameras – and possibly could not have been performed
without them – hypermediation ultimately led to
Execution of Justice, performed by
remediation.
Miami’s Theatre Department, Fall 2002
Students were then eager to study the
relationship between these two concepts in filmic texts.
They were quick to point out that hypermediation played a role in Orson Welles’s Touch of Evil
(1958) when the main character used a reel-to-reel portable tape recorder – a relatively new form
of recording technology at the time – to secretly record a conversation; the two forms of
recording technology were working together. However, the class’s attention shifted from
hypermediation to remediation when we screened the Errol Morris documentary, Mr. Death
(1999). In this film, Morris juxtaposes images from grainy, color home video shot by the subject
of the documentary, with black and white professionally scripted and staged re-enactment
footage depicting the very same events that were featured on the color home video. Using both
home video technology and professional recording equipment to splice together different
adaptations of the same events brings to the documentary a narrative cohesion and complexity
that would not have been achieved if different forms of media had not looped through and
reformed one another. In this sense, remediation is reform in that it “reform[s] reality itself”
(Bolter and Grusin 61). Documentaries, by definition, traditionally seek to present viewers with
some version of reality. The reality depicted in Mr. Death is altered by the integration of
different forms of media; these media work through each other to the point that our perception of
the film itself is changed. Using footage that has been shot on a camera that I could purchase
myself at Best Buy, and that has not been professionally edited, affects audiences’ definitions of
“film.” No longer is film the realm of directors working with multi-million dollar budgets. Film
can be made by anyone with a camera. When Morris integrates images shot by an amateur using
amateur equipment with images shot by a professional using equipment that is available only to
the few, he ultimately challenges our perception of the medium of film itself.
Gregory Crewdson’s photography also provided us with another text to use as we studied
remediation. He often uses famous film actors, including Tilda Swinton, Gwyneth Paltrow,
William H. Macy, and Julianne Moore, not to take photographs, but to take what he regards as
single-frame movies. He meticulously stages his photographs, much like a film production, and
works to present his viewers with a single image that he believes conveys a narrative that is
“condensed into a single moment, a mute moment” (qtd. in New York Times, anonymous).
While on a set, New York Times reporter Annette Grant reported that instead of yelling “camera,
action,” before beginning his shot (as most directors would), he instead asks his actors to
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“position and hold,” after which the “shutter clicked and one more still for an imaginary movie
was frozen in time” (Grant). Historically, photography was invented before film came on the
scene at advent of the twentieth century. In Crewdson’s work, the two mediums loop back
through each other as his camera tries to capture still filmic images.
It’s important to keep in mind that one of the main elements of hypermediation is
transparency – different media are absorbed by one another to the degree that becomes difficult
to perceive them as separate entities. In Crewdson’s work, the viewer can become so lost in the
image’s narrative, that the medium itself begins absorbed into one another. The two mediums
moved with and complemented one another so fluidly that students hardly noticed; as far as they
were concerned, they were simply watching a coherent and seamless film. Finally, after seeing a
live performance and after studying how media work together to reform film as a medium,
students were prepared to study how media operated in their own lives.
The Media Journal Assignment
For the final class project, I gave students a two-part assignment that came to be known
as the media journal assignment. On the assignment sheet (see Appendix I), I described the
focus and the scope of the project as follows:
The aim of this project is to take a sustained and critical look at the ways media
figure in your own life. With Phase I, the media journal, I want you to keep track
of the ways media have entered your life and how you have made use of the texts,
sounds, images, and words they have offered you. In Phase II of the project, you
will use your media journal to write an essay that explores and makes conclusions
about your relationship to media.
To complete Phase I of the project, students kept track of their interactions with media over the
course of five days – starting on a Saturday morning and ending at 9:30 Thursday morning when
students came to the FST 201 discussion section. I intentionally asked students to begin keeping
track of their experiences with media on a Saturday because I assumed that they would use
media differently on a weekend than they would during the week when they were in classes. At
the end of the five days, I assigned Phase II of the project; students wrote a 3-4 page reflective
and critical essay where they described themselves as media users – as people who had grown
accustomed to interacting with(in) the mediatic system. In an effort to give students a familiar
context for this kind of writing assignment, I asked them to consider this their “media
autobiography.”
Students took Phase I of the project quite seriously. I directed students to define media as
broadly as possible when they were recording the media that they interacted with during the
course of a day. If there was any question as to whether or not something should count as media,
I told them to log it, and I think the media journals became more interesting as a result. For
instance, students took note of moments when they read menus in a restaurant, when they simply
heard music coming from some unknown source, when a co-worker at Skyline was playing his
gameboy when he should have been doing the dishes. Students carried their media journals
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everywhere they went – some used small notebooks; others went more high-tech and recorded
their media journal on their palm pilots.6
I also asked students to take note of their multi-media experiences, or those moments
when they used more than one form of media at a time – a kind of meta-hypermediation where
media loop back through each other not just through other media, but also through students’
interactions with media. In many cases students noted that while listening to a TV that was “on
in the background,” they used their computers to listen to MP3s, watch a DVD, check their
email, and chat with friends over Instant Messenger. In this multi-media example, I envision the
student functioning as an aural and visual conduit for the electronic currents encircling her. As
students use these different mediums concurrently, a new kind of remediation occurs: the
student, by forcing different forms of media to interact in ways not originally intended,
irrevocably reforms, or remediates, this media. Even when media do not directly work with one
another within the mediatic system, they influence and reform one another in the smaller sphere
of students’ lives and experiences.
The following two media journals are representative of the media experiences many of
my students catalogued. 7

Media Journal #1: Greg
Saturday, November 9, 2002
Woke up at 12, started watching college football until 4 p.m. Was very animated and intense
watching the Ohio State game. Didn’t really pay attention to commercials – changed
channels between other football games.
Watched The Ring at the Princess [Theatre]. Was going to see 8 Mile but it was sold out on a
Saturday afternoon! I didn’t really analyze the film like we do in class; I just kind of
watched for entertainment. Very scary movie! Jumped a lot.
Went to a party at Grandfather’s Barn. Danced and listened to a lot of music.
Ate dinner at Skyline. Read menu.
During party, took a lot of pictures, was able to view them digitally. I take a lot of pictures,
especially at parties. I usually upload them onto my computer and edit them but
somehow I lost the batteries at the party and can’t view them yet – it was a bad night.
Sunday, November 10, 2002
Woke up at noon. Got on computer, looked at Internet in early afternoon. (ESPN, email, CNN,
etc.).
Watched football for most of the afternoon.
Multimedia: read sports section and ads section of newspaper while watching TV.
Watched weather reports on TV because of a big storm around 6 p.m.
While watching TV, read sports scores and weather info at bottom of screen.
Watched a lot of commercials, but not really interested in them.
6

Curiously, one student who used his palm pilot to record his media journal never actually recorded the palm pilot
as a form of media that he used. This tool, which communicates via screen technology, had become so integrated
into his daily routine that he didn’t actually regard it as media. It had become transparent.
7
I received approval from Miami University’s IRB to use my students’ media journals in my research. Students
whose text appears here have given me full consent to use their work.
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Watched The Rock.
Went to computer lab, did homework for MIS. In front of computer for 4 hours. Worked on
making a website.
After lab, watched TV while eating pizza. Couldn’t find anything to watch and just flipped
around. Finally found Sportscenter. Just felt like I HAD to watch TV while eating. I
tend to do this a lot.
Monday, November 11, 2002
As soon as I woke up, I went to my computer to look at my email and CNN. I checked Kazaa to
see if any of my music had downloaded from the Run Lola Run soundtrack, but I needed
“more sources” for all of them.
At my MIS class, I took notes from the PowerPoint presentation on the board. I usually print out
the notes, but I have been lazy lately. I don’t pay attention to what my prof is saying; I
just copy what is on the projection onto my paper. We also watch a short movie clip, but
I am tired, bored, and not paying any attention to what they are saying.
I sat at Shriver, drinking a Diet Coke for breakfast with my girlfriend. A TV is on in the
background, but I am not listening to it at all.
I get back to my house and go straight back to the CNN.com, ESPN.com, and Sandbox.com to
check my fantasy football team.
I start typing out a survey [for class] on my computer while listening to “Beautiful” by the Javier
Mendoza band. I switch between looking up research for my survey and typing my
survey.
As I walk downstairs, I notice that our TV is on yet again with nobody watching. I stop for a
minute to watch some quick Sportscenter highlights, and then go back upstairs.
In Marketing class, I look at the projection and take notes. Again, not paying attention to what
[the prof] is saying. Same thing in COM, only I am not taking notes at all. I am
concluding the results of my survey.
After class, go straight to Laws to finish my MIS computer exam. Looking back and forth
between my instruction sheet and the computer screen.
Watch movie for this [FST 201] class. Back and forth between the movie screen and my notes.
My interactions with Titus were rather interesting. At times I kind of liked the movie, other
times I hated it. The director did a pretty good job of toying with my emotions.8
After the class, I watched a little TV at my girlfriend’s dorm for about 30 minutes. Just watched
because we were bored. Nothing good on, so we flipped between bad shows that I can’t
even remember.
Just before going to bed, got on my computer and looked at CNN and my email before going to
bed. It’s become a habit.
Tuesday, November 12, 2002
During FST we watched the rest of Titus. I am glad we watched this because I am tired and
don’t even want to take notes. I liked the end of the movie – I am paying better attention
than last night.
I have to go home for the day, so I go to Ditmer [parking lot] to pick up my girlfriend’s car. As I

8

I will return to this idea of media’s ability to emotionally manipulate, and ultimately persuade viewers, in my final
chapter.
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am driving to [my parent’s house] I listen to the radio. She currently has a country
station on, and I don’t recognize any of the songs.
As I get home, my mom tells me the current situation with Iraq, so I turn on the TV and go to
CNN. As I see that CNN isn’t really covering the story, I turn [the TV] off.
I decide to show my mom my website on the computer. It was cool getting to see my website
after it’s done. I then start talking about wanting a new computer, so I go to Dell.com
and customize a computer that I want. I briefly notice that the TV is on again in the
background, but I’m not paying attention.
I casually watch TV while eating dinner. “Friends” is on again. I don’t really know why I’m
watching . . . it’s really just a habit while eating.
At 8 p.m. the Miami football game started. This is probably the worst media experience I have
ever gone through. Throughout the game, I am watching very intently and getting
intense. The game was very close and Miami lost on an EXTREMELY controversial call
by the official. I threw my controller down, screamed at the TV at the top of my lungs
and threw one of my shoes down on the ground. The shoe bounced off the ground and
put a small hole in my wall at home. It was one of the worst things I have ever gone
through. I know it seems very minor in the bigger picture of my life, but I am very
passionate about Miami football and I have a huge hatred for Marshall[’s team]. I took it
much worse than I should have, but I got completely carried away in the moment. I have
never done anything like that before. I almost even started crying. Then I took a lot of
insulin to calm myself down and waited until my parents got back from the Bruce
Springsteen concert to break the news to them about the wall. It was a very bad media
experience.
Wednesday, November 13, 2002
I got up at 8:30 and checked CNN, ESPN, and email (same as usual). I read about how the
Miami [football] coach got arrested for hitting a Marshall fan.
After class, I took a survey for COM about student-prof participation. I thought the questions
were vague and stupid, so I just quickly finished and went to breakfast.
At the Bell Tower [dining hall], I read my newspaper (Cincinnati Enquirer) that I read every
Monday and Wednesday. I only read the sports section . . . nothing special had happened
that was in the paper.
I came back to my house, downloaded some music, and checked out random sites on my
computer. The Run Lola Run songs won’t download for some reason.
During my Marketing class, we looked at overheads of different ads. This was pretty fun – it
was easier to stay awake than usual.
After class, I played Superchexx with my girlfriend. This was a very intense battle – I take that
game seriously. We played seven games, which I won 4-3.
After playing hockey for an hour, I went to BW3 [a restaurant] for a meeting. TVs are
everywhere in there. It’s an influx of media. We played trivia as well as watch TV.
When I got home, I played Superchexx with my girlfriend and watched TV. I tried to use
multimedia and do both at the same time, but Conan [O’Brien] was extremely funny, so
we had to take a break from hockey and watch it. This was probably the funniest Conan
skit I have ever seen. They superimposed mouths on pictures of Bush and Sadaam and
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they talked to Conan about the UN. The voices they used were hilarious. I could not
stop laughing!
During the course of five days, Greg spends roughly 17.0 hours a week watching television, 6.50
hours watching films, 10.0 hours using his computer, and 2.0 hours playing video games.9 He
only spends .50 hours interacting with print texts. But, Greg does more than catalogue his
interactions with media. He uses narrative to explain, and at moments analyze, his interactions.
Greg is very aware of my presence as his sole audience member, yet seems comfortable speaking
directly to me in his journal – perhaps because he took my English 113: Advanced Composition
course during the previous fall semester.
At the beginning of his journal, Greg explains that he watched the film The Ring for its
pure entertainment value: “I didn’t really analyze the film like we do in class; I just kind of
watched for entertainment.” Here Greg is making an important distinction between the active
spectatorship he intentionally engages in while in a classroom, and the more inactive, passive
spectator role he chooses to assume outside of a classroom. In his opinion, the first viewing
position requires careful attention and analysis, while the other requires consumption that serves
to satiate his need for entertainment. Entertainment and analysis exist in separate realms. This
very dichotomy – one that is even identified by the students themselves – is the very thing that
inspires me to investigate how students interact with media during their daily routines. Despite
what students may think, they don’t lose their ability to think about a text when they leave a
classroom. If pressed, I am confident that Greg could offer thoughtful and insightful opinions
about The Ring, even though he was watching it to be entertained.
Students honestly believe that thinking about a text they enjoy – such as a film, a
television program, or a video game – will destroy their relationship with it. This
pleasure/critique binary, or the student-held belief that thinking critically about an activity they
enjoy will disrupt their ability to continue enjoying that activity, presents a pedagogical
challenge for anyone who wishes to incorporate media into their classroom. This is an issue that
I will explore at greater length in the next chapter.
Before moving on to the second journal, I am compelled to address what Greg refers to as
“the worst media experience [he has] ever gone through.” The Miami University/Marshall
University football game was a big media event that took place during the week students kept
their journals. This was the first Miami football game to be aired on ESPN – a coup for the
university and its students. Like most students in my film studies class, Greg spent the evening
of Tuesday, November 12 watching the game. Emotions were high across Oxford as it became
clear that Miami would not win the game. Greg reacted by throwing his remote control,
screaming at the television, and hurling one of his shoes across the room, puncturing a hole in
the wall. According Greg, this media experience “was one of the worst things [he had] ever
gone through.” He calmed himself by taking insulin.
Curiously, Greg’s extreme reaction was echoed by two of Miami’s football coaches.
After his team lost the game, the assistant coach struck an exuberant Marshall fan that had run
onto the field. As a result, he was accused of battery by the West Virginia police and has since
resigned from his position. That same evening, another Miami coach vandalized Marshall’s
9

Though the student failed to record the exact amount of time that he interacted with various media, we worked
together to figure out the total hours spent on each media activity. I have not used my students’ real names in my
discussion of their work.
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coaching box. Miami University suspended him with pay for three weeks, and he is being
required by the university “to pay for the damages to the box, forego any pay increase next year,
attend anger management counseling at his own expense, attend the ‘Coaching with Character’
seminar, expand his community service efforts with the football team, apologize in writing to
Marshall University officials and its football team, and apologize in person to Miami’s football
team and coaching staff” (“RedHawks Online”). Seen in this light, Greg’s visceral reaction to
the team’s loss doesn’t seem quite so excessive. After all, Greg’s reaction to watching Miami’s
loss on television was mirrored by that of Miami’s coaching staff: both the live and mediated
version of the event elicited violent, destructive behavior in fans and coaches alike.
Greg doesn’t seem to know what to do with his reaction to Miami’s loss. He leaves us
with an image of him – close to tears and depressed – helplessly waiting for his parents to return
from the Bruce Springsteen concert so he could tell them about the hole in the wall. I can’t help
but think that recording his reaction to the Miami/Marshall game in his media journal provided
Greg with an outlet that permitted him to consider his actions in a more critical and reflective
manner. How would Greg have responded had he actually been at the Miami game? He
probably would have been just as intense and distressed. The television – as a machine the
mediated the space between the live event and its recording – didn’t seem to actually create
much space between Greg and the events at the game. He felt like he was there, and reacted just
as the fans and coaches at the actual game did. The television itself was transparent – it had been
remediated in Greg’s own interaction with it.

Media Journal #2: Julie
Saturday, November 9, 2002
12:30-2:30: Watched Spiderman movie.
3-4: Listen to MP3s while getting ready.
Listen to music on way to Olive Garden (KISS 107 FM).
5-5:15: Play Space Impact on my cell phone.
7:30: Listen to Jack Johnson and Justin Timberlake CDs in store.
8-8:30: Listen to radio on drive home (KISS 107 FM), talk on cell phone.
9-9:30: Talk on IM, check email.
Sunday, November 10, 2002
1-2:30: Read Sunday New York Times (all sections) while TV (MTV) is on in the background.
3-4: Take nap with TV on.
4-5: Talk on IM, my cell phone, and check email.
5-7: Read for classes, and some of Howard Stern’s Private Parts.
9-12: Multimedia: IM, watch “Sex and the City” re-runs, check email, surf websites. One of my
IM away messages compares life to the “Saved by the Bell” show.
Monday, November 11, 2002
9:30-10:30 a.m.: Listen to music while doing aerobics at the Rec Center.
10:30-11: Listen to radio in car while driving home and while driving roommates to class.
11-12: Check IM and email while TV is on (“Wonder Years”).
12:30: Listened to two minute story on NPR about public roads around Oxford.
12:30-1:30: Surf web for newspapers and news online.
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1:30-2: At Bell Tower [dining hall]. Read table tents and old Miami Student newspaper, while
listening to music.
2-3: Watched TV, channel surfing, while talking on phone.
3-5: Online looking for “Sex and the City” articles.
5-7: Play Space Impact while making telemarketing calls for insurance for home appliances; text
message on cell phone.
7-9: Watched Titus in FST 201.
9-1 a.m.: Multi-media: Listen to MP3s, IM, typing paper about “Sex and the City,” read online
articles about the show.
Tuesday, November 12, 2002
7-7:55 a.m.: Watch Ch. 5 “Today” morning news. Saw ad for Al Roker’s weight loss.
There’s a special on about him later tonight.
7:55-8: Listen to radio, told friends about Al’s special on losing 100 pounds.
8-8:30: Watch “Quantum Leap” in class.
8:30-9:15: Discuss “Quantum Leap” and impact/message behind show and impact on society.
Compare episode to J Lo’s [Jennifer Lopez’s] Enough movie.
9:30-10:30: Watch end of Titus in FST 201. Discussion.
10:30-11: Read Miami Student, listen to radio (country) on bus, talk to Cheryl [another student in
FST 201] about Titus.
11-12: IM, check email, TV on (read away messages a lot).
12-1:30: Watch TLC’s “Makeover Story,” talk on phone.
2-2:30: Watched documentary about homophobic man that killed homosexual man.
3-3:15: Watch documentary about TV and violence: “Does TV Kill?”
4:30-5: Compare lives to TV shows with friends (“Saved by the Bell”).
5-9: Telemarketing calls for appliance insurance.
Read USA Today.
Play Space Impact on cell phone.
Talk to friend about Titus movie and John Mayer concert the next night.
11-12: Look at American Collection Agency website and online press releases.
IM (check away message and chat).
On phone.
Writing own pitch letter and press release.
Wednesday, November 13, 2002
8:45 a.m.: Listen to Q102 for John mayor concert tonight at Miami.
10-10:45: Workout; listen to radio, read travel magazine, read ads.
10:45: Listen to Q102 in car; DJs talk about John Mayor concert tonight.
11-12: TV on while I get ready; IM, phone.
12:30: Listen to NPR news, read AP story.
1:30-2:30: Read table tents at Belltower [dining hall]. Talk about John Mayor concert with
friends. Read USA Today.
3-4:30: Film college show, “Some Things Considered” for MUTV (debate team argues over
issues and politics in Middle East).
4:30-6: Film MARS (Men Advocating Responsible Sex) peer education group for MUTV.
6-6:30: Sorority meeting (read agenda).
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7-8: Talk about old 80s and 90s sitcoms my friends and I used to watch (“Hey Dude,” “Saved by
the Bell,” “Wonder Years,” “What Would You Do?,” “Carebears,” “Gummi Bears”).
8-10:30: Saw live John Mayor concert.
Called friend on cell to let her listen to the concert.
11-12: IM, check email, talk on cell phone.
12-1:15: Read press release online.
Write own press release about musician Nora Jones.
Write response paper to Titus.
Write critical analysis idea for final paper about “Sex and the City.”
Julie interacts with media almost as often as Greg does. She spends roughly 17.0 hours watching
television, 5.50 hours watching films, 14.0 hours using her computer. She only spends 4.0 hours
engaging with printed texts. However, Julie recorded many more multi-media experiences than
Greg. For instance, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. on Monday, November 11, 2002, Julie uses her
computer to listen to MP3s, “talk” to friends over Instant Messenger, type a paper about the
HBO show, “Sex and the City,” and simultaneously read online articles about the show. In
addition, while attending the John Mayer concert held on Miami’s campus, Julie uses her cell
phone to let a friend listen to the concert.10 Using different forms of media concurrently has
become so routine for Julie that she didn’t realize that she used media in that way until she kept a
media journal.
Julie takes great comfort in knowing that friends and family have many ways to get in
touch with her, including IM, her cell phone (via calls and text messaging), and email. In
particular, Instant Messenger plays a recurring role in Julie’s media usage – it appears nine times
in her journal. In her media autobiography, Julie claims to remember the exact number of times
in her life that IM was not up and running: three. It came as a surprise to me that Julie even uses
IM to talk to other people in her house; “My roommate and I would talk to each other on IM,
while simultaneously talking to other people [on IM] as well because we found we couldn’t hold
a verbal and IM conversation simultaneously.” Other students echoed this sentiment. Some
noted that they prefer to talk to other people in their dorms – even those who lived across the hall
– on IM instead of actually speaking face to face. Unlike email, IM occurs in real time and may
actually take less time than a live conversation and, for students like Julie, efficiency is of the
utmost importance when determining which media to use. For this student, IM, as a form of
written communication, is actually taking the place of verbal exchanges. In this instance, a
student actually prefers written communication over verbal communication when interacting
with their peers. Perhaps students have grown more comfortable with the non-confrontational
world of screens, and are, as a result, developing a new composing and literacy practice.
My point here is that students are producing a lot of text that many writing instructors
have yet to “count” as writing. I am sometimes astounded by my students’ facility for
formulating thorough and articulate questions and comments over email, though they do not
participate in the classroom environment with this same aptitude. When did students become
more comfortable communicating with a writing instructor – or someone who has the
institutional authority to determine what is and is not “good writing” – in writing? Students’
10

The John Mayer concert was another media event that took place during the week students kept their journals. It’s
worth noting that, in general, my male students watched the Miami game while my female students attended the
Mayer concert. Very few men went to the concert, and very few women watched the game – thereby bringing a
gendered element to these campus media events.
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relationships with writing are shifting as a result of their interactions with video display
technology.
After keeping track of their media usage for five days, students then moved on to Phase II
of the project – composing their media autobiography. For the essay, students carefully
scrutinized their media journals and began detecting and describing their media habits. To help
students focus their essays, I posed a number of questions they had the option of responding to
(See Appendix I). As a group, my students were attracted to the same questions: Would you go
so far as to say you are “addicted” to any particular media?; Has [media] affected your chosen
major?; Do your social relationships center around or benefit from media?
While reading students’ media journals and autobiographies, I was struck by three
patterns. First, students persistently interacted with more than one form of media at a time; in
other words, they had multi-media experiences. Secondly, their interaction with mediatized texts
greatly influenced their career choices in that many of them decided that they didn’t want to
spend their lives consuming media; they also wanted to participate in its creation. Lastly,
students repeatedly described their media habits with the metaphor of addiction. Though I will
briefly discuss the first two patterns, the next section of this chapter will be devoted to probing in
greater detail my students’ use of the language of addiction in describing their media habits.
As I discuss each of these patterns, I will introduce passages taken directly from students’
essays. My hope is that my students’ desires to recognize how media affects their lives will
persuade teachers of writing to account for students’ interactions with media and resulting media
literacies in their classrooms. It’s noteworthy that the media journal assignment was the first of
its kind for all of my students, a third of whom were seniors. Though the seniors had interacted
with media consistently throughout their college careers, they had never been asked to engage
critically with those habits in the formal space of a college classroom.
While reading my depiction of students’ media routines, keep in mind the concepts of
hypermediation and remediation. Students themselves discuss moments when media loop back
through one another in their own lives to the degree that their lives have been reformed, or
remediated, by media. Again, media do not just reform one another, and do not just loop back
through each other; they also reform their users’ lives by continually looping through their
routines, habits, and thoughts. In other words, students lives are remediated – changed,
reformed, revised – by the mediatic system. Because students function as the conduit for all the
mediatized activity in their lives, it is within the their literacy practices, within the moments that
students use and rely on media, that the connections between media and literacy need to be
further investigated.
In the media journal assignment, I asked students to take note of those moments when
they interacted with more than one form of media at a time. My reason for doing so was that I
was curious to find out how often students devote their full, undivided attention to one task. As I
had suspected, students seldom do this. Rather, they prefer their attention to be as fragmented as
possible; as one student wrote: “I also tend to be a multi-tasker, a trademark quality of my
generation. I would have the television on, my MP3 player going, my Instant Messenger logged
in. . . all while I was supposed to be writing a paper.” The more divided their attention, the more
they were able to focus on task that involved focused thinking and concentration.
Within this media habit there appears to be a total aversion to silence. Although it can be
difficult to find isolated spaces that are enveloped in silence, students intentionally destroy any
silence they come upon. This sentiment is well articulated by one student who wrote, “I’ve
found that I don’t really watch a significant amount of television each day, however it is on
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during some of my specific activities, more for the purpose of being background noise. . . For
some reason, I feel that complete silence is more distracting than a small amount of noise.” This
student who doesn’t watch “a significant amount of TV” has the TV on while eating dinner,
while reading for class, and as she cleans her apartment. She even falls asleep to it, leaving it on
to chatter all night.
As I have worked on this project, some colleagues have questioned why I am interested
television because when they poll their classes and ask students which TV shows they watch,
many students respond by claiming they don’t have time for TV. The problem here is the
question. The student I quoted above said that she did not watch much TV; however, television
is a constant source of background noise. She becomes distracted by the silence that erupts in
the absence of television, and uses TV to help her focus. This student also contends that, in her
opinion, “people are no longer looked down upon for watching a significant amount of
television, but instead they are encouraged to keep up with this form of media. Maintaining a
sufficient amount of media interaction is imperative in order to be included in conversations and
to function intelligently in school.” This student who doesn’t see television playing a significant
role in her life is still compelled to justify her television viewing habits. Watching television
allows her to participate intelligently in school. Another student best summed up this paradox –
namely, the television is always on, but he doesn’t watch a lot of television – when he wrote that,
“As media user I would say that I am a TV addict. While I do not watch TV much it always
seemed to be tuned into some type of show.”
Many students also indicated that media was responsible for their choice of career. They
didn’t just want to consume media like film and television, they wanted to participate in the
creative process. This interest in media-devoted careers is partly due to the fact that I had an
inordinate number of mass communications majors in my class and the FST 201 course fulfilled
one of their major requirements. However, I found that students didn’t have clear arguments as
to why they wanted to go into a career in broadcasting, or advertising, or screenwriting. For
example, many of these students had made commercials for class assignments, yet claim to have
never actually questioned their relationship to the mediatic network in which these commercials
would be situated.
In her media autobiography, one student wrote that television “would have to be the most
important medium in my life. It is so important to me that my future career will be in television.
. . From the moment I wake up, I turn on the TV. . . Television is definitely the easier medium to
use because it does not always require 100% of your attention, whereas you have to pay attention
to a plot in a movie or [channel] surf.” This student wants to go into a career to create texts that
audiences find easy to use because they actually have to pay attention to it. The student appears
to perceive television – and, judging from the rest of her media autobiography, all other forms of
media, as well – as fulfilling her entertainment needs. She isn’t going into a broadcasting career
with the bold objective of changing the world. Convincing students to think carefully and
critically about their media routines – even students who want a career in media – is a valuable
intellectual exercise that requires a change in perception. Media plays a commanding and
demanding role in people’s lives, and while media serves many purposes, entertainment is
merely one of them. In my concluding chapter, I will argue for the importance of working with
students to identify the uniquely rhetorical dimensions of visual media so that they can
participate more actively as visual consumers.
In this next section, I examine in detail a key pattern I identified in students’ media
autobiographies. Many students relied on what I am calling the “language of addiction” to
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describe their relationship to media, claiming to be addicted to nearly any medium available –
including television, computers, Instant Messenger, music, video games, the Internet, and
email.11 Words such as “habit,” “habitual,” “addict,” “need,” “dependence,” “junkie,” and
“obsession” appeared frequently in students’ essays. Admittedly, this language choice was likely
influenced by my question regarding addiction, but this question was only one among many that
students could address (See Appendix I). Looking at media through the metaphor of addiction
apparently helped students best articulate their relationship to it.
Identifying a Mediatized Addiction
Cataloguing and examining their media routines made explicit media patterns in students’
lives that they had otherwise disregarded. Many students admitted to being habitual media users
and used their essay to expose a dependence that most had not admitted to previously. The
media autobiography, in particular, served as a form of intervention that required students to
confront their interaction with media, call it into question, and articulate their relationship to it.
After admitting to an unhealthy reliance on media, students also confessed to an overwhelming
sense of helplessness and concluded that media had a detrimental effect on their lives. Yes,
students seemed to say, media is imperative to my ability to participate in the world, but what, if
anything, can be done about it? According to one student, his “frequent use of media has made it
difficult for [him] to cope [with life] without any of it.”
By describing their media habits in terms of addiction, students examined some serious
issues. After all, once a user recognizes his or her dependence on a substance, the next logical
step is to find ways to address and potentially break this dependence. But when it comes to
media – a substance that is impossible to escape and has become crucial for participating in the
world – dissolving a dependency doesn’t seem like a feasible or desirable option.
The following three excerpts from students’ autobiographies illustrate the tone and
language that appeared in many essays. These students are attempting to work through and
understand an addiction they had never before formally contemplated, much less confessed to
anyone.
After a few days of documenting my media experiences, I fully realized my
ridiculous dependence on it . . . It sounds horrible, but my life truly does revolve
around media, and I don’t think we can help it in this country, especially my
generation. We are a generation moved, fueled, and inspired by every gadget,
gizmo, and device that can get us there faster, easier or in better style. We are
addicted to the very idea of technology and what we can do with it – and with that
comes our own obsession with media.
In this response, I am not sure if the student’s dependence was horrible to her, or if she was
accounting for my reaction to her essay – perhaps she assumed I would find her dependence
horrible. The student rationalizes her horrible dependence by arguing that she has very little
choice in the matter. Society pushes media onto her generation and she ultimately has very little
agency. While her dependence may be horrible, it’s also inevitable.
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Though students kept track of their interaction with print media like newspapers and books in their media
journals, no one claimed to have a dependent relationship with this form of media.
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This is a sad realization as I never envisioned the computer to be so much a part
of my life. I worry that I am missing out on things happening outside. . . one
minute it is light outside, the next it is dark. Ahhhhh, I missed the sunset. All I
want is a breath of fresh air. . . It is not far from the truth to say that I live my life
on the computer. It is an addiction, a habit, and a necessity. And I hate it that
way. . . . Even though media has become central to my experiences [as a graphic
design major], they have taken a backstage position. Their use has become so
routine I don’t realize their significance. I only notice how dependent I am on
media when the routine has been tampered with. And then I hate my dependence.
While I wanted this assignment to help students develop a heightened awareness of media in
their lives, I had not counted on students finding their relationship to media objectionable. Yet,
despite this hatred, I doubt this student could really change her media habits since such a
dependence is required for her major. The student, by establishing a diametric tension between
experiences occurring inside – i.e. media usage – and things happening outside – i.e. a day
passing by, creates a poignant image: she recognizes that her media habits separate her from the
world that is passing by outside her mediated workspace.
Aspects of media rule our existence, they help us make decisions, help us relax,
and help us be who we are . . . Everyday I wake up, take a shower, and reflect my
estranged parent everywhere I walk, the parental figure being the media. For
every page that I have read, television show I have seen, song I have heard, or
game I have played becomes engrained in my subconscious, in my attitudes,
beliefs and ideologies. I am merely a reflection of All Mighty Media.
In this response the student seems to have simply given up on ever sorting out his own attitudes,
beliefs and ideologies from those given to him by “All Mighty Media.” He has no longer tries to
distinguish between thoughts that are his and thoughts that are handed to him by the mediatic
network. He exists only as its reflection. Submitting to media actually compels him to establish
a rather intimate relationship with it; media has become a parental figure – it has influenced his
upbringing to the degree that he now reflects its beliefs and values.
Whereas the above student has come to terms with the pervasive role of media in his life,
other students admitted to being taken aback by their dependence on media. They were surprised
that media played such a large role in their life, that it took up so much of their time and money,
and that it had became a vital necessity along the same lines of food, water, and shelter. For
example, one student remarked that, “Throughout this journal assignment, I have seen myself
become almost dependent on certain types of media. This dependency came as a total shock to
me.” I had never intended for this assignment to shock students, but I did want to encourage a
heightened mediatic awareness in them that could potentially continue well after the assignment
was completed.
When I devised this assignment, it never occurred to me that students would walk away
from the project disturbed by a relationship to media that they deemed harmful. But the media
journal assignment had, in practice, asked students to account for an addiction. While students
often questioned their inability to say “no” to media, they never blamed media for their
unhealthy relationship with it. While they took full responsibility for their choice to use media,
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they also felt like they didn’t have a choice at all since it is largely impossible to lead a mediafree life.
Some students relayed narratives about the efforts they’ve made to break the hold that
media had on them. One student wrote,
I don’t want to think that I’m addicted to any one kind of media, but it has
definitely become a big part of my life, especially in the last four years, since
coming to college. My first couple of years here I watched a lot more TV and did
feel somewhat addicted. I even decided to give up my television for a month at
the end of my freshman year just to prove to myself that I could do it, and I
realized that whenever I was tempted to watch TV I listened to music instead. I
actually felt a lot more productive, but when I got my TV back, I went back to
watching it again.
This student depicts a struggle for control between media and his own autonomy. Like many
people suffering from substance abuse, this student believed he could quit whenever he wanted
to and sought to substantiate his claim by removing the television from his home for one month.
He wanted to prove (to himself? to friends? to the medium itself?) that he could be free from
media’s influence if he chose to be. He controlled media – not the other way around. While the
student was able to refrain from television during that time, he found himself resorting to other
forms of media in the interim. Of course, after the month was up the television went back on and
has stayed on ever since. But the student still remembers the sense of accomplishment he felt
after taking the initiative to reclaim his agency from media. The assumption, presumably, is that
he turned the television off at one point in his life, and could do it again if he needed to.
Admitting that media maintains some control over their routines, experiences, and
thoughts often resulted in students adjusting their self-perception. The following comment
reflects the identity shift that many students were trying to reconcile in their essays:
When I first heard about the assignment to document my media experiences, I
honestly felt like I wasn’t one of “those people.” Through this careful analyzation
[sic] of my own habits and tendencies, I would finally prove that I wasn’t so
sucked into pop culture and mass media [as other people], and that I would be
validated for choosing to pursue a career in that very field, because I would
somehow be outside of it. However, of course, I am every bit as addicted to every
single form of media as every one of my peers, if not more so. . . I am not as
innocent to media’s influence as I once imagined. I want the jeans I saw on
MTV, I listen to musicians on popular radio stations, and I want a career centered
on all this madness. Go figure. I am one of “those people.”
What does it mean for students to admit that they are “one of those people”? In the students’
minds there seems to be some kind of social stigma attached to relying on media for
entertainment, for companionship, and for information. For many students, depending on media
seemed to imply that they had less agency in society than they once thought they did. They
wanted to believe – and, for some students, insisted on believing – that they have complete
control over what media they use, when they use it, and why they use it. Notably, this student
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acknowledges the persuasive impact of visual media. After all, she is convinced that she wants
those jeans she saw on MTV.
Before moving onto another pattern I found in students’ media journals, I want to explore
one more journal that worked within the realm of addiction. For his essay, titled “Tales of a
Media Junkie,” one student took a less conventional approach. He wrote his response in the
form of a fictional narrative featuring himself. The student (or his character) frequents self-help
groups for people addicted to television, movies, books, music, and the Internet. He attends so
many groups that he can’t even remember which one he is currently attending: “The problem is
that I can’t remember what meeting I am at: T.V. Addicts, Virtual Stability, Super Highway
Informants, Horror Movie Hangovers. But the thing is this: It doesn’t matter. It’s all the same. I
still need it. I still want more.”
When describing his affliction to the group, the student confesses,
Sometimes I just can’t help myself. I love it. I need it. I have to have it around
me at all times. It’s the first thing I do in the morning and the last thing I do
before I go to bed at night. I do it while I’m driving; I do it while I walk. I do it
before every class, after every class, and sometimes in class. . . I come from an
age group whose lives are identified with what they see not what they do. . .
Media is awesome. I love it.
The curious aspect of this response is that the student is not actually attending these fictional
support groups to be cured of his addiction. His character is actually quite resistant to the notion
that he could stop using media if he wanted to (unlike the student I discussed above). He
actually sees no reason to quit. He is enamored with media and can’t wait to get his next
mediatized fix. After leaving the support group, the character listens to MP3s on his headphones
as he quickly walks home to catch Monday Night Football.
I find this particular narrative quite revealing. Though the student never makes reference
to the film Fight Club (dir. David Fincher, 1999) – a film we neither watched nor discussed in
class – its influence is clear. The main character in Fight Club attends self-help groups and
twelve-step programs not to be cured of an affliction, but so he can step out of his own dull life
for a moment and find solace in other people’s problems. So, even as the student explores the
beauty of media in his fictional narrative, his entire premise is influenced by a film, further
emphasizing the fact that his thoughts and actions are (re)mediated by the media in his life. This
student uses his essay to remediate Fight Club to the degree that it is barely recognizable. The
student doesn’t see media as a dangerous influence on his life – and even deems such a thought
as being a little “too Orwellian.” However, the student reasons, if media does become dangerous
to users, we should “blame the people who abuse it, and more importantly the people who allow
themselves to be abused and programmed by it,” thereby positioning himself above media’s
negative influence. And, as he comments, if media were a drink, he’d drink it – though I doubt
he’d admit to abusing it.
Here the student articulates an idea that I will expand on later in my dissertation – the
notion that media controls students as though they were mindless, passive automatons who do
not question the images, sounds, and ideas that are fed to them through media. Such a
description of students is not only unfair, it is also destructive. As academics, we are too quick
to locate ourselves above the struggle to maintain autonomy in a culture where media works to
aid us in forming a self-perception. We too easily equate use with manipulation. As the above
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student implies, there are responsible ways to use media without abusing it, just as there are
responsible ways to use substances like drugs and alcohol without abusing them. To quote one
more student who also hopes to have a career in television, “We are consumed in a world that
feeds us media from every direction. How we choose to accept that media is up to us, once we
realize what it is capable of.” In short, I want to work with students to explore everything that
media is capable of.
Happily Addicted
I am not suggesting that we attend to students as though they are afflicted – this would
only increase resistance in the classroom. However, I do want to disabuse instructors of the idea
that their classrooms can function as a rehab clinic, or a place where students come to be released
from the hold that media has on their lives. I am suggesting, however, that our students’
continued and complicated relationship with media and the pleasure that results from this
relationship must be addressed in our curriculum if we have any hope of integrating media into
the classroom with some degree of sophistication.
Yet, as I examined my data and I concluded that I was not entirely comfortable depicting
my students as media addicts. Moreover, I was not confident that they would take kindly to
being called an addict. Who would? After all, this characterization carries with it a great deal of
stigma. It implies an inability to control desire, to regulate pleasure, to simply say “no” in the
way that we have all be taught. It connotes a total lack of self-control. To curb my own
apprehensions and to better understand the connections I wanted to make in this dissertation, I
conducted a follow-up focus group with students from my Introduction to Film course. These
students were already aware of my project and, by permitting me to use their media journals and
essays in my research, already had some investment in my work. Since it had been a few months
since students completed the course, I began the focus group by asking students to reflect on
their media journals and how they had affected their relationship to media. Of the six students
present, four reverted back to addiction to discuss their media journal and media habits. They
wrote:
I learned about my IM addiction from my journal. I realized how much it
distracted me from doing other things (i.e. homework).
The journal made me realize how selective I am in my media choices and how
much I depend on media to keep me stimulated. In the classroom, I noticed how
much subtle media “perks” like colored paper or markers could keep me from
tuning the prof out.
I really got to see how dependent my life really was on media – I had to have it all
the time whether I was necessarily paying attention or not. It makes or breaks my
day and can incredibly shape it too.
I am very dependent on the Internet for my information. As a journalist, I am a
part of the media and have a very close relationship with it. I am addicted to
FreeCell!
As students shared their responses with the group, I was again struck by their reliance on the
language of addiction to discursively construct their relationship to media. This discussion
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occurred before I even shared with students the fact that I had picked up on this pattern in their
journals. I then showed them the same media journals and essay excerpts I reproduced above.
After giving the group a few minutes to look over the texts, I shared my observations regarding
the connections I saw between addiction and their discussions of media. Finally, I was able to
pose the question I had been dying to ask: How do you feel about being called an addict?
I had expected students to be at least mildly surprised by the question; I had expected
them to object to being labeled in this way. But everyone admitted to being just fine with being
called an addict, and, in fact, thought it the most appropriate term to use. They see themselves as
active consumers who are well aware of the prominent role media plays in their lives and they
have no intention of lessening the amount of media they use. I asked the group if anyone wanted
to be cured of their addiction – they offered a resounding “no.” One student said that without his
addiction, “life would be boring, dull, and horrible. I need my addiction.” Since there are no
material consequences to being labeled an addict within this context, it seems reasonable that
students would have no reservations about assuming this identity.
The focus group discussion helped me see the complexities of students’ addictive
relationships with media. Though they are comfortable with their addiction, students do not
expect everyone to understand their media habits. They do not discuss media, especially their
TV viewing habits, with their instructors for fear of being judged. At the same time, students
admitted to judging instructors who choose to share media habits (an admittedly rare occurrence)
with them. One student shared an experience she had with a graduate student who taught her
“Media and Culture” class:
I had this instructor who would talk about watching this documentary on “The
Learning Channel.” I had such a high opinion of him based on his TV habits,
which is ridiculous. I thought if he can watch all of that stuff, and he can speak
well on all of these topics, he must be an intelligent person. But then he’d say, ‘I
saw “Will and Grace”’ last night, and I’m like, ‘no, that doesn’t go along with
everything I thought you were before.’ You build your own stereotypes of people
based on their media habits.
Students knew they would be judged for their media habits because they were judging others.
They admitted that they were more likely to admit that they had spent a day listening to a record,
or reading the newspaper or a book because such activities were widely perceived as being more
“cerebral.” While students are concerned with being labeled lazy or passive because of their
interaction with video display technology, they feel no such apprehension about their interaction
with texts like print and music; they hold more cultural cache.
Like most addicts, students lie; they lie to their parents, to their teachers, and to their
friends. They don’t want to admit to using media as frequently as they do. At the same time,
students feel guilty about using media and know that they should be doing other things like
homework. These very complexities convince me that students’ media habits must be studied in
a classroom environment, but not in an effort to change their media habits – students are
interested in neither being fixed, nor in an unmitigated relationship with media. Instead, the
focus group members claimed they would invite conversation about the media habits (as is
evidenced by the fact that we talked about their addictions for over an hour); they invite analysis
and critique; and, they welcome a theoretical lens through which they can better understand their
dependence on media.
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Having established that students in the focus group were comfortable being labeled
addicts, I pushed harder and asked them to help me make connections between addiction and
pleasure. Students in the focus group said they’d be “excited” and “enthusiastic” to talk about
media events that give them pleasure – including favorite TV shows, films and music – in a
classroom environment. One student commented, “I like to discuss things that I enjoy. I give
more enthusiastic answers and am more willing to discuss topics that I feel passionately about.”
Yet, students also saw dangers in integrating their favorite texts into a classroom if the instructor
was out to destroy those texts and the pleasure students received from them.
Furthermore, the focus group claimed, students can see right through instructors’
attempts to use media as a half-hearted attempt to connect with them. They are accustomed to
instructors bringing media into a classroom with the goal of “making a connection” to another
text. But often this connection is random, undeveloped, and quickly abandoned in the course.
One student summed up this experience quite well: “If [the media] integrates well into a course,
then it could work – if it deals directly with the subject matter. But if you try to make a
connection that’s sort of obtuse, and barely relates to the course, then it will seem like [the
instructor] is pandering to us . . . so it sort of seems fake.”
If we consider students’ admitted addiction to media, and if we consider the fact they are
not asking to be cured of this addiction, it seems that we have to concur with Charles Paine’s
thesis that asking students to build up a resistance to outside culture and discourse is futile.
Students are not asking to be given a cure-all ointment that protects them from being infected by
the media they use with both pleasure and disdain. A pedagogy that aims to get students to step
outside of their culture so that they can finally recognize it for what really is – an insidious,
harmful, entity that destroys individualism – assumes that students can, by choice, “make
themselves immune to getting dupes by their culture: they can enter it, even enjoy it, and then
emerge unscathed, immune to the appeals of popular culture” (Paine 191). I believe that students
would be better served by a pedagogy that asks them to engage with their media habits in a space
that asks them to consider the creation of written texts as yet another form of media that
maintains a position within the mediatic network. In the next chapter, I propose just such a
pedagogy – one that refuses to demonize media, and chooses instead to account for the pleasure
students derive from it.
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CHAPTER THREE
The In-Between-Space: Theorizing Pleasure and Resistance for the Classroom
Chip reminded the class to sit up straight like critics rather than be passive
consumers, and the students sat up enough to acknowledge his request without
actually complying with it. Melissa, usually one fully upright critic, today
slumped especially low . . . To test his students’ mastery of critical perspectives,
Chip was showing a video of a six-part ad campaign called ‘You Go, Girl’ . . . [a
campaign that] could seduce first-year students before they’d acquired the critical
tools of resistance and analysis. Chip was curious, and somewhat afraid, to see
how far his students had progressed.
Jonathan Franzen
The Corrections (39-40)
Instructors committed to a critical pedagogy will likely identify with Chip’s efforts to
mold his students into “upright critics” who, by withstanding the impulse of being passive
consumers, can resist the ideologies fed to them by mass culture. Chip, a cultural studies
instructor, has spent the semester teaching his students the important critical skills of resistance
and analysis so that they can both understand their relationship to mass culture and resist its
“negative” influence. Chip’s efforts backfire when Melissa, typically a compliant student,
questions his intentions and his authority. She accuses him of shutting out all student opinions
that differ from his own: “I think you’re here to teach us to hate the same things you hate. I
mean, you hate those ads, right? I can hear it in every word you say” (42). Chip is
dumbfounded by this outburst and cannot offer a cogent response to the room full of students
who have been thinking the same thing all semester. Chip has lost control of the very skill he is
trying to teach his students: they have resisted taking his critical stance towards their culture, and
are instead resisting him.
It was pure serendipity that I read The Corrections (2001) and Charles Paine’s The
Resistant Writer (1999) concurrently, and I couldn’t help but situate Chip’s classroom within
Paine’s argument – namely, that writing courses have historically attempted to safeguard
students from the unhealthful discourse that dominates public rhetoric by promoting the
“rhetorical training as inoculation” model of education (Paine 4). In the passage above, Chip
attempts to determine if his students have learned to identify and resist the harmful influences of
their own mediatic experiences. Before students entered his classroom, Chip had decided they
were inert, impressionable dupes who needed to be liberated from their own passivity. The idea
that students already posses the ability to examine media’s role in their lives never occurs to
Chip. He fails to create a classroom environment where he could work with students to hone
skills they already possess. Rather, Chip approaches his classroom as an authority figure who
doles out to students a whole new set of critical tools – tools Chip has already mastered, and that
he sees as requisite for resisting the harmful ideologies of the popular.
Instead of trying to protect them from a dangerous world of discourse, he could “try to
activate them as responsible, contributing citizens” (Paine ix, emphasis in original). According to
Paine, the contemporary goal of critical education has been to “rescue the active, discerning
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subject from an uncritical immersion in her/his surroundings – her/his culture” (45). Paine
accurately describes what seems to be a pattern for many writing instructors who integrate
popular texts into their classrooms with the dual intention of pushing students to resist the
messages of those texts and to cease from taking pleasure in such texts. The central yet unstated
goal of such a classroom is to get students “to trade in their sense of the world and of themselves
for our (intellectual, academic) models of self, world, discussion, and knowledge” (Paine x).
Yet, this approach to education – as Paulo Freire has argued – fails to create a dialogic space
within a classroom where both students and teachers can freely exchange ideas. If students are
continually told that their understanding of the world is mediated, and, as such, false, there is no
possibility for critical dialogue between the instructor and her students. To quote Freire:
It is not our role to speak to the people about our own view of the world, nor to
attempt to impose that view on them, but rather to dialogue with people about
their view and ours. We must realize that their view of the world, manifested
variously in their action, reflects their situation in the world. (emphasis in
original, 77)
As both Freire and Paine argue, instructors must strive first to acknowledge and study, not
belittle or dismiss, the very culture students rely on for a worldview. It is my contention that
students can learn to see their mediated experiences from different perspectives and through
different critical and theoretical lenses without renouncing this culture.
Though my introductory chapter contains a brief discussion of Paine’s argument, as well
as a brief review of how resistance is situated in composition studies, it would be useful to revisit
these topics in greater detail here. In the Resistant Writer, Paine frames historical and
contemporary rhetorical training and the teaching of writing through the metaphor of “public and
individual health” (ix):
I look primarily through the modernist metaphor of immunity, which imagines
the body striving to keep the outside from getting inside, and when the outside
(what is alien, not of the self) does get inside, our immune system must be
prepared to exterminate it. This is the model of immunity that is still dominant in
our culture, and in fact, still dominant in our models of how persuasion occurs
and how persuasion is resisted. (x)12
Paine recounts the role of rhetorical training as it manifests in the pedagogies of nineteenthcentury writing instructors E.T. Channing and A.S. Hill, each of whom believed that proper
rhetorical training could help students erect barriers between themselves and the powerful
influence of cultural rhetoric. These instructors were compelled to uphold and protect the moral
fiber of the citizenry, and saw as their responsibility the need to ensure that a segment of society
could be made immune to harmful forms of public discourse most often encountered in popular
texts like newspapers and popular fiction – texts that, at one point of another, have been accused
of rotting the minds of the average reader.
Like Channing and Hill, many present-day composition instructors regard the invading
body to be any product of mass culture or mass media. In response, there has been a movement
within Composition and Rhetoric to address the negative effects of these invading bodies on
12

Like Faigley, Paine has positioned composition instructors squarely within a mondernist mindset.
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students. Popular media have been accused – by writing instructors and cultural critics alike – of
colonizing students’ consciences, wiping out agency, dulling the mind, furthering
racist/sexist/homophobic agendas, and generally weakening the moral fortitude of all young
people everywhere.13
Undoubtedly, these accusations prove true to some extent, but I do not believe that our
students’ very ability to interpret texts and make meaning have been irrevocably or necessarily
damaged by their interaction with media. Furthermore, I do not think writing instructors should
assume the right to determine which invading bodies are healthy for students. When students
resist the very culture that has provided them with a worldview, and that has given them
intellectual and emotional pleasure for as long as they can remember, the only two factors that
will be successfully resisted are the lesson plans that ask students to cease from taking pleasure
in popular culture and the instructor who insists on such resistance. While there is a great deal of
tangible resistance gliding along the surface of many composition courses, it’s difficult to
determine who or what is truly being resisted.14
A pedagogy that relies on the resistance model to incorporate media into the writing
classroom may stymie both the instructor who foregrounds resistance as a critical tool and the
student who is required to resist.15 Resistance is an intangible skill. Instructors can neither
identify its influence when students interact with media in a classroom, nor ensure that students
successfully employ it outside of the classroom. Moreover, instructors who approach popular
culture with the intent of inoculating students from its harmful contagions have no way of
measuring the degree to which students sustain such active defiance throughout their lives.
Instead, I argue that what should really be questioned here is the urge to see proper rhetorical and
mediatic education as being that “which gives students a kind of immunity or durable resistance
against the pernicious cultural forces that work against or otherwise weaken, undermine, or
atrophy the thinking capacities of the citizenry” and, I would add, of students (Paine 72,
emphasis in original).
Students are quite adept at telling instructors what they want to hear. As a defense
mechanism useful within most classrooms, they have become accomplished performers who
know what to say (they appropriate the discourse we teach them), when to say it (as they are
speaking to us), and, most importantly, why to say it (we love to hear it). After all, does it get
13

For a more detailed account of this argument, see Henry Giroux, Impure Acts (2000). For examples of this
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(1996); Susan Bordo, Unbearable Weight (1993); Neil Postman, Conscientious Objections (1988); Pierre Bourdieu,
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In “ Underlife and Writing Instruction” (1988), Robert Brooke examines the “underlife,” or “the range of
activities people develop to distance themselves from the surrounding institution” (232), of writing classrooms.
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expected to play” (232). In other words, while we expect students to resist culture, they might choose to resist us
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In “Resistance as a Tragic Trope,” (2001) John Trimbur traces the first appearance of the term “resistance” to
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resistance is still invested with such a “romantic aura” today (9).
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any more exciting than to hear a student critique a cable channel like Fox News for its one-sided,
anti-liberal, talking-head definition of “news”? Or to speak with a student about the destructive
racial and class stereotypes in popular films? As Paine argues, “there is only one stand that any
sane person would take – the stand of the teacher . . . no matter how democratic one makes a
classroom, for a majority of students, resisting the teacher’s political (or any other agenda) is far
more difficult – and I suspect far more rare – than going with the flow” (189). To take this
explication of resistance one step further, Patrick McHugh in his essay, “Is Student Resistance
Futile?” likens instructors to Borgs: “We are like the Borg in the ‘Star Trek’ TV series, who
assimilate all species to their super-rationale, single-consciousness collective. Like the Borg, we
give students no options. They will be assimilated or they fail. Resistance is failure” (306). We
force students to make unwarranted decisions: do they resist the culture that they have loved
since birth, or do they resist us and risk retribution? Or, to be more specific, should students
refrain from watching television programs and movies that their instructors have deemed antiintellectual? Further, should they refrain from discussing these same texts in class for fear of
being scrutinized by their instructors? Should they regard the texts they enjoy outside of the
classroom as being completely different, and less valuable, than texts they analyze, discuss, and
interpret in a classroom?
I am not claiming that students are incapable of crafting sophisticated critiques of media
that are self-generated and genuine. My point is that instructors who consistently frame media in
the classroom through the immunity model must be aware of how their own institutional
authority shapes such a pedagogical tactic; their interpretation of and attitude toward media can
swiftly and subtly override that of the students. Like Paine, I believe “the teaching goal here is
to make the student just like us – above the fray, unaffected, immune” (191).
Students may already have developed a degree of adeptness at navigating the messages
and signs they encounter in culture, and, by asking them to resist a mediatic culture, we may
actually hinder their critical development. In their article “Approaches to Teaching Using
Popular Culture and the Politics of Pleasure,” (a chapter in their book, Popular Culture in the
Classroom, 1999), Donna Alvermann, Jennifer S. Moon, and Margaret C. Hagood are convinced
that nothing constructive can result from a program of inoculation, in which “the teacher
assumes the role of liberating guide for students who passively take in all forms of popular
culture that surround them” (25). The “liberators” in this model are generally understood to be
public intellectuals and academicians – individuals with enough education and knowledge to
resist mediatic contagion. In his essay, “The Resistance to Popular Culture” (1990), William
Werner places intellectuals squarely in the middle of the immunity model, describing
intellectuals as “the frontline of a culture’s resistance to popular culture. Like certain cells in the
human immune system, intellectuals seek out and destroy any agents deemed foreign to the
health of the cultural body” (732), and, I would add, the student body. Here, academics
themselves function as an inoculation, as an antidote to what ails the infected culture at large,
especially their students.
Under the immunity model, academics are always already immune to culture’s effects,
successfully resisting its influences at every turn. But how does such a self-perception shape an
instructor’s relationship with her inflicted and affected students? Perhaps they feel disconnected
from students and the media they enjoy. After all, academics are not exactly a prime target
audience for most media outlets, and, by default, could be excluded from the very media events
they strive to critique. Asking students to share in their distrust of culture alleviates this cultural
isolation.
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However, I see one auspicious consequence of engaging with, rather than resisting and
discounting, popular media – namely, an understanding of intellectual and critical pleasure. We
do students a disservice by alleging that critical thinking requires them to abstain from visual and
aural pleasure, when, in fact, pleasure and critique co-exist in a tightly woven spiral within
academics’ lives. We see great pleasure within the act of critique. Remember Greg’s media
journal from the previous chapter? He claimed to have seen The Ring, but “didn’t really analyze
the film like we do in class; [he] just kind of watched it for entertainment.” Greg has positioned
himself as someone who can choose either to assume the role of a critic and analyze a film, or he
can function as a spectator and take pleasure in it. For Greg, analyzing a film in class entails
relinquishing visual pleasure; on the other hand, when he watches film on his own time, pleasure
is the most important element of his viewing experience. But my question – the question that
drives this chapter – is: What would happen if Greg were taught how to play the roles of
spectator and critic concurrently? What if he could simultaneously take pleasure in and think
critically about a film?
As I see it, the greatest risk in asking students to resist their culture, and, by association,
their senses of self, is that instructors destroy sites of visual pleasure for students without
replacing the resulting absence with something equally rewarding and fulfilling.16 The problem
here is that too often “media texts are critiqued devoid of any concern about the pleasures that
students might derive from them” (Alvermann 25). If we want students to think critically about
media, we need to show them that there is room for pleasure within analysis. In many students’
minds, “thought” negates enjoyment – which is why instructors are accused of asking students to
think “too much” or “too hard” about media when they use it in the classroom. Despite
scholarship proving the contrary, instructors often equate spectatorship with passivity, assuming
that students seldom sustain critical thought when engaging with media.
When we ask students to resist the culture they regard as their own, we fail to account for
the pleasure popular culture consistently dispenses. Students enjoy and even crave the visual and
aural presence of the mediatic system. Therefore, I argue that rather than administer rhetorical
training with the intent of inoculating students from the contagion of culture, we need to theorize
pleasure as part being integral to the act of critical reading.17 In so doing, we need to return to
Cicero’s conception of rhetoric as delight.
A clever balancing act needs to happen here: while students’ mediatic pleasures should
not necessarily drive an instructor’s curricular choices, it is still important to teach texts that
students voluntarily and ardently integrate into their daily routines. Furthermore, given their
relationship with media, it’s imperative that students learn to locate pleasure within critique.
Achieving this equilibrium can be facilitated by identifying what film theorist Trinh T. Minh-ha
refers to as the “in-between space,” or that space between binaries where definitions are unstable,
and where identities and roles remain in flux. What exists in that space found within what I am
calling the pleasure/critique binary? How does this space shape our perception of students, and
of us, as media users?
As we ask students to resist the invading influences of the culture in which they are
immersed, we sometimes forget that this culture gives them pleasure. They enjoy and even crave
16

I am making an argument influenced by feminist film theorist Laura Mulvey in her essay, “Visual Pleasure and
Narrative Cinema.” I will elaborate on this connection later in this chapter.
17
Cicero taught that rhetoric was intended to “teach, move, and delight” an audience. By accounting for students’
pleasure within our curriculum, we indirectly follow Cicero’s teachings when we consider how the rhetoric of
culture serves to delight its users.
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its presence. In fact, students may already by quite adept at navigating among the varying
messages and signs they encounter in culture, and, by asking them to resist culture, we may be
hindering their critical development. However, it’s not sufficient for me to argue against the
immunity model without devising a new approach to incorporating media into the classroom.
Rather than administer rhetorical training to inoculate students from cultural influences, we need
to theorize pleasure.
In the next sections of this chapter, I will look at how pleasure has been theorized and
analyzed by scholars located both within and outside of Composition and Rhetoric. First, I will
make connections between spectatorship, consumption, and pleasure – connections that are
necessary for any clear analysis of pleasure within film and cultural theory. I argue that current
discussions of pleasure take on accusatory tones inside classrooms; we wonder aloud how on
earth students could enjoy that show, or read those kinds of magazines, or pay money to see that
movie. These very accusations motivate me to drive home the point (possibly ad nauseam) that
pleasure does not foster passivity; it does not necessitate that spectators be victims of media
manipulation and cultural indoctrination; it does not imply lazy indulgence. Before placing
students’ leisurely activities under theoretical microscopes in our classrooms, we first need to
reconceptualize pleasure as a critical space that can foster intellectual engagement and selfawareness.
Looking for That In-Between-Space: Resisting Binary Thinking
In the second section of this chapter, I will tease out the nuanced gradations of pleasure
that must be accounted for when devising a workable theory that can actively inform writing
classrooms. While looking at critical pleasure, I will foreground Paine’s explication of the
immunity model of education. While I agree with Paine’s claims, I see one omission in his
argument – namely that the resistance model, if it is removed from a classroom, must be replaced
with something else. The alternative pedagogy I argue for encourages critical discussions of
pleasure. This approach more reliably discloses how students interact with and make meaning of
the mediatic system – a system that includes both visual and print media, as well as students’
own writing.
As I have already demonstrated, current pedagogical scholarship on pleasure is too often
tied to an inaccurate representation of people as consumers who obediently absorb the messages
and ideologies of any cultural text placed before them. This passivity is seen as an uncritical
space because it privileges indiscriminate pleasure over analytical engagement. Thought, in this
model, becomes pleasure’s adversary. Despite cultural theorists’ attempts to revise this
disparaging image of the consumer, we still refuse to ascribe more positive attributes to
consumerists, namely conscious reflection, engagement, and awareness – attributes that I hope to
return to our understanding of the pleasures students receive when they perform as cultural
consumers and spectators.
In her recent College English essay, “Business, Pleasure, and the Personal Essay,” Harriet
Malinowitz explores the business/pleasure binary that she claims has always constrained her
academic work. To circumvent the limitations of this binary, she turns to the personal essay, a
genre she believes can bridge the separate poles of business and pleasure. She argues that the
personal essay can help academics rethink the notion that “the business and the pleasure of
English are antithetical to each other” (321). Malinowitz maintains that “‘Creativity’ for some of
our colleagues as well as for some of our students, is unfortunately often equated with simply
breaking the rules. And breaking the rules, on a superficial level, suggests the anarchy of
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‘pleasure,’ just as conforming to the rules suggests the stony grip of ‘business’” (320). In other
words, Malinowitz is not seeking to break rules; she wants to invent new rules for academic
writing that allow us to use the personal essay to “resolve the conflicts within many of us” (321).
I agree with Malinowitz’s contention that we need to work around “business” (a term
Malinowitz never defines clearly) to locate moments of intellectual and personal pleasure. And,
for her, the personal essay seems to do the trick. For me, on the other hand, I want to locate
pleasure within business in that in-between-space located amid the two terms, not further the
idea that pleasure and business can only coexist in specific spaces, like the personal essay.
Malinowitz cannot “bear to be enclosed by fixed forms, categories and meanings” (321), but who
could? Rather than regarding the personal essay as the one space that permits business and
pleasure to live side-by-side in harmony, let’s revamp how we conceive of pleasure as a concept.
Let’s theorize pleasure before confining it to very specific places in our lives. The one element
missing from Malinowitz’s essay is a clear definition of pleasure, perhaps because it’s a
nebulous concept – one that is context and individual specific. In fact, any definition of pleasure
that can be gleaned from her essay comes from the antithesis of pleasure; in this case, business.
The term “pleasure” seldom has a clear referent because the term is often lost in a binary.
Pleasure is defined by only its negation, by what it is not.
Another problem with this paradigm is that pleasure as a concept, or even as a state of
being, is continually defined by its opposite pole – i.e. pleasure/pain, pleasure/business,
pleasure/critique – and is seldom used as a term that stand on its own terms. In, “A Poverty of
Desire: Pleasure and Politics,” Colin Mercer critiques this antonymic impulse:
Why must definitions of pleasure . . . always have their opposites? We don’t
necessarily think of the opposite term when we think of, for example, culture or
ideology or politics, even though their opposites exist within the language.
Pleasure, on the other hand, almost always invokes its chosen antonym – this is
perhaps the point about its ‘profound ambiguity’ – and this is probably because it
also implies the unspoken figure to which it implies – the individual. Pleasure is
about individual tastes and preferences. More than any other notion (except
perhaps those of taste or choice) it entails individual sovereignty. This is the
‘unsaid’ of pleasure, its presupposition when mobilised in any discourse. (96)
Pleasure, because it manifests whenever it chooses, refuses to reside within just one space.
Malinowitz is not accounting for the idea that pleasure could reside within business – thereby
acknowledging that in-between-space where the concepts collide and remediate one another.
Insisting that spaces of pleasure exist separate from spaces of business does nothing more than
fortify the very binary Malinowitz tries to avoid. The problem, as I see it, is that Malinowitz is
not accounting for the complexities or various geographies of pleasure.
Keeping in mind the shape-shifting nature of pleasure, my attempt to theorize and
mobilize discourses of pleasure for the composition classroom has not been undertaken with the
purpose of devising a fixed definition of pleasure that explains the likes and dislikes of students
everywhere; such a task would be futile, as Mercer claims. Pleasure is individual, personal, and,
as I intend to demonstrate, ripe for critical discussions. My assumption is that pleasure has not
previously been regarded as a useful theoretical concept for writing classrooms because it is
inherently too idiosyncratic, making coherent discussions that move beyond simple aesthetic
preferences difficult to foster. Yet, instructors promote binary thinking by encouraging what I
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think are false distinctions between the classroom space where business takes place, and the
public sphere outside the classroom where pleasure manifests. While this approach only makes
sense if instructors intend to further the notion that school is supposed to be hard and, in turn,
absent of pleasure, this binary will prevent the effective integration of media. When we haul
media into the classroom, we have to regard pleasure as another textual element worthy of
critical investigation.18
Significantly, I have not encountered many discussions of pleasure in composition’s
staple texts. James Britton’s Language and Learning (1970), however, is one exception. Britton
looks at the distinctions between “necessary and unnecessary talk, between getting things done
by talking, and talking for the pure pleasure of it” (99). To distinguish between these divergent
uses of discourse, Britton argues for two ways of using language: as the participant, or as
someone who uses speech to get things done, and as the spectator, or as someone who uses
language for the sheer pleasure of speaking. In Britton’s words, a participant uses language with
the intention of “informing people, instructing people, persuading people, arguing, explaining,
planning, setting forth the pros and cons and coming to a conclusion – these are participant uses
of language, uses of language to get things done” (122). Furthermore, the “need to act and
decide characterizes the participant role – to act and decide in response to the social demands of
human co-existence” (104). In short, the participant is someone who actively participates in the
world’s affairs.
Britton argues that the participant slips into the spectator role once she takes “holiday
from the world’s affairs” and is free “to savour, to appreciate, to interpret” (104). The shift from
participant to spectator is requisite. Participants participate in world events as best they can, but
when the experience is over, they “are left with a positive need to take up the role of spectator
and work upon it further – in order, as we say, ‘to come to terms with it’” (118, emphasis in
original). The spectator recounts, interprets, and comments upon events, but does not actually
take part in them: “make believe play, day-dreaming aloud, chatting about our own experiences,
gossip, travelers’ tales and other story-telling, fiction, the novel, drama, poetry – these are uses of
language in the spectator role” (122), and these are uses which generate pleasure for the speaker.
In addition, Britton writes, “As participants we have only one life to live: as spectators, an
infinite number is open to us” (116). In other words, we are only one person as we take part in
our life’s events and experiences, but, in the spectator role, we have the freedom to extend our
lives onto those we observe.
In his 1982 essay, “Spectator Role and the Beginnings of Writing,” Britton assigns new
terms to these two categories of discourse: “Transactional is the form of discourse that most fully
meets the demands of participant,” while “poetic discourse is the form that most fully meets the
demands associated with the role of spectator” (136). Outside of this binary is “expressive
discourse,” or “a form of discourse in which the distinction between participant and spectator is a
shadowy one” (136). In expressive discourse, personal experience becomes the organizing
principle behind any piece of writing. Due to this explication of expressive discourse, Britton is
often attributed with rescuing expressive writing from current traditional rhetoric. But, like
Malinowitz, Britton has not rescued his terms from his own binaries.

18

My use of the verb “haul” in this sentence is quite deliberate. Instructors at many institutions must literally haul,
or push, or pull a cart housing a television, a VCR, and (if they are lucky) a DVD player into the classroom. Few
classrooms that primarily hold humanities courses come equipped with the technology required to teach visual
media.
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Though Malinowitz never refers to Britton in her essay (a move I don’t entirely
understand), they basically make the same argument. The personal essay has become the space
where business and pleasure, or where the participant and the spectator uses of discourse,
converge. Both scholars have located what seems for them to be that in-between-space where
the binary appears to collapse on itself. But the problem with choosing a new location to work
around the binary is that the binary itself is actually still intact – we still have business, we still
have pleasure. The original two modes of thinking and using speech still work in isolation
because the two binary poles never intertwine, and are therefore never changed or remediated.
As such, the personal essay simply functions as a separate location, or a third pole, one with its
own constraints and limitations. I propose a model where “business/participant –
pleasure/spectator” converse and inform one another – not just in the one outside space of the
personal essay. The binaries disappear when these new modes of being blend and revise one in
the in-between-space where textual spaces and relationships are not fixed or universal; rather,
they are idiosyncratic and unpredictable. Furthermore, these binaries fuse when students become
effective users of one particular medium: writing.
In some respects, Britton’s distinctions between the role of spectator and participant are
helpful: there is an undeniable difference between taking action and making decisions in the
participant role, and reflecting upon and chatting up the world around you in the spectator role.
Of course I want students to use language to get things done; I want them to argue, persuade,
and, in short, perform as rhetoricians. Yet, I also want them to reflect on, savor, appreciate, and
take pleasure from the ideas and experiences they encounter. And they can accomplish all of
these tasks simultaneously from seemingly diametrically opposed subject positions.
Spectatorship, as Britton describes it, is antithetical to my project. I am not comfortable
with the leisurely attributes Britton ascribes to the spectator, nor am I interested in furthering the
notion that spectatorship hinges on the freedom from participating in the world and from using
language to get things done. Implicit within this model is a hint of passivity – if you don’t use
language to get things done, why are you using it at all? Can you not use language to experience
pleasure and to get things done at the same time? In fact, given Britton’s description of the
spectator as someone who has the time to refrain from active participation in culture, why would
anyone want to be a participant if spectators use language to create pleasure? Furthermore, how
can I convince a classroom full of students to become participants? Britton is right in defining
spectators as people who watch, observe, look, and experience pleasure, but misses the mark
when he claims these roles are separate from arguing, persuading, and coming to conclusions
(i.e. rhetoric). In contrast, I want to suggest that by functioning within a visual culture and by
engaging with the mediatic system, spectators do all of these things simultaneously. Any
definition of spectatorship must account for, not be distinguished from, active participation.
Consumption – which truly occurs in the spectator role as the spectator consumes and reacts to
what is seen – is a powerful and active cultural position. To truly engage with visual texts,
composition needs to set aside the notion that consumers are always already passive and duped
by culture. Again, the problem here is the binaries. The participant and the spectator do not
function in separate realms, and, in fact, work within and through one another as they meet in the
in-between-space. To partake in culture one must simultaneously observe events and make
meaning of experience; we are participant/spectators.
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Looking for Pleasure in New Places
Despite the lack of useful theories of visual pleasure in composition studies, effective
discussions of pleasure that account for active consumption are found in film and literary studies.
In fact, four key works are cited in almost all theoretical inquiries into pleasure and
spectatorship: Roland Barthes’s The Pleasure of the Text (1973), Michel de Certeau’s The
Practice of Everyday Life (1984), Laura Mulvey’s “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema”
(1975), and Michel Foucault’s The History of Sexuality (Volumes I). Each will assist me in
developing a workable theory of pleasure that can accentuate critical investigations of visual
media in composition classrooms.
The Pleasure of the Text is indispensable for any discussion of pleasure. Despite devoting
an entire book to a discussion of the pleasure experienced from interacting with written texts,
Barthes resists the urge to clearly define pleasure. Rather, his argument focuses on the
impossibility of defining pleasure while still acknowledging the pleasure readers receive from
textual interaction. Towards the end of his treatise on pleasure, Barthes finally admits that
the position of pleasure in a theory of the text is not certain. Simply, a day comes
when we feel a certain need to loosen up the theory a bit, to shift the discourse, the
ideolect which repeats itself, becomes consistent, and to give it the shock of a
question. Pleasure is this question . . . it is an oblique, a drag anchor, so to speak,
without which the theory of the text would revert to a centered system, a
philosophy of meaning. (64-65, emphasis in original)
In other words, pleasure may be indeterminate and unfixed, but it’s always present. If we don’t
account for the readers’ pleasure in our theories of textual interpretation, we will be unable to
truly grasp the meaning and power of a text. Barthes is trying to “get beyond not only the idea of
the text as reducible to a message, but also beyond those socio-ideological analyses of literature
which, from Aristotle to Barthes himself, had agreed on the deceptive nature of literature”
(Mercer 86). In trying to understand what a text means and even how it can corrupt, Barthes
argues, we have forgotten to understand what a text does, i.e. create pleasure for the reader.
Barthes’s approach to a theory of textual pleasure is furthered by the structure of his own
reasoning. His logic moves in spurts and false starts; when the reader thinks she is about to
encounter a clear definition of pleasure, Barthes navigates his discussion in another direction,
refusing to fix the meaning of his own terms. His rhetorical choices mimic the very instability of
the pleasure he theorizes. When he writes that “[w]e read a text (of pleasure) the way a fly
buzzes around a room; with sudden, deceptively decisive turns, fervent and futile,” Barthes
appears to be describing the edifice of his own argument. This instability became especially
evident in one particularly playful passage:
Is not the most erotic portion of the body where the garment gapes? . . . the
intermittence of skin flashing between two articles of clothing (trousers and
sweater), between two edges (the open necked shirt, the glove and the sleeve); it
is this flash itself which seduces, or rather: it is the staging of an appearance as
disappearance. (10, emphasis in original)
To use Barthes’s metaphor, I think the garment gapes in the in-between-space, in those sites
where we see our way out of the taxonomies and binaries that inaccurately depict and
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oversimplify the relationship between readers and texts. In such a space there exists the dual
pleasure of what is seen and what has yet to be seen. Perhaps after learning to identify the
tension that resides in the space between pleasure and critical awareness, students will glimpse
meanings in a text that they had never noticed before, and, as a result, will begin recognizing the
relationship that binds critique to pleasure. Though students take pleasure in the arguments,
images, and media that are placed before them, they can find greater pleasure by looking harder
for meanings that reside in shadows. Just becoming aware of the space where the garment
gapes may give students the permission and guidance they need to direct their gaze to spaces
outside of the dominant readings of a text, to places where they don’t expect to find meaning
and intellectual fulfillment.
Before moving to Mulvey and Foucault’s conceptions of pleasure in film and culture, I
want to consider Michel de Certeau’s The Practice of Everyday Life (1984). De Certeau, who
was greatly influenced by Barthes and Foucault, builds on their arguments by dismantling the
assumption that readers are, by definition, passive. He argues against the passive attributes
assigned to readers: “reading (an image or a text) . . . seems to constitute the maximal
development of passivity assumed to characterize the consumer, who is conceived of as a voyeur
(whether troglodytic or itinerant) in a ‘show biz’ society” (xxi). In other words, consumers are
regarded as seduced by and losing agency to the shiny objects and bells and whistles offered by
popular culture. To combat the correlations consistently drawn between reading, consumption,
and passivity, de Certeau investigates “the ways in which users – commonly assumed to be
passive and guided by established rules – operate” (xi). For de Certeau, such an image of
consumers is unacceptable because the activity of reading and consuming written texts and
images has
all the characteristics of a silent production: the drift across the page, the
metamorphosis of the text effected by the wandering eyes of the reader, the
improvisation and expectation of meanings inferred from a few words, leaps over
written spaces in an ephemeral dance . . . the reader insinuates into the text the
ruses of pleasure and appropriation: he poaches on it . . . Barthes reads Proust in
Stendhal’s text; the viewer reads the landscape of his childhood in the evening
news. The thin film of writing becomes a movement of strata, a play of spaces. A
different world (the reader’s) slips into the author’s place. (xxi)
Despite what we know intellectually about the active reader, we still attribute passivity to the
reading of visual texts, and may not even regard this activity as reading at all. This very
assumption must be challenged when we consider students’ interactions with the mediatic
system. We have completely misunderstood our own project if we continue to see students as
passive consumers of media.
De Certeau works to disabuse his own readers of the notion that to read is to “receive
something from someone else without putting one’s own mark on it, without remaking it” (169).
Thus, a significant component of de Certeau’s argument is his idea of “poaching”, or the
representation of a reader’s distinctive movement through a text. Poaching frames reading as an
act of meaningful and idiosyncratic (silent) production that is requisite for personal enjoyment.
Readers look where the garment gapes to invent in the text something that is their own,
something the author did not intend, and something from which they make personal meaning and
attain pleasure.
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On the other hand, reading characterized by passivity does not permit consumers to be
regarded as active, thinking, and autonomous. Behind this understanding lives the “silent,
transgressive, ironic or poetic activity of readers (or television viewers) who maintain their
reserve in private and without the knowledge of the ‘masters’” (de Certeau 172), the masters
being those cultural forces functioning under the presupposition that the popular texts they create
and distribute will colonize the psyches of the masses. Since consumers – as defined by de
Certeau – make their own meaning, they successfully maintain a degree of control over cultural
texts; the texts do not inherently control them.
Making meaning is at the center of viewing, consuming, reading, and creating. When we
read a text, regardless of whether we read the written word or an image, we insert into it our
understanding of its meaning – we poach. More importantly, promoting resistance as the only
suitable way to interact with media takes away students’ freedom to poach on a text and make it
their own. Such a pedagogical strategy “encourages students to regard their own society as
insidious, as something that infects them and their ways of regarding reality, something to be
resisted . . . it does not teach students that their culture, and that their beliefs about their culture,
provides rich material to work with” (Paine 48, emphasis mine).
The overriding question here seems to be: who controls meaning? Is media so powerful
that it leaves no room for poaching? Historically – since the advent of the printing press – print
texts have been blamed for controlling readers’ passive minds and adversely affecting their
ability to make knowledge. Yet, due to the privileged position the printed word holds in most
composition curricula, it seems fair to conclude that Composition and Rhetoric as a discipline has
ultimately concluded that written texts – both published texts and texts created by students –
invite poaching, and that written texts no longer colonize readers’ minds.
Media now stand accused of this affront. Composition scholars do not voice concerns
about the ways written texts dominate students’ minds and destroy their ability to think and
function autonomously because those fears have been transferred onto texts that communicate
via images. The theory here is that imagistic modes of expression ameliorate any possibility of
consumers making their own meanings of those texts. But are images somehow more dangerous
than print? Writing curricula often integrate visual media with the intention of disabling
students’ facility to read them in a pleasurable way; yet we assign written texts with the intention
of showing students the pleasure of reading print. We work to create lifelong readers and
writers, not lifelong viewers.
At the risk of being too presumptuous, I am compelled to argue that we may even prefer
to see our students as passive consumers because it makes our work seem that much more
honorable and indispensable. After all, if we can rescue students from their own passivity, and if
we can sanitize and immunize them from a culture that is pernicious and destructive, we can
perceive our work as essential to maintaining the students’ health. However, if we see students
as active consumers and producers of mediatic texts as de Certeau argues, then our pedagogical
objective changes in that we will begin to work with students to better understand not only why
they react to texts as they do, but also how they can put those reactions to use. In effect, we will
perform a pedagogy that studies culture and pleasure as they enact themselves in our students’
lives.
De Certeau’s theories of consumption and production, and his theory of audience
reception, help ground my discussion of visual and intellectual pleasure. Spectatorship and
visual consumption, when demarcated as dynamic and active, illuminate Laura Mulvey’s
discussion of visual pleasure in cinema. With her groundbreaking essay, “Visual Pleasure in
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Narrative Cinema,” Laura Mulvey became one of the first film theorists to account for gender as
she theorized how filmic images affect spectators. Mulvey has a clear statement of purpose: “It
is said that analyzing pleasure, or beauty, destroys it. That is the intention of this essay” (30).
Using Freud’s psychoanalytic theory of scopophilia, or “pleasure in looking,” Mulvey identifies
three dominant gazes in film: the gaze of the audience, the gaze of the camera, and the gaze of
the characters in the film (“Visual” 39). Mulvey argues that the filmic and spectatorial gaze she
identifies, particularly for classic Hollywood studio films, is gendered male: “In a world of
sexual imbalance, pleasure in looking has been split between active/male and passive/female.
The determining male gaze projects its fantasy onto the female figure” that connotes “to-belooked-at-ness” (33). The men behind the camera, in the film, and in the audience further the
film’s narrative – a narrative that continually subjects women to the controlling male gaze. In
order to destroy this gaze, we must, as Mulvey argues, dismantle the mechanisms that foster
visual pleasure.
In her follow-up essay six years later, “Afterthoughts on ‘Visual Pleasure and Narrative
Cinema,’” Mulvey attempts to account for the female gaze in film and comes to the conclusion
that some female spectators can experience gender fluidity by “mak[ing] use of an age-old
cultural tradition . . . which eases [her] our of her own sex into another” (27). Thus by an act of
conscious transvestitism, the female spectator identifies with masculinized characters – either the
male hero or the female heroine who “is torn between passive femininity and the devil of
regressive masculinity” (“Afterthoughts” 25), and contributes to the cinematic apparatus by
objectifying its representations of women. In other words, the female spectator who has become
a master of gender fluidity in a patriarchal culture can identify with a male protagonist and, as a
result, can actually echo a masculine point of view by watching the film with an appropriated
male gaze. Mulvey does not focus on those female spectators who receive no visual pleasure
from the characters who are the center of the film’s narrative: “the female spectator may find
herself so out of key with the pleasure on offer, with its ‘masculinization,’ that the spell of
fascination is broken” (Afterthoughts 24). Mulvey’s argument leaves no room for a female gaze
that is not in some way masculinized.
For Mulvey, the destruction of pleasure is not just a personal goal; it is a political agenda.
By striving to destroy visual pleasure within the cinematic apparatus, Mulvey is attempting to
radically rewrite the codes and the grammar of pleasure within culture (Mercer 85). Therefore,
Mulvey’s work provides film and cultural scholars with a starting point in their discussions of
the filmic mechanisms of pleasure.
Despite Mulvey’s oft-cited claim that analyzing pleasure ultimately destroys it, I would
argue that analyzing pleasure shifts both the sites from which people experience pleasure and the
kind of pleasure received. To quote Colin Mercer’s critique of Mulvey once more, “Sentiment,
regret, nostalgia, desire, ambition and identification play a rather more significant role in this
economy of pleasure than Mulvey’s analysis would allow. They are the problems to be
confronted especially if we want to engage with pleasure at the level of the popular” (97). What
Mercer is hinting at here is that we need to do better than just understanding where pleasure
comes from so that we may subdue it. Rather, we need, as de Certeau argued, to determine what
people do with pleasure, how they use it, and how it affects the meanings the produce as read and
writers.
Of course Mulvey is not the only scholar to take up visual pleasure as a cause célèbre. In
“Women and Representation: Can We Enjoy Alternative Pleasure?” Jane Gaines explains the
consequences of the “counter-cinema” that developed in Mulvey’s wake. Counter-cinema
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presented to the spectator filmic images that disrupted the conventional grammar of studio films.
These films – including Mulvey’s high theory film, Riddle of the Sphinx – claimed to offer
representations of women that disallowed a pervasive male gaze. Rather, this new cinema
attempted to “destroy the codes of mainstream cinema and ultimately replace them with a cinema
that provokes thought and encourages analysis” (Gaines 81). Unfortunately, this new aesthetic
snubbed the mass audiences that tend to frequent movie theatres because such films were catered
to moviegoers who sought out purely intellectual experiences – not visual pleasure. Visual
pleasure may have been destroyed, but along with it went the audience. As Gaines asks, why
should a film that makes visible “its own signification process necessarily require its audience to
know advanced film theory in order for them to enjoy, appreciate, and, ideally, reflect upon what
is seen?” (82). Such a requirement implies that there is, in fact, a “correct pleasure” to receive
from visual texts. Unfortunately, the only viewers likely to experience correct pleasure are those
who study filmic representations through psychoanalytic theory.
Gaines is correct in implying that the destruction of visual pleasure should not lead to
narrative incoherency and aesthetic elitism. Rather than assuming that visual pleasure is a
universal experience, and that the only way to contend with problematic representations is to
destroy pleasure, I think it would be much more productive to theorize the mechanics and
grammar of pleasure. Taking pleasure in images that other spectators may find offensive,
reprehensible, or even just mildly problematic does not imply a willful indifference to the larger
cultural system in which these images operate, or to the industries that profit from producing this
imagery (Gaines 87). Pleasure is much more complicated than that.
Unquestionably, Mulvey’s early work provided much needed theoretical insight into the
complexities of spectatorship, and was the impetus for an area of study devoted to spectatorship.
One of Mulvey’s stated goals – one that is not cited nearly as often as her commitment to
destroying pleasure – is the creation of an alternative pleasure that derives from the “thrill of
leaving the past behind without rejecting it, transcending outworn or oppressive forms, or daring
to break with normal pleasurable expectations in order to conceive a new language of desire”
(30). Though the alternative cinema I described was one attempt to construct this new language,
it did not have a significant impact on the gazes of popular cinema, or its cousin, television. This
claim is evident in the recent reality television show phenomenon: “The Bachelor” features a
group of attractive women vying for the attention of a man with the intention of earning a
wedding proposal; “Joe Millionaire” features yet another group of attractive women who
compete for the attention of a man who they believe to be a millionaire, but is actually
financially average; “The Swan,” features a group of women who, believing themselves to be an
ugly duck, undergo major reconstructive and cosmetic surgery only to be thrust into a beauty
pageant after the scars disappear. Within these programs, a new language of desire is no where
to be found; rather the three gazes that Mulvey identified still seek to present to the (male)
viewer visual pleasure.
In The History of Sexuality, Michel Foucault tracks the consequences of dictating
acceptable avenues of pleasure to a populace. Foucault’s theories of pleasure address issues
particular to bodily pleasure, or, more specifically, the transformation of sex into discourse by
hegemonic powers that manage and suppress sexual and erotic pleasures. In an attempt to
prohibit and regulate sexual pleasure, Foucault claims, bodily pleasure itself was discursively
taxonomized and ultimately medicalized. Sexual “deviants”, as a matter of public policy, were
subjected to psychiatric evaluations, medical assessments, and preposterous “cures.” Sexuality
became a “medical and medicalizable object”; “one had to try and detect it – as a lesion, a
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dysfunction, or a symptom – in the depths of the organism or on the surface of the skin, or
among all the signs of behavior” (Foucault 44). Persecuting peripheral sexualities – as Foucault
calls them – resulted in a “sensualization of power and a gain of pleasure” (44).
Society’s compulsion to govern that which it labels unnatural stems from the disease
paradigm. In an effort to contend with disease properly, society’s institutions do everything
possible to suppress outbreaks, lest an epidemic occur. While there may be no outright cure for
the disease, we can at least label those who are afflicted and discourage them from openly
participating in society. We can then rest assured that everyone appears to be healthy. At the
same time, perversions are required for identity formation within society; diseased and perverse
bodies must be marginally visible – yet contained – so healthy people can see the afflictions they
do not have. In terms of sexuality and pleasure, however, disease does not blindly strike just
anyone. Rather, perversion and disease occur as a result of choices and, as Paine argues, “[are]
seen as the result of individuals’ and societies’ deviations from the natural order. Disease could
not prevail if we could only restore this natural order” (5).
Paine and Foucault’s arguments – each of which examines different, yet related societal
institutions – underscore one another. More than anything, Foucault and Paine argue, hegemonic
institutions compel and require people to resist the invasive pathogens of a contagious culture by
monitoring that culture’s discourse. Pleasure, and the activities that lead to it, are a distasteful
cultural affliction that must be managed, controlled, and restricted. Resistance can be
compulsory, as it is in many classrooms, or it can be imposed, as when laws are passed to
regulate sexually aberrant behavior.19 Paine examines how rhetorical training is/was used to
protect the health of the student, while Foucault examines how sexuality has been pathologized
in an effort to regulate sites and forms of bodily pleasure. In both instances, pleasure is not seen
as positive. One element of Foucault’s argument that is missing from Paine’s, however, is the
importance of plurality. There are many kinds of pleasures; there is not one kind of pleasure that
can be taxonomized and thus contained.
Ultimately, they argue, both pedagogical (Paine) and medicinal and scientific (Foucault)
efforts to eliminate objectionable cultural influences have failed due to what Foucault calls the
“perpetual spirals of power and pleasure”:
The pleasure that comes from excising a power that questions, monitors, watches,
spies, searches out, palpates, brings to light; and, on the other hand, the pleasure
that kindles at having to evade this power, flee from it, or travesty it. The power
that lets itself be invaded by the pleasure it is pursuing; and, opposite it, power
asserting itself in the pleasure of showing off, scandalizing, or resisting. (45)
While Foucault argues that there is a great deal of pleasure found in exercising power, he also
demonstrates there is pleasure in subverting it, acting out against it (publicly and privately),
fleeing from it, and evading it. In short, there is pleasure in resisting the very mandate that
requires resistance.
To enact a critical pedagogy, we must account for Foucault’s spiral in our classrooms. If
we ask students to cease from taking pleasure in a certain activity – such as watching their
favorite television show – we are forcibly, if not inadvertently, shifting the locations from which
students receive pleasure. In other words, the show itself will no longer be the only locus of
19
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pleasure; rather, watching the show and knowing it’s not good for them according to the powers
that be, might actually encourage and foster their pleasure. In addition, instructors themselves
need to admit that they receive pleasure from the very media they seek to remove from students’
experiences.20 Lastly, instructors need to be clear about what happens when they ask students to
resist media and its messages; more often than not, students take great pleasure in resisting
resistance.
I need to make one last connection before moving to the last section of this chapter. If
you recall the previous chapter’s discussion of the metaphor of addiction, and add to it this
chapter’s discussion of the metaphor of immunity, you may find, as I have, that the two
metaphors do not work well together. Under the immunity metaphor, the eradication of
contagion is the primary goal. We must conclude, then, that addiction, which is conceived by
society as a disease, must be managed and controlled, if not extinguished entirely. But what
happens when the afflicted refuse treatment? What happens when an instructor asks a room full
of media addicts to resist media?
To foster critical pleasure in classroom, I recommend introducing students to de
Certeau’s theories of active reading. Reading, as de Certeau conceptualizes it, is anything but a
passive activity and can serve as a starting point for investigations of media literacy. He
imagines the act of consumption as “poaching,” or as the “subtle art of ‘renters’ who know how
to insinuate their countless differences into the dominant text” (xxii). Re-framing reading as
active can help students understand their own “ways of operating” within the mediatic system,
and can help instructors and students alike in rethinking what it means to consume texts, both
written and visual. Students’ navigate within different mediatized contexts from moment to
moment, yet “it remains to be asked what the consumer makes of these images and during these
hours . . . [W]hat do they make of what they ‘absorb,’ receive, and pay for? What do they do
with it?” (de Certeau 31). To effectively address these questions, we must devote serious study
to pleasure as an intellectual activity.
By bringing media into a classroom we alter the context that traditionally surrounds the
text. Most media is not intended to be studied formally, but, as the academy works to keep up
with popular culture, this is precisely what happens (case in the point: the Buffy the Vampire
conference recently held in Nashville). By bringing a film or a television show into the
classroom, however, we are arguing that that text is meant to be taken seriously and that it is ripe
for analysis. But this is an argument instructors seldom verbalize; they don’t acknowledge the
fact that by moving visual media from contexts like theatres and homes into a classroom, the
overall purpose of the text is being called into question. So when students resist critically
engaging with media by claiming that their instructors are simply thinking about a text “too
much,” I think they are actually jarred by this shift in contexts. The instructor has taken a text
that normally resides in a location intended to generate pleasure into a space where pleasure is
generally destroyed. This is a transformation students are aware of and that they actively resist.
When media is brought into a classroom only on very rare occasions, students have been
trained to perceive such moments as the impetus for a “free day” or a “day off.” They perceive
this kind of media integration as meant to generate pleasure for that particular day because the
film or the TV show is seen as gift that the instructors is giving the students. So, if an instructor
brings in one movie over the course of a semester, students will be unprepared to think critically
20
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about this text because media has never before been a focus of the class. And, in students’ past
experiences, media has been used as a reward. In other words, instructors can’t equate media to
reward and then ask students to deconstruct the meanings located within the text. This seems
disingenuous.
What can we do? We can account for pleasure. We can take into account how we have
already manipulated students’ pleasure when make disparate attempts to use media in a
classroom. And we can admit that trying to forcibly alter, destroy, or regulate students’ pleasure
simply won’t work. There is too much pleasure in resisting these managerial forces – as
Foucault argues. Despite Mulvey’s attempt to destroy visual pleasure, pleasure itself is still
being had.
In my previous chapter, I presented the results from a focus group I held with my
students. A couple of them were already aware of the way the sites from which they receive
pleasure have shifted. They have in no way ceased from receiving pleasure from what they
called “stupid movies and stupid shows,” but they intentionally access other forms of intellectual
and spectatorial pleasure. Consider the following comments:
I write editorials [for the Miami Student] and I like to critique things, and I get
pleasure from critiquing things now. I watch “South Park” with my friends and
afterwards we get into a screaming fight about what was in the show, the issue
they discussed. Some have pretty pertinent issues. The last one was about stem
cell research . . . it sparked discussion. You can’t really watch it mindlessly.
You begin to evaluate things that have more content. It’s a different kind of
pleasure because you begin to understand it more. And wonder why the director
did that . . . You get pleasure out of discovering things in it . . . and for certain pop
culture, if you bring it into a classroom, your students may be surprised because
you weren’t supposed to get it.
These same students love to relax in front of the TV and mindlessly watch it for hours. But there
comes a point in their daily routines when this isn’t enough. They then seek out different texts,
different kinds of pleasure, and do so without destroying anything.
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CHAPTER FOUR
The Remediated Writer: Closing the Divide between Images and Print
[C]omposition studies is inherently highly sensitive to the always changing
attitudes, abilities, and needs of its students. Therefore, compositionists, by the
very nature of their work, must continuously rethink their practices as the
institutions and culture around them change – as their students change with these
institutional and cultural changes. (36)
Charles Paine, The Resistant Writer
In my mind, one of the institutional and cultural changes that Paine refers to here is the
evolution of the media-saturated environments students accommodate in their lives. If, as
compositionists, we are committed to helping our students make informed rhetorical choices as
they negotiate unstable cultural and institutional contexts, we are obligated to become aware of
how those contexts shift as culture moves into new temporal and ideological spaces. In an effort
to address a changing world, some composition scholars have spent the past two decades slowly
integrating visual media into their investigations of students’ written literacies. As a result,
literacy has become disciplinary area within which concerted investigations of students’
mediatized experiences most frequently take place. Any discussion of the role of media in
students’ lives inevitably turns to literacy scholars to better understand that relationship. Thus, in
response, I hope to participate in this same conversation, though I will ultimately a different
framework for studying the communicative properties of visual media.
In our exploration of students’ literacy practices, we have neglected to pose the same
question Paine asks as he studies nineteenth-century composition instructors: What is it like to
think with these ideas in this moment in time? (36) – this moment in time being, of course, a
highly mediated one. New forms of literacy – including media literacy, multi-media literacy,
technological literacy, cine-literacy, televisual literacy, critical media literacy, visual literacy,
and electronic literacy21 – have since been located, explored, and theorized. As scholars begin
accounting for different technologies in students’ lives, a new mode of literacy follows and
literacy studies, as a field of inquiry, becomes further expanded, and potentially more
fragmented. In other words, the term “literacy” – as it is bandied about in the field of
composition and rhetoric – has become over-determined to such a degree that wholly accounting
for students’ literacy practices in a writing classroom is nearly impossible. The term “literacy”
can be used to describe nearly anything that can affect students as readers and writers; it’s
become a kind of theoretical “dumping ground.” In response, I want to reconceptualize the
relationship between media and literacy by turning to remediation because if we want to study
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images with the theoretical framework provided by literacy studies, I believe we need to do it
differently.
In their article, “Blinded by the Letter: Why Are We Using Literacy as a Metaphor for
Everything Else?” (1999), Anne Wysocki and Johndan Johnson-Eilola argue that the term
“literacy” is placed behind words like “media,” “computers,” or “visual,” because “‘literacy’ is
already used to encompass everything we think worthy of our consideration: the term
automatically upgrades its prefix” (360). In some respects, it makes sense that the word
“literacy” be coupled with “visual” and “media” because it gives legitimacy to the desire to
investigate students’ ways of reading and writing in an increasingly visual culture. The goals
here are sound: first, to teach students to become better readers and writers within a culture that
privileges such skills, and, second, to study the basic relationship between the word and the
reader/writer. To achieve these goals, then, we first need a larger ethnographic awareness of the
daily settings of students’ lives as they read imagery.
However, as Wysocki and Johnson-Eilola explain, literacy has already positioned itself as
a field committed to exploring students’ interactions with the written word. They argue that
writing instructors need to consider the consequences of asking that our relationship with “all
technologies should be like that we have with the technology of the printed word” and they look
for other modes of “expressing our relationships with and within technologies” (349). In other
words, tossing discussions of image-based technologies into an established field of study already
committed to alphabetic forms of literacy seems inherently problematic. I suspect that images
and the written word congregate under the universal category of “literacy” because we regard
both as communication technologies, despite the fact that we associate different attributes to
reading and viewing: reading is typically regarded as inherently active while spectatorship
purportedly encourages passivity – an assumption I refuted in my previous chapter. However, if
we reconceptualize reading, writing, and viewing to be related and dependent acts that occur
simultaneously in students’ interactions with texts (broadly defined), I think we can come closer
to an understanding of how students function within different mediatized contexts. Rather than
squeezing media into literacy studies, we need to find ways to account for the spectator who no
longer differentiates between reading and viewing.
I begin this chapter by arguing that current literacy scholarship, and the ways in which
some scholars taxonomize literacy practices, does not encapsulate the interpenetrating
relationships between media and the subject positions students assume as visual consumers,
readers, and writers. Conceptions of literacy must continue to move away from focusing on
alphabetic modes to account for the abstract and complex communication system fostered by
more visual, mediatic modalities. I argue that visual media has not been fully theorized by or
incorporated into literacy studies.22 In so doing, I look to theories of hybridity and remediation
to elucidate the bond students form with the mediatic system. Moreover, I call for a strategic
paradigm shift in literacy scholarship, a shift that encompasses the innumerable modes of media
students integrate into their lives. If we study media interaction through remediation rather than
literacy, we can begin to visualize the student writer as she navigates the mediatic network and
we can make informed curricular decisions that attend to her evolving needs. We can devise
new accounts of the student writer that move beyond the field’s familiar portrayals of her as
someone who makes meaning and expresses herself through words. Redirecting the disciplinary
focus in such a way that visual and print media are taught in tandem would require a new
22
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depiction of the student writer, one that envisions her as a remediated body adeptly negotiating
and participating in the persuasive acts of the mediatic system.
Perhaps what is happening, perhaps what makes literacy such a problematic framework
within which to investigate media, is the perception of the quiet and persistent onset of another
Great Divide. The “original” divide, identified and maintained in the work of scholars such as
Eric Havelock, Jack Goody and Ian Watt, and Walter Ong, privileges alphabetic systems of
communication over orality, thereby making concrete a literate/non-literate binary that has
consistently influenced literacy theories for decades. The argument here relies on the assertion
that a completely new, more sophisticated mindset developed during the cultural shift from oral
to written literacy. When I try to envision this transition, I can’t help but imagine a deep
crevasse isolating two groups of people: those who read and write, and those who transmit
knowledge orally. However, great divide theories break down when we see this shift as
occurring gradually, with different modes of literacy informing and looping through each other
as people interact with each other and with texts. The fissure I imagine most certainly was more
of a crack in the sidewalk that most people ably stepped across, as they fostered oral and written
literacy concurrently.
In Preface to Plato (1963), Eric Havelock, whose work furthered Great Divide theories,
primarily focused on what he identified as “the transition from the oral to the written and from
the concrete to the abstract” (xi) in epic Greek poetry, because, he argued, along with such a
transition would have been a cognitive shift:
Once it is accepted that the oral situation had persisted through the fifth century,
one faces the conclusion that there would also persist what one may call an oral
state of mind as well; a mode of consciousness so to speak, and, as we shall see, a
vocabulary and syntax, which were not of the literate and bookish culture.
(emphasis mine, 41)
One component of an oral state of mind is the ability for a person to act as a living memory that
passes on the cultural teachings that more literate societies would communicate through print
texts. Transmitting knowledge orally is regarded as problematic because the society’s teachings
can shift from storyteller to storyteller, making knowledge unstable. It becomes difficult, the
argument goes, to promote linear and critical thinking within such ever-shifting contexts.
Conversely, a collective social memory is fostered through written communication is requisite
for the transmission of history and social mores, two cultural components that cannot be
preserved with oral literacy.
While Goody and Watt reject dichotomies grounded in the “mental attributes of literate
and non-literate peoples,” like the binaries promoted by Havelock, they continue to maintain that
“there still exist general differences between literate and non-literate societies” (13). Like
Havelock, they focus on the rise of Greek civilization because it “is the prime historical example
of the transition to a really literate society” (12). Part of the reasoning here is that non-literate
oral societies were less prone to critical thinking and abstract thought – a mode of consciousness
fostered primarily by alphabetic literacy. They promote a causal relationship between writing
and logic that they do not ascribe to speaking and listening. Goody and Watt attribute the rise of
democratic governance to widespread literacy (19), presumably because an “oral mentality” and
its inability to devise complex and linear arguments no longer play an influential role in
transmitting knowledge. The advantage of making written texts widely available is that they can
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make the meaning of the texts “available for much more prolonged and intensive scrutiny than is
possible orally” (Goody and Watt 24). Furthermore, written texts encourage “private thought,”
whereby a process is created that allows the individual to make “his own more or less conscious,
more or less personal selection, rejection, and accommodation among the conflicting attitudes
and ideas in culture” (Goody and Watt 25). Within Great Divide thinking such as this, making
meaning in isolation from other people is privileged over the collective engagement cultivated
by oral modes of communication. The perception is that oral modes suffer from immediacy;
knowledge conveyed verbally is fleeting because it relies too heavily on the memory of the
listener and is subject to the whims of the speaker.
In 1982, Walter Ong continued the Great Divide discussion when he dramatically argued
that “without writing, human consciousness cannot achieve its fuller potential, cannot produce
other beautiful and powerful creations” (14-15). Using Havelock’s work as support, Ong claims
that writing “freed the mind for more original, more abstract thought” (24), thereby asserting that
oral cultures could not obtain this same level of intellectual engagement with their own ideas and
imaginings. The thrust of Ong’s arguments is that writing as a technology actually reshapes
people’s cognitive capabilities because writing separates and creates distance between the known
and the knower, between the writer and the reader. In other words, written literacy does not
suffer from immediacy. Such critical distance, Ong argues in “The Written Word: Literacy in
Transition” (1986), is requisite for complex thinking and is unattainable by oral cultures because
they cannot achieve distance from their spoken ideas.
Both Ong’s work and the Great Divide theory of literacy, though still influential in
certain circles, have been challenged by many scholars, including Brian Street. He claims that
common theoretical and methodological assumptions are evident in Great Divide work,
including: “a narrow definition of social context; the reification of literacy in itself at the expense
of recognition of its location in structures of power and ideology, related to the assumptions
about the ‘neutrality’ of the object of study; and, from the point of view of linguistics, the
restriction of ‘meaning’ to the level of syntax” (431). Great Divide theories rest on the
assumption that orality and written literacy did/do not exist alongside each other. The
relationship between the two is purely linear and moves in only one direction – orality leads to
written literacy. However, the Great Divide does not account for the fact that these two forms of
literacy likely looped through one another. In other words, this conception of literacy violates
the logic of remediation, where different modes of communication, different media, work with
and through each other in people’s interaction with them. Yet, we maintain the integrity of the
great division when we segregate one form of literacy from another, classify people as literate or
not, and then evaluate them accordingly. The binary allows those who create and delimit such
categories to rest comfortably in the one that is privileged most.
A New Divide?
Conceivably, the anxiety and hand-wringing experienced by writing instructors over the
role of visual media in composition curriculum can be attributed to the perception that a new
Great Divide is upon them. This time around, however, the rift occurs not along the lines of
print literacy and orality; rather, the division seems to have transpired between print and images.
The perception is that we are somehow moving backwards to a version of literacy that carries the
same problematic traits as oral literacy – namely immediacy, an inability to devise linear
arguments, and the incapacity to think critically. The fear that manifests in current discussions
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of media and literacy is that images are somehow consuming print texts. Why else would we be
so vexed by the amount and kind of visual media students interact with? Why else would we be
concerned that students don’t read enough (read, here, being defined solely in terms of print)?
Consider the following passage from Ladislaus M. Semali’s Literacy in Multimedia
America: Integrating Media Education Across the Curriculum (2000):
Educators and parents ‘must acknowledge that the scope of classrooms is
shrinking as the learning environment expands beyond the walls of schools to
include media knowledges and virtual reality. For most adolescents, the media,
particularly television, has become the teacher of choice. Students spend many
of their waking hours learning from the media: cartoons (Ninja Turtles, Batman),
electronic games (Nintendo), comics, television programs, and the Internet. This
is the reality. What can we do about it?’ (18)
Here, Semali addresses an issue that resides on the tips of many compositional tongues: students
are replacing their teachers with media. What do we do about it? Perhaps writing instructors
have a contentious relationship with mass media because, like Semali, they feel an urge to
compete with it for students’ attention. Semali’s lament positions his theories within the
resistance model of education; his assumption is explicit: images may harm students and
educators need to do something about it. In response, he proposes enforcing a pedagogy that
focuses on critical media literacy, one that “specifies a particular version of what knowledge is of
most worth, [and] clarifies in what direction [students and teachers] should desire” (5). In other
words, as the individual in the classroom who wields institutional authority, Semali can decide
for students what knowledge is of “most worth,” thereby relieving them of any accountability
when determining which texts they should interact with and receive pleasure from. While I
commend Semali for insisting on the integration of media in composition classrooms, I think his
own theoretical framework limits him. By claiming that critical media literacy can aid
instructors in determining which texts and meanings are of value, and, in turn, least harmful to
students, Semali negates his students’ ability to evaluate critically the media they regularly
interact with.
While Semali does not regard critical media literacy as “an antidote to help students learn
how to liberate themselves from the texts that are designed to dupe them” (ix), he maintains that
teaching literacy skills can effectively turn students into skeptics who “understand the
inequalities and violations of social justice the media continue to peddle through multiple forms
of imagery, found in the entertainment programs and culture products that students consume
every day” (x).23 Semali firmly believes that students enter composition classrooms without
critical media literacy skills, and even admits that some students may lack the preparedness
required to acquire them: “students in many public schools haven’t developed the habits of mind
necessary for academic inquiry appropriate for genuine [media] integration” (xii). This
conception of literacy operates from a deficit model wherein students lack the intellectual and
critical dexterity and distance necessary for achieving proper media criticism. In short, Semali is
evaluating students’ cognitive abilities. His assumption is that students are unable to function
23
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competently in mediated cultural contexts and, more importantly, composition classrooms can
save them from their cultural indoctrination.
Significantly, Semali is working within familiar conceptions of literacy wherein students
are regarded as not possessing the cognitive abilities necessary to think critically about their
world. In terms of both print and visual media, literacy has conventionally been defined as a
discreet set of basic skills that, if obtained, will bring people economic and social mobility. In
the 1980s, Harvey J. Graff began critiquing this belief by referring to it as the “literacy myth,”
because no one, regardless of their literacy skills, is guaranteed upward social mobility. In The
Legacies of Literacy (1987), Graff argues that the transformative influence of literacy has not
been proven. Yet, the myth persists, because, as Graff explains, literacy standards are used to
preserve “order, cultural hegemony, work preparation, assimilation and adaptation, and
instillation of a pan-Protestant morality; in addition, it contributed to work and wealth” (340).
The traditional goal of literacy education has been the creation of responsible citizens who
further a specific social agenda.
In the early 1990s Ruth Finnegan argued that the literacy myth plays an essential
ideological role that maintains social, political, and educational order; “so, when people might
want, for example, houses or jobs or economic reform, they are instead given literacy programs”
(qtd. in Wysocki and Johnson, 354). According to the myth, if people are illiterate, their
deficiency – or the inability to participate economically and intellectually in society – is
attributed to some “failing” on their part. They are held accountable, or blamed, for lacking
access to the institutional structures that instill correct literacy practices.
On the occasion that people successfully obtain these literacy skills, social mobility is
still not a guarantee. One case in point is the recent controversy surrounding a writing workshop
that was conducted by author Wally Lamb at Connecticut’s Niantic women’s prison. As The
Associated Press reported, with Lamb’s encouragement, the inmates who participated in the
workshop wrote essays that explored difficult and often painful moments in their lives, including
sexual abuse, poverty, and drug abuse (Coffey). Harper Collins published the stories in a
collection, Couldn't Keep It To Myself: Testimonies from our Imprisoned Sisters (2003), edited
by Lamb. Fearing that the women would financially profit from the publication of the book, the
Department of Corrections enforced an obscure law that sought to recover incarceration costs
from inmates. With a going rate of imprisonment at $117 per day, many of these writers were
mandated to the state over $100,000 for their incarceration. After learning that the women
would only earn $5600 in royalties, the district attorney dropped the charges, but the writers
were still required to pay $500.
One inmate, whose story appeared in the collection, was the recipient of a literary award
of $25,000 from PEN, an “organization [that] seeks to defend the freedom of expression
wherever it may be threatened” (PEN.org). In response, the Connecticut Department of
Corrections canceled the prison’s writing program and erased computer files that contained the
women’s writings.24 After attention from the news media, the prison finally reinstated the
successful rehabilitative literacy program. Even though inmates successfully used their literacy
skills to achieve social and financial mobility, the state chose to dismantle its own successful and
seemingly rehabilitative program to prevent this mobility.

24

After receiving negative publicity, the prison later recovered the writers’ work.
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In accounting for this pervasive and ultimately destructive literacy myth, Brian Street
explains that
Educationalists, linguists, and psychologists conceptualised literacy as a
universal constant whose acquisition, once individual problems can be overcome
by proper diagnoses and pedagogy, will lead to high cognitive skills, to improved
logical thinking, to critical inquiry, and to self-conscious reflection. (437)
Notably, both Street and Semali describe literacy with terms – “antidote,” “diagnoses” – that are
reminiscent of the inoculation metaphor I explored earlier. Literacy, like resistance, is regarded
as a universal and neutral skill set that operates as a curative tonic; it ministers to people who
suffer from the harmful side effects of uninformed cultural interaction. The assumption here is
that literacy can rescue people from social indoctrination and, instead, present them with a
(false?) sense of autonomy. Illiteracy itself may contribute to larger social and political
structures that strive to keep people within their given economic and intellectual spaces, thereby
positioning literacy as the means for finding a way out of those oppressive structures.
In “National Literacy Campaigns” (1987), Graff and Robert F. Arnove explain that
literacy campaigns have historically been associated with transformations in social structures and
belief systems, including “the spread of religious doctrine, the growth or market economies, the
rise of bureaucratic and legal organizations, and the emergence of national political
communities” (593). Within literacy studies, visual media seems to have been added to that list
of social structures. Yet, if media is, in fact, a social structure, it’s unlike other “official”
structures such as government and education that are easily identifiable and labeled. Media’s
pervasiveness has become its distinguishing characteristic; it creeps into all aspects of our lives,
whether or not we want it to, making the push to eradicate its hold on people that much more
urgent. The goal of media literacy, then, has been to prevent media from infecting minds and
creating users who are supposedly unable to question the very system that seeks to indoctrinate
them. Media literacy relies on teaching resistance as a critical skill – which, as I have argued
earlier in this dissertation, is inherently problematic. Students are considered media literate only
when they identify and resist the harmful agents of mediatized texts.
Educators assume that images inherently dupe readers because they do not promote
intellectual and careful engagement in the same way that print texts do. They are regarded as
being immediate, stuck in the present, and as a result, do not encourage the same critical distance
fostered by print. Historically, Brian Goldfarb asserts in Visual Pedagogy, the visual has taken
“its place alongside oral culture as a signifier of underdevelopment” (18), for the very reasons I
have stated here. So, if we accept as true the idea that critical thinking emerged along with print
texts – as theorists of the first Great Divide have – it’s no surprise that print texts hold
composition curricula hostage today. But is there really a new Great Divide, or have we just
recuperated the tenets and biases associated with the old divide?
Bolter and Grusin address this tension: “television, film, and now computer graphics
threaten to remediate verbal text both in print and on the computer screen – indeed to remediate
text so aggressively that it may lose much of its historical significance” (57). I simply think we
need to be more flexible in understanding the role that print currently plays in culture without
bemoaning the fact that print’s hold on people is changing, and, as a result, students may be
writing and reading differently. Moreover, we err in trying to isolate language from other
technologies in our classrooms because we are then unable to understand how language in
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general, and print in particular, are remediated, revised, and reformed by visual technology.
When we draw from our past interactions with other media when experiencing new media, we
enhance our personal relationship with it. We have a history with media, and, as a result, have
an instant familiarity with new media.
If we compartmentalize words and images as distinct technologies, and ignore the hybrid
relationship between writing/viewing/experiencing, we can then focus our attention on one of
two areas: visual communication or written communication. Mary E. Hocks and Michelle R.
Kendrick, in the introduction to their edited collection Eloquent Images (2003), identify our
moment in history as an increasingly “pictorial age, in which knowledge is communicated as
often through images as through words” (1). As new media are developed, we tend to disregard
their hybrid nature – just as the hybrid relationship between orality and written literacy was
largely excluded by great divide proponents – and isolate them from their precursors; “the true
hybridity of new media, and all older media, with their interwoven and contradictory mode of
being, is pushed aside in such ordering systems” (Hocks and Kendrick 4). Hocks and Kendrick
trace the hybridity of all written and communication systems back to classical rhetoric and into
the age of new media (4),25 because the emergence of visual media has often been regarded as
challenging the dominance of older linguistic and discursive media.
Hocks and Kendrick argue that by thinking about media in terms of hybridity, “we can
now define new media as yet another hybrid of word and images . . . In this theory, specific
instances become the embodiment of the technology in the moments of design, of rhetorical
engagements between actual moments of production and consumption” (5). In other words,
print, as a medium, does not reside on a plane untouched by the visual media that circulate
through readers’ lives. I argue that visual rhetoric and theories of remediation, not literacy
studies, provide for the most appropriate space within which to examine these complex hybrid
forms and “the interpenetrating relationships between words and images” (Hocks and Kendrick
5).
A Group Effort: Moving Media out of Literacy
Some literacy scholars have historically worked to account for this interpenetrating
relationship – most notably, Richard Hoggart, a British scholar best known for The Uses of
Literacy (1957), and for his role in founding the Birmingham University Centre for
Contemporary Cultural Studies in 1964.26 The Centre, which he directed until 1970 (when
Stuart Hall took over) originally worked with ideas Hoggart originally argued for: culture needs
to be studied as lived experience, not as static texts or products (xvi). Hoggart readily accepted
the pedagogical power of media. His study is noteworthy because, as Andrew Goodwin remarks
in his introduction to the 1992 edition, it “not only took as its object of study the smelly artifact
of popular culture; it also shamelessly contaminated the business of literary analysis with social
and political questions” (Goodwin xiii).
Hoggart takes as his area of study the changing literacy practices of the English working
class and studies the relationship between mass media and people’s lives, in so far as they are
25

It seems relevant to return to a historical perspective here. The word/image binary that has developed within
literacy scholarship ignores that a hybrid relationship between the two modes has always been present. Even the
religious images used by illiterate worshipers in the Medieval Catholic church used a combination of words and
images – parishioners could focus on the images, the written text, or a combination of the two.
26
However, he is perhaps best known in composition and literacy studies for his conception of the “scholarship
boy,” an idea explored at length in Richard Rodriguez’s Hunger of Memory.
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influenced by popular media like magazines, music, sex and violence novels, television, and
juke-boxes. Hoggart’s study is unique in the way it intentionally accounts for media that give
consumers individual and collective pleasure without becoming preoccupied with how those
texts harmed or corrupted users. Because Hoggart’s definition of literacy is tied directly into
people’s engagement with and use of popular media, he examines the texts of mass media
because they are influential in people’s lives.
For example, in exploring magazines targeting young women and adolescent girls,
Hoggart admits that it would be easy to dismiss such publications as “undiluted fantasy and
sensation” (101), but such an assumption would be inaccurate. He continues,
A reader of them is hardly likely to tackle anything that could be called serious
literature; but there are worse diets, especially today. If we regard them as
faithful but dramatised presentations of a life whose form and values are known,
we might find it more useful to ask what are the values they embody. There is no
virtue in merely laughing at them: we need to appreciate first that they might, in
all their triteness, speak for a solid and relevant way of life. (107)
Admittedly, Hoggart’s value judgments regarding these texts are questionable (he later describes
these magazines as “garish” and “simple” – two adjectives that also seem to describe the readers
of the texts); yet, he concedes that despite the flaws of such mass media, they are valued by
readers, and are therefore worthy of study. Further, in his discussion of film and television, he
accounts for the pleasure people receive from participating in what he regards as a collaborative
mediatic experience:
When you are taking part in some mass-activity, no matter how mechanical the
activity may be, there is something warming in the feeling that you are with
everyone else . . . There can be added pleasure in the warm dark super-cinema,
from that fact that the “you” who is cajoled, invited to laugh, flattered, is not
simply the individual “you,” but a great composite “you” of the unexceptional
ordinary folk. (156)
As Hoggart explains, visual media is distinctive in the way it encourages collective engagement
and interpretation. Hoggart continues to explain that the working class might spend their days
“fixing a dozen screws on each of a hundred T.V. sets,” but in the evening at the end of the day,
they look forward to a “shared pleasure” – a “pleasure in simply sharing the unifying object, not
in the object itself” (157). In many instances, the mediatic event itself – such as watching a film
– is secondary to the excitement and pleasure generated by sitting in a darkened theatre
surrounded by strangers who are experiencing and interpreting the same images.
In “Seriously Visual” (2003), Anne Frances Wysocki – in her discussion of the
interactive components of hypertexts – accounts for the consequences of collective engagement
with media. She writes, “The assumption behind the critique of the visual is that we take in what
we see, automatically and immediately, in the exact same way as everybody else, so that the
visual requires no interpretation and in fact functions as we have no power before it” (43).
Wysocki hits on an interesting dimension of this argument: the greater the availability of images
in culture – as compared to the more canonical and less accessible published novels, poetry, and
drama – the less intellectual value they are perceived to hold. For instance, because millions of
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people watch the same film, see the same advertisement, and drive by the same billboard, the
notion that these casual viewers develop literacy skills that exist independently from other visual
consumers is regarded as unlikely. Furthermore, the collective engagement encouraged by the
visual – versus the private act of reading silently – inherently positions images within a different
interpretive realm than written literacy. Furthering the belief that the inherently simplistic
messages communicated by images implies that visual media create the same meaning for
everyone, everywhere, thereby delimiting the possibility that viewers could cultivate critical
interpretations unlike those of other viewers.
Literacy studies has not adequately accounted for the communal aspects of visual media.
While it is true that students can just as easily watch a television show alone, my research shows
that they prefer not to. In their media journals and subsequent critical essays, students
continually explained that media – particularly television, video games, and films – provided
them with a catalyst for social interaction. For instance, many students who play video games
insist that they favor multi-player games, and prefer to purchase those. One student writes,
During the afternoon I begin my media extravaganza. First of all, I usually meet
with a couple of friends and play videogames, simply because it is my way of
bonding and/or spending time with them. Usually my friends and I have very
different schedules and so we cannot just sit down and hang out. Thus, when we
are together, we tend to do an activity, whatever it may be, in order to pass the
time in a fun and laid back manner. In high school, I barely ever played video
games, but since my arrival at college, I realized that the availability of the game
systems makes it very logical that a group of teenage boys will end up using this
media source. You could argue that I am not addicted to the games or electronic
systems themselves, but rather I am addicted to the atmosphere created by the
videogames. The only proof I have to support this theory is that you will never
see me playing a video game by myself; I always play multiplayer games.
(emphasis mine)
This student, who turns to addiction to articulate his relationship to media, relies on video games
to help him interact with friends and to create a specific “atmosphere.” For students, there is still
some degree of stigma attached to interacting with media alone. They prefer to watch TV, go to
movies, play games, and even, in some instances, listen to music with other people. Human
interaction is essential for a pleasurable mediatic event.27 I was surprised to learn from a
counselor at Miami’s student counseling center that they organize group-counseling sessions
around television schedules. For instance, they have learned that students will not attend evening
sessions on Thursday evenings because they have a long-standing appointment to watch
“Friends” with their friends. The inevitable aspect of group interaction is conversation – after
watching a mediatic event, students discuss it. They collaboratively critique and make meaning
of it. And it is this very element of media that literacy studies has yet to account for.
Finding connections between mass media, literacy, pleasure, and collective engagement
in literacy scholarship is exciting and rare (Hoggart is exceptional for this reason – especially
27

I must confess that I recently took myself to a movie – Lost in Translation – for the first time. I have always
hesitated to go alone because I prefer to see movies with other people. My students have argued, and I agree, that
continually experiencing media without people you know can be isolating.
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since he was writing in the 1950s), and is not always made by literacy scholars today. For
instance, in the first paragraph of the introduction to their edited collection, Literacy: A Critical
Sourcebook (2001) – which was given away at 2002 Conference on College Composition and
Communication and is slowly becoming the definitive text on literacy – Ellen Cushman, Eugene
R. Kintgen, Barry M. Kroll, and Mike Rose write:
Literacy permeates our daily routines: the morning paper and weather channel;
the boxed cereal; the bus or train schedule; road signs and billboards; codes,
directions, and labels at work; the lunch box, microwave dinner, or menu; the
magazine; the religious tract; homework; the shopping list; e-mail and the
Internet; guides to TV programs or whatever we read to relax at the end of the
day. Indeed, it’s difficult to imagine where one could go to get away from print.
(1, italics mine)
Indeed, I could look at this inventory and claim that it’s difficult to imagine where one could go
to get away from images. Somehow, these authors articulate an immersion in a visual culture
consisting of the Internet, cereal boxes, and billboards, and see only printed words. Furthermore,
the authors fail to acknowledge the fact that most media they list encourage collective, not
individual, interaction. In reality, these mediums function as spaces wherein words and images
establish a hybrid relationship and work to communicate concurrently. A reader/viewer cannot
look at a billboard or Internet site and focus solely on words in isolation from the imagery
because these texts were constructed in such a way that words and images work with and through
one another to convey information.28 In citing these examples, the editors miss the notion that,
as Bolter suggests, graphic designers (or the professionals designing cereal boxes and billboards)
often reconfigure words as images by placing images alongside words, and by manipulating the
words so that their very appearance communicates messages (20).
The editors of Literacy also predict a future where “the relation between literacy and
technology will continue to evolve in ways unusual to us now, and perhaps a bit unpredictable”
(5, emphasis mine). The collection seems to disregard Cynthia Selfe’s body of work,29 and still
perceives the interaction between literacy and technology as unusual – in spite of the fact that
they have never functioned independently in students’ lives. As evidence for their prediction, the
editors briefly acknowledge the work of The New London Group, which, in 1994, proposed a
“pedagogy of multi-literacies” that accounts for “literacy in audio, visual, gestural, spatial, and
multi-modal design” (Cushman et al. 5).
The New London Group consisted of ten educators who met in New London, New
Hampshire in September of 1994. As a result of their collaboration, the group initiated “The
International Multiliteracies Project.” According to the website for the Center for Workplace and
28

The relationship between words and images, signs and signifiers, has been explored in greater detail by
Structuralists like Saussure, and scholars like John Berger.
29
Cynthia Selfe, who has been investigating the connections between technology and reading and writing since the
early nineties, addresses literacy in her 1999 CCC article “Technology and Literacy.” She argues that we like to
think that print as a social equalizer is accessible to students in more socio-economic conditions than computers, the
Internet, cable TV, and video games; such a belief allows us to “ignore, except for some occasional twinges of
conscience, the persistence of print and our role in this persistence” (Selfe 413). We regard technology like
computers as tools that we can enhance print literacy. Selfe concludes her essay by simply requesting that
composition instructors “pay attention” to how technology is linked to literacy (414, emphasis mine). Choosing
whether or not to use technology within our classrooms misses the point.
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Community Culture, which sponsored the project, the term ‘multiliteracies’ addresses “the
increasing multiplicity and integration of significant modes of meaning making, where the textual
is also related to the visual, the audio, the spatial, [and] the behavioural . . . particularly in the
case of mass media and hypermediacy.” The New London Group jointly authored the paper, “A
Pedagogy of Multiliteracies: Designing Social Futures,” which was published in the 1996 issue of
the Harvard Review.30 I want to emphasize that fact that The New London Group discussed the
relationship between visual media and literacy seven years before the Literacy collection was
published. By referring to the work of the New London Group, the editors of Literacy join in
pointing out the need to account for media in students’ literacies, but don’t actually account for
this relationship themselves.
To understand the complex and nuanced correlation between words and images in
student writing, we need to adhere to the paradigm shift I called for earlier in this chapter:
shifting discussions of visual media out of literacy studies and into rhetorical theory and theories
of remediation would require admitting that words alone are no longer the only elements that can
be brandished as rhetorical tools. Images and words loop through each other and appear side-byside, or are super-imposed on top of each other, in advertisements, websites, and television
programs. Their hybrid relationship must be examined in any classroom that attempts to make
students savvy rhetoricians, readers, writers, and spectators. But this paradigm shift is only
possible if we account for and ultimately abandon past representations of the student writer that
do not account for a writing self that results from media interaction. In short, we need to reimage the student writer.
Competing Portrayals: Re-imaging the Student Writer31
Since Composition and Rhetoric developed into a legitimate area of study within English
Departments in the 1970s, writing instructors’ conceptions and descriptions of the student writer,
and her relationship to the writing process, have gradually evolved. As cultural, political, and
institutional contexts have shifted, writing instructors have posed numerous metaphors and
created discursive portraits of student writers – each of which highlights contrasting aspects of
the writer and the writing process – in an attempt to better understand how to address students’
needs as they write within different rhetorical situations. Acknowledging the field’s use of these
images in its scholarship is requisite for creating an accurate portrayal of student writers in the
twenty-first century. At the same time, the image of us as writing instructors, or as people who
aid students in assuming authorial personas within academic contexts, has adjusted accordingly.
As Marguerite Helmers has argued, the language we use to describe student writers matters
because “a discipline defines itself in part by its practitioners’ discourse” (Helmers 139), and our
discourse needs to be able to account for students’ experiences as (re)mediated and thinking
subjects.
In 1972, for example, Donald Murray, in “Teach Writing as a Process Not Product,”
depicts student writers as people who have been granted the opportunity to discover and search
for truth. In other words, students use language to reveal truth to themselves so that they can
reveal it to others (4). This representation of student writers as truth-seekers adheres to an image
30

A copy of which can be purchased from the Center for Workplace and Communication Culture’s website:
http://edoz.com.au/CWCC/index.html. The group regards the article as one of its landmark accomplishments.
31
“Imaging is a control process in which verbal information is remembered through visual images; for example,
Cicero suggested learning long lists (or speeches) by placing each member of the list in a visual representation of
successive rooms of a well-known building” (Oxford English Dictionary, online).
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of the student who uses writing to gain an enlightened understanding of his or her world.
Furthermore, Murray explained, instructors within this model are necessarily “coaches,
encouragers, developers, creators of environments in which our students can experience the
writing process for themselves” (“Teaching Writing” 5).
Ten years later, Murray claims that student writers must identify the “two selves” of their
writing process: one self speaks, makes, and proposes, while the other listens, responds, and
evaluates. One self writes, the other reads, decodes, and monitors a text before, during, and after
it is created.32 He describes the relationship between the two selves in terms of “two workmen
muttering to each other at a workbench” (“Teaching the Other Self” 50); they work side-by-side,
monitoring each other’s actions and choices. They push each other to do better work. Murray
equated the other, reading self, or the self that must “follow thinking that has not become
thought” (51) with an explorer and map-maker who
Scans the entire territory, forgetting, for the moment, questions of order and
language. The writer/explorer looks for the draft’s horizons. Once the writer has
scanned the larger vision of the territory, it may be possible for him (or her) to
trace a trail that will get the writer from here to there . . . [T]he writer/explorer
studies the map in detail to spot the hazards that lie along the trail, the hidden
swamps of syntax, the underbrush of verbiage, the voice found, lost, found,
again. (51)
The reader/writer – Murray’s map-reader and map-maker – establishes a constant back-and-forth
relationship that the student must learn to integrate into her writing process so that she can assess
where she has been and where she will go as a writer. Murray explains that instructors play a
role within the metaphor because they must help the student by becoming a guide who stands
behind the writer/explorer, “pointing out alternatives in moments of panic” (51). The instructor
helps students locate the two selves that read and create the maps that guide students through
their own texts, allowing students to define for themselves “good writing.”
Pairing descriptions of students with geographical navigation has permeated our
descriptions of student writers. With “Inventing the University” (1985), David Bartholomae
began to account for the student as she traversed the disciplines of universities and encountered
the new language of academic discourse: “The student has to learn to speak our language, to
speak as we do, to try on the peculiar ways of knowing, selecting, evaluating, reporting,
concluding, and arguing that define the discourse of our community” (589). The student in
Bartholomae’s argument becomes a discursive “jack-of-all-trades,” working as a literacy critic
one day and an experimental psychologist the next (590). In these travels among discourses and
disciplines, students become performers who imitate and appropriate the language of specific
academic and geographical spaces without necessarily understanding the conventions of those
languages.
To position his argument within previous scholarship, Bartholomae acknowledges Linda
Flower and John Hayes’s work with cognitive theory and students’ writing processes. Their
work gives us “a picture of a writer solving a problem, and the problem they present is a
32

Murray brings his depiction of the student writer closer to an image of the fragmented student writer depicted in
much postmodern scholarship, a depiction that works against a stable, cohesive self posited in earlier scholarship.
See Lester Faigley’s, Fragments of Rationaliy: Postmodernity and the Subject of Composition (1991), and Thomas
Newkirk’s The Performance of Self in Student Writing (1997).
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cognitive one” (Bartholomae 595). By presenting a cognitive process theory of writing, Flower
and Hayes attempt to shift the field’s depiction of the student writer by literally trying to get into
students’ heads to show how students make decisions as they write. With their “thinking aloud
protocols,” they ask student writers to verbalize everything that “went through their minds as
they write, including stray notions, false starts, and incomplete or fragmentary thought” (Flower
and Hays 287).
Flower and Hayes argue that the ability to solve rhetorical problems is an essential
component of the writing process and set out to determine how “this process of representing the
problem works and how it affects the writer’s performance” (Flower and Hays 288). The
cognitive process model identified three primary processes available to the writer: planning,
translating, and reviewing. The student who plays the role of problem-solver must learn how to
effectively integrate each of those steps into her writing process. These three basic elements are
not far removed from the tasks completed by the two writing selves Murray identified, selves
that work together in creating and evaluating a text.
Bartholomae takes issue with Flower and Hayes’s conception of the student writer as
“problem-solver” because he claims they focus too heavily on what happens in the writer’s mind
in lieu of considering how the institutional contexts that students write within affect how they
write. They don’t account for “what happens to the writer as his motives are located within our
language, a language with its own requirements and agendas” (596). In response, Bartholomae
creates an image of the student writer as someone who is without institutional authority,
someone who must engage in “a narrative of courage and conquest” (605) as she appropriates
and learns to use effectively the discourses of the university.
These portrayals of students as explorers, navigators, and problem-solvers have been
quite seductive to writing instructors. Personally, I was initially attracted to the investigative
action and informed decision-making associated with these particular metaphors. The student
writer explores new lands with their unfamiliar discourses and languages, and locates spaces
where she can claim ownership over certain elements of that territory. However, the metaphors
begin to fall apart for me when I look at them through a postcolonial lens. Explorers too easily
assume the role of conquerors, such as when Bartholomae describes the story of the writer as a
“narrative of conquest.” As a writing instructor, I am not comfortable with the image of students
defeating and subduing anything – perhaps it’s the feminist in me. I find this particular portrait
of the student writer to be overly masculinist in its tone and focus. Perhaps other scholars in the
field have felt the same way because these aggressive characteristics are seldom attributed to
student writers in current scholarship.
Alongside these images of students staging a hostile take-over of the academy and its
discourse communities is the generic image of students as people who lack ability and skill. In
Writing Students: Composition Testimonials and Representations of Students (1994), Marguerite
Helmers examines the representation of students in composition testimonials, and claims that the
academic community, in writing about students, most frequently turns to “tropes that emphasize
the stupid, beast-like, and childish aspects of college writers” (1). More specifically, she looks at
the articles falling under the “Staffroom Interchange” heading in College Composition and
Communication between 1967 and 1990, a section that promoted the same informal, and often
uncritical and under-theorized exchanges that one would likely find in any teacher’s lounge.
Helmers works with Stephen North’s conception of testimonials as an element of composition
lore, and as anecdotes “concerned with what has worked, is working, or might work in teaching,
doing, or learning writing” (North, qtd. in Helmers, 1).
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Helmers claims that such testimonials are written as commonplaces that have the
appearance of truth; the writer assumes that the audience shares in her concerns and holds the
same viewpoint, without question (25). Within composition testimonials resides “the stock
figure of the student, a character whose inability to perform well in school is his defining
feature” (Helmers 4); he is a “doltish figure, usually quite lazy and verbally stunted” (19). These
testimonials work to persuade through sympathetic and common understandings with an
audience that has also, for instance, worked with students who don’t follow the rules, students
who show up late, turn in work late, who don’t know how to use punctuation correctly, or are
simply complacent and refuse to speak in class. The writers of these testimonials, on the other
hand, construct themselves as “pedagogical heroes who enter the chaotic world of the freshman
composition classroom to set things right with their methods” (19).
Helmers identifies a plot common to most testimonials: “[T]he instructor perceives a
lack or absence in the students, the instructor ‘discovers’ a means of correcting that lack, the
students are happy and fulfilled as a result of the instructor’s efforts” (20). Within this narrative,
the students lack something, but they can be saved from their own deficiencies; “constructing
students as ‘those who lack’ establishes their impotency as writers and reinforces their
dependency on the power of the instructor as the one who is able to initiate change” (Helmers
22). Testimonials reveal methods (what Anne Berthoff referred to as “recipes”) that other
instructors can use to overcome their own students’ lack. Testimonials see students as generic
entities that are malleable; they enter the classroom without creative potential and, especially
those labeled remedial or basic writers, are expected to fail. However, they can be saved if they
recognize and rely on the teacher’s ability to swoop in and transform her subjects. Unlike
Flower and Hays who depicted students as problem-solvers, students within these testimonials
have become the problem.
While Helmers studied CCC journals through 1990, I can see patterns she identified
appearing in conversations today. In previous chapters, I have presented arguments made by
writing instructors (such as Ladislaus M. Semali at the beginning of this chapter) who are
concerned with students who lack critical and informed interaction with media. The fear, as I
have argued, is that students are becoming indoctrinated by media, that they are losing their
autonomy and sense of self to the mediatic system. Though Helmers did not investigate
testimonials to detect the prevalence of the inoculation, resistance, and immunity metaphor in the
Staffroom Interchanges column, that’s essentially what she located. By perpetuating an image of
students as “people who lack”, instructors can come to their rescue and fill that lack.33 As
Helmers explains, the tone and content of the testimonials indicates,
[t]hat the function of teaching is to change students, to make them into something
new, to correct them from ways that are backwards or ways that are even
construed to be wrong. . . teachers believe in a utopia and strive to make the
world a better place. Teaching becomes an argument intending to persuade. (41)
Who wouldn’t want to devote one’s life to constructing a utopia? After all, this very
notion of furthering a personal version of utopia figures into the pedagogical choices made by
nineteenth-century composition instructors Edward Channing and A.S. Hill, two writing
instructors demonized by composition scholars for their rigid current traditional approach to
teaching. As Paine explains, Channing and Hill, like many of the writers of the testimonials
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Helmers studied, lived in two worlds: the real one (where students reside) and the idealized one
(where students can be taken). The real one, consisting of actual public discourse, was “a
dangerous place that was becoming increasingly perilous and powerful as forms of public
discourse were changing in step with changing technological and political practices” (Paine 47).
The ideal world was where Channing, Hill, and other educated writing instructors felt “at home .
. . among [a] coterie of colleagues and students” as Channing articulated in the pages of the
North American Review while teaching at Harvard (Paine 47).
In each of my chapters, I keep coming back to these prevailing images of students as
victims of their own culture and teachers as rescuers and heroes. Because everyone is affected
by the culture they live in, observe, and critique, I want to revise these images to better
accommodate for the mediatized lives that students and instructors lead. If we can abandon the
immunity metaphor in our teaching, and if we understand that looking to literacy studies to
understand students’ media interaction is not working, then we can begin to devise more accurate
depictions of student writers who don’t succumb to the “real world,” and of writing instructors
who don’t actually reside in an idealized one. We live in the same world, but have developed
different lenses to view it.
Some scholarship has begun to present different images of student writers. In Electric
Rhetoric (1999), for instance, Kathleen Welch provides an image of students who live “their
lives in the hegemony of the television screen and speaker and the computer screen and speaker,
[and] are now literate in ways never imagined two generations ago” (4). Welch further claims
that when writing instructors don’t take seriously the acoustic/spoken/visual/written bases of
students’ literacies, they fail them as teachers. She calls for the humanities to rhetorically
research screen technology by accounting for how students interact with media other than print.
For, as Welch writes, “Rhetoric is now electric. Writing is now electric. Nevertheless, video
exists in the academy as another kind of madwoman in the attic” (6).
I see Bronwyn Williams’s Tuned In: Television and the Teaching of Writing as
formulating one response to Welch’s call for rhetorical research. Though I discussed William’s
argument earlier in my dissertation, it may be pertinent to revisit it here. Williams puts the issue
of the shift to a visual age into focus when he explains that “[a]s writing teachers we can’t
pretend that living in a society where 96 percent of households have at least one television set
and barely half purchased a single book last year is not going to have a fundamental affect on
how students read and write” (4). As I have argued, this trend does matter and needs to be
accounted for in how we “image” the student sitting in our writing classrooms.
I want to propose an image of the student writer as remediated, as revised and repurposed
by the mediatic system.34 A remediated student can negotiate and participate in persuasive acts –
as they occur in print and images – in culture. The remediated self “oscillates between media –
moves from window to window, from application to application – and her identity is constituted
by those oscillations” (Bolter and Grusin 236). Unquestionably, media mediates identity. Our
sense of ourselves, of our bodies and our minds, is affected by how and why we interact with the
mediatic system. But the remediated self is unique in that she is aware of her interaction with
past media and how that affects the meaning she makes of messages sent to her by the mediatic
events confronting her today. She knows that she understands a particular media in relation to
past and present media. The remediated and networked self is “manifested through the
34

Along with this new image, I am also proposing new associations with the term “remediated.” I acknowledge the
linguistic baggage that this word carries, especially in discussions of remedial reading and writing courses. Students
continue to be placed into “remedial” sections of writing courses because they are regarded as lacking a skill set.
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affiliations it makes among digital media” (Bolter and Grusin 234). The remediated student
“understands herself as a potentially rapid succession of points of view, as a series of immediate
experiences derived from those points of view” (Bolter and Grusin 236). And, I would add, the
remediated student adeptly assumes a rhetorical standpoint not just to observe herself as she
loops through the mediatic network, but also to contribute new and informed assessments of her
role as someone who makes arguments in mediatized culture.
For instance, a remediated student can decode the messages presented to her by live
coverage of a press conference held by the Bush Administration. She watches the President
arrive at his own speaking engagement by stepping out of a fighter jet onto a Naval aircraft
carrier located a short distance off the U.S. coast. He wears clothes typical for someone flying a
jet in the Air Force. She watches as he declares the war in Iraq over while standing in front of a
banner that reads “Mission Accomplished.” The remediated student looks at these televised
images and factors in the news she saw on CNN the previous day that reported a rising death toll
in Iraq. She remarks that this event resembles a Hollywood movie set – the mise-en-scene, or the
relationship between the President’s words, text on the banner work, and the setting, work
together to create a deliberate, patriotic image. She is reminded of films she has seen, television
shows she has watched, and news articles she has read as she integrates this media into a single
viewpoint she claims as her own. She is immersed in this seemingly seamless visual
environment and uses the images and texts, reading through their competing and contradictory
messages; yet, she makes meaning of them for herself, without being guided to an appropriate
and preferred understanding. She may even take pleasure in thinking critically about the images
before her, and is aware of her role as a spectator of this event. She takes responsibility for
making meaning of these same images without losing sight of her own rhetorical stance.
In the next chapter, I will further demonstrate how the persuasive impact of images can
be accounted for in writing classes by turning to classical and contemporary rhetorical theory.
The thrust of my argument, however, will be that remediation should be regarded as a rhetorical
concept that requires readers/viewers to understand the hybrid relationship between print and
images in order to become effective rhetors in today’s digitally influenced rhetorical situation.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Carving Out a Consubstantial Relationship Between Media and Rhetoric
Throughout this dissertation, I have presented two corresponding images of student
writers. In chapter two, my students positioned themselves as media addicts – as people who
willfully engage with media to such a degree that they believe their lives cannot function without
it. In chapter four, I depicted students who, as a result of their addiction, have become
remediated selves that are ultimately reformed and revised by media. In this, my final chapter, I
want to reconcile those images into one, more cohesive subject position – that of rhetorician. I
want to encourage students to see themselves not as powerless addicts who are infected and
polluted by media, but rather as informed and skilled rhetoricians. While I am convinced that
students enter our classroom with a preliminary adeptness at managing and wading through the
messages of a highly mediatized culture, I am also certain that these preliminary skills can
become the basis for more concerted and intense investigations into the persuasive power of
visual media. Students possess a mediatized dexterity that writing instructors must tap into and
help students further hone within their writing classes if they want students to identify
themselves as rhetors. As writing instructors, we must recognize the historical moment within
which we teach as one that requires students to make meaning from both pages and screens.
We’ve studied the knowledge conveyed on pages since before the advent of first-year writing
courses; now we need to bring screens, and their penchant for persuading via imagery and print,
into the classrooms.
I not claiming to be the first scholar or writing instructor to recognize the persuasive
impact of images.35 Yet, as I have demonstrated throughout this dissertation, my project is
distinctive in that I want to move beyond studying images as modes that seek only to manipulate.
Because I remain unconvinced by arguments that claim students have lost their autonomy to
media, or that their intellectual and emotional health are harmed as a result of this interaction, I
am committed to devising a composition curriculum that uses rhetorical notions of persuasion to
study the complex relationship between images and texts, and between writers and viewers. I
want students to see themselves as accomplished rhetoricians/writers/viewers. This chapter will
explore how two rhetorical appeals – namely pathos, as defined by Aristotle, and
consubstantiality, as defined by Kenneth Burke – can provide writing classrooms with a
theoretical scaffold that enables students both to study persuasive impact of visual media, and to
support their own written arguments with images. In other words, I urge writing instructors to
re-envision the composing process in new, imagistic, ways.
I will conclude by presenting examples of student work that can be created if such a
rhetorically inspired framework is established in a writing class. Creating an environment that
fosters imagistic argumentation is possible only when composition curriculum is mediatized and
studied as a rhetorical mode of persuasion. Or, to put it another way, I propose that such a
curriculum takes students’ experiences with the mediatic system into account in its inception.
Rhetorical theory – or theories that emphasize a concerted investigation into, and an application
of, Aristotle’s “available means of persuasion” – is already compatible with a composition
curriculum that asks students to formulate arguments.

35

See footnote 23.
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While classical rhetorical theory may not directly account for the persuasive attributes of
visual media, Aristotle’s definitions and conceptions of rhetoric can easily adapt to visual and
technological contexts. In short, the definition of “available means” has expanded considerably
in our visual age. In his essay, “Digital Images and Classical Persuasion,” Kevin LaGrandeur
finds classical rhetoric well suited for an examination of the rhetorical dimensions of digital
images found on web pages. LaGrandeur cites Aristotle’s definition of rhetoric as being the
ability to observe “in any given case, the available means of persuasion,” because it provides a
framework broad enough and flexible enough to encompass images, the foremost means of
persuasion used in culture today. He argues that “classical notions provide us with excellent,
codified ways to think about the persuasive efficacy of images and words as interdependent and
interactive things” (119). Furthermore, digital realms create a space where there is “an
interdependence between text and graphics, as well as an interactivity between reader and
writer/programmer/rhetor” (117). To that list of subject positions, I, of course, would add
“viewer/spectator”.
Rhetorical theory, when applied to both written and visual texts, can explore the
persuasive dimensions of each as they work together, loop through each other, and ultimately
remediate each other in culture. It allows us to ask students not just, “What can you accomplish
with words?”, or, “What can you accomplish with images?” Rather, the question becomes,
“What can you – with a heightened rhetorical awareness – accomplish by weaving images into
your written arguments?” Thus, as I see it, my challenge is to design a mediatized pedagogy
that can be enacted in curricula that emphasizes different rhetorical forms and genres, including
print texts, visual media, and those modes that rest comfortably in other sites along the
continuum.
When I argue for the importance of integrating visual media into writing courses, I
continually encounter the same question from colleagues: “Are you suggesting we let students
make videos, web pages, and advertisements instead of writing papers?” This question reveals a
writing instructor’s greatest anxiety, which is that written communication will somehow be
replaced by visual media, thereby alleviating the need to systematically integrate composition
courses into university requirements. But I think this question misses the point. Students are
already creating and manipulating images. Many have video cameras, picture and videophones,
digital cameras, scanners, and access to the Internet, and they likely have the software that
enables them to manipulate the images they capture. Along with LaGrandeur, I argue that
“images can augment textual information via parataxis, that is, by being placed next to such
information as a coordinate, supportive, structure” (124, emphasis mine). My intention in
presenting rhetorical modes that can be woven tightly into a formal study of visual media is to
help students reconceive both the images they read and those they capture as arguments in
themselves, and as forms of support for written arguments. As writing instructors committed to
showing students how to become responsible rhetoricians, or people who account for the
complex and interpenetrating relationship between subject, text, and audience, as well as the
appeals ethos, pathos, and logos a writer uses in any given rhetorical situation, we can show
them how to support claims by looping images throughout their arguments.
Admittedly, I have had the fortune of being trained as a writing instructor and scholar
within a rigorous Composition and Rhetoric doctoral program that influences the curriculum of
the university’s required first-year writing courses. Early in the course, many instructors
introduce students to Aristotle’s conception of rhetoric. I take this focus one step further. Within
my course, I encourage students to identify themselves as “rhetoricians”– not student writers –
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because from this new subject position, they can see themselves as skilled experts who study
persuasion as an art form that requires intense study and direct application.
However, I understand that the curriculum of many first-year writing programs across the
country do not have such a strong rhetorical emphasis – a reality that became clear to me when I
entered the academic job market last fall. While on a campus visit at university that was
considering me for a tenure-track position, I conducted a teaching demonstration in a first-year
writing course. Nearly the entire department, about twenty people, attended. I had learned
beforehand that students in the class were composing arguments supported by their personal
experiences, so I introduced them to Aristotle’s three rhetorical appeals, ethos, pathos, and logos.
Within forty-five minutes, the students – who now regarded themselves as rhetoricians36 – were
not only able to understand the appeals, they applied them to drafts of their writing. Despite
having written arguments supported by personal experience, some students were unable to locate
their own ethos; they hadn’t directly made connections between themselves and their subject
matter. But, when asked, students had no problem stating their ethos and integrating it into the
essay as a form of support. Logos was the appeal with which students were most familiar and
adept at using, and most students included the “factual” support of statistics and percentages in
their essays. Other students noted that they had intended to affect their reader’s emotions, but
weren’t sure which emotions they wanted to evoke. They only knew that it was important to get
their readers to feel something. During my discussion of pathos, one faculty member actually
interrupted the class to question why students should focus on evoking emotions. He saw pathos
as a questionable form of support and argued that I was encouraging students to manipulate their
audience. I explained that the same could be said for logos – the persuasion is simply subtler.
And, the fact remains, pathos is very persuasive and students encounter it all the time.37
Throughout the department, as throughout the field of English, conversations have erupted over
whether or not to institute more concerted discussions of rhetoric across all writing courses.
In my experience, when given the opportunity, students effortlessly latch onto the
rhetorical triangle and its illustration of the relationship between subject, text, and author and the
correlating appeals. In papers ranging from a standard research essay to what students often
refer to as an “opinion paper,” they have typically relied on appeals to logos, or logical and
rational proofs. They weight opinions and facts furthered by “experts” (especially in the form of
statistics, percentages, charts, and graphs) more heavily than other forms of support. And while
students have not consistently been encouraged to use their own character, or ethos, as a form of
support, they have no trouble constructing an ethos once given the opportunity because they see
a certain logic in connecting their subject to themselves as the writer/rhetorician. They can
articulate the how their own position as a student, citizen, man, woman, etc. influences the
arguments they make. But pathos is somehow different than the other two appeals; students are
not accustomed to accounting for their own, or their audience’s, emotions when constructing an
argument, even though their own emotions likely influenced the their decision to write about a
specific subject.
In effect, I think students are being taught how to react to rhetorical appeals, but are not
necessarily being taught how to use them. As Paine argues, they are taught how to resist rhetoric
36

I literally asked students, “As people who compose arguments and practice the art of persuasion, who are you?”,
and they responded by calling themselves “rhetoricians.” When I first asked students to identify in this way, I think
they may have felt a little silly. But if a room full of students positions themselves as experts knowledgeable about a
specific subject, the tenor of the room instantly shifts. Students took both me, and their essays, more seriously.
37
I will respond to this notion of pathos as a lesser means of persuasion later in this section.
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rather than participate in it. In many classrooms, rhetorical education may have been replaced by
the immunity model of education, wherein the pedagogical objective is to require students to
resist media and its messages. Perhaps it goes without saying that composition as a field has not
adopted a single, agreed-upon curricular foundation with an accepted body of theoretical or
philosophical precepts. Despite this curricular fragmentation, resistance continues to play a
recurring role.38
Undoubtedly, composition courses have survived numerous disciplinary and curricular
shifts. Many scholars have devoted their work to studying one important shift in particular: the
move away from classical rhetoric into what James Berlin termed in the 1980s “current
traditional rhetoric” at end of the nineteenth-century. James Murphy traced the inception of this
curricular focus to the Harvard Boylston Professorships, a position held by Edward T. Channing
and Adams Sherman Hill (who later became the focus of Charles Paine’s look into composition
history). With their influence, classical rhetoric slowly drifted out of composition courses as
“the term ‘composition’ at Harvard came to mean only written composition, and the term
‘rhetoric’ was narrowed to mean only oral composition” (Murphy 4). As Charles Paine has
argued, current-traditional rhetoric has become a “catch-all term for almost any theory
composition finds objectionable” (28). Current traditional rhetoric shifted the focus away from
rhetoric as observing the available means of persuasion, and instead concentrated on
arrangement and style, or what is best understood today as correctness. Significantly, the very
moment when Paine detects the prevalence of the immunity metaphor in composition curriculum
is the same moment that classical rhetoric fled English Departments.
This shift in emphasis probably became a catalyst for the tension between literature and
composition that continues to manifest in English Departments today. In “A Century of Writing
Instruction in School and College English,” Catherine L. Hobbs and James Berlin explain that
during the same historical moment Paine explores, the composition classroom was conceived as
a space that “encouraged students to offer an appreciative reading” of a literary text (255). The
goal here was to “develop literary tastes in students, which would equip them for a better life
both morally and aesthetically” (Hobbs and Berlin 255), which, I suspect, became the catalyst for
the pedagogical move to ask students to resist texts that do not enable them to develop such
tastes.
Rhetoric gradually returned to composition curriculum in the 1960s and 1970s as
compositionists yearned for their own legitimizing history that could equal that of literary
studies. Nineteenth-century writing instructors – including Channing and Hill – were regarded
as a blight on this historical narrative. Historians tend to regard the nineteenth century as a
moment when “the history of rhetoric fell into a period of stagnation and decay” (Paine 25).

38

This fragmentation is evidenced in the wide-array of composition textbooks that instructors can choose from as
they design and teach their courses. As a result, some courses still focus on genre; students write essays that fit
within the categories of “exploratory,” or “explanatory,” or “personal response” – modes of discourse that do not
have immediate “real world” application. Some textbooks have themes, wherein students are asked to engage in a
concerted investigation of, say, globalism (the theme of the first-year textbook Miami students will use next fall).
Other textbooks – the ones I prefer, of course – focus on visual modes of communication. Last fall, I worked with
Robert Atwan’s Convergences (2003), but next time around I may use the recently published textbook, Picturing
Texts (2004), edited by Lester Faigley, Diana George, Anna Palchik, and Cynthia Selfe. The extreme array of
composition textbooks is significant because, as Karen Rossi Schnakenberg argues in “Classical Rhetoric in
American Writing Textbooks, 1950-1965, “textbooks tend to structure both classroom instruction and teacher’s
knowledge of the field” (150).
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In “Classical Rhetoric in American Writing Textbooks, 1950-1965,” Karen Rossi
Schnakenberg claims that between 1950 and 1965, composition courses searched for
“foundational grounding,” and classical rhetoric was put forward as a potential candidate by only
a small number of individuals, and competed unsuccessfully with “other candidates, including
literature, communication theory, structural linguistics, and current-traditional rhetoric” (149).
She explains that classical rhetoric was at a disadvantage as it jockeyed to gain a theoretical hold
on writing classes, in part because it was unknown to all but a handful of scholars. It was also
linked to “negatively to propaganda and manipulation” in the post-war period (149). It was
perceived as being old and outdated.
However, with the publication of Edward P.J. Corbett’s Classical Rhetoric for the
Modern Student in 1965, the field began to rediscover its own history by turning to classical
rhetoric. Andrea Lunsford has remarked that after her discovery of Corbett’s text in 1971, her
“life in the profession began.” She explains that “though I had been teaching for several years, it
was Corbett’s book that actually invited me into a community” (qtd. in Paine 24, emphasis in
original). Since the 1970s, composition has been looping through and influenced by many
theoretical frameworks, including cognitive rhetoric, expressivist pedagogy, social constructivist
pedagogy, cultural studies, and feminist methodologies. Yet the need to teach resistance
continued well into the 1990s when cultural studies influenced the curriculum, and “mass culture
became a disease to be inoculated against and resisted in some pedagogies” (Hobbs and Berlin
284).
While many pedagogical approaches have historically influenced curriculum, I argue that
rhetoric can become the glue that binds these approaches, thereby providing first-year writing
courses – which have traditionally been a focal point for composition scholarship – a greater
sense of uniformity, and give the field further professional legitimacy. Rhetoric can also help
students understand the gravity of participating in the construction of public arguments – rather
than simply observe them taking place – by using writing as a tool which leads to intellectual
inquiry and greater civil membership. And it can help us move away from pedagogies that
promote resistance as a principal critical skill. My point here is that integrating some of the basic
elements of rhetorical theory into a writing class that is already overloaded with content does not
need to be all-consuming, and does not necessarily require overwhelming curricular changes. I
appreciate the tension here: asking writing instructors to integrate new models, methods, and
modes into their curriculum is often met with understandable resistance because instructors
already have the great responsibility of helping students use writing to become more effective
communicators. And for me to argue that media – more content – ought to be included could be
a hard sell. Yet I continue to argue that if writing instructors truly want to account for students’
experiences in their courses, they must also account for students’ interactions with media – must
do so in a theoretically sound way.
The Appeal of Images
According to Aristotle, a rhetor must effect persuasion in three ways: by working on an
audience’s emotions; by conveying to the audience an effective and correct impression of his/her
character; by proving the truth of the statements made (Rhetoric, bk. III, ch. 1). While the
interpretation of these terms has shifted over time (i.e. I don’t teach students that their ethos
relies on how they live their lives; rather, we discuss how to construct an effective ethos), and
are even debated by Aristotle himself, I want to return to Aristotle’s conceptions of rhetoric and
glean them for their observations on the use of images in persuasion. Though he does not
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directly argue for the efficacy of images in argument, there are small moments in The Rhetoric
and The Poetics where Aristotle, often in passing, refers to the audience’s need to formulate
images when listening to rhetoricians and poets orally deliver their arguments and recitations.
Above all, Aristotle believes that arguments should be made with “no help beyond the
bare facts: nothing, therefore, should matter beyond the proof of those facts” (bk. III, ch. 1). In
other words, the merits of an argument should reside in content, not form. Yet, after presenting
this directive, Aristotle presents a caveat: style can enhance a speaker’s ability to persuade, and
concedes that successful moments of persuasion often “owe more of their effect to their diction
than to their thought” (bk. III, ch. 2). Though he sees delivery as an unworthy area of study
(orators should, instead, focus on developing a clear and plain style of oration), Aristotle
concedes that the limitations presented by listeners – “the defects of hearers” (bk. III, Ch. 2) –
could compel a speaker to turn to artistic and poetic language, or discourse that relies on
metaphor and imagery to capture an audience. I see this as important admission: form cannot be
separated from content. How an argument is delivered – the diction, the tone, the choice of
words – has an impact on the listener: “It is, essentially, a matter of the right management of the
voice to express the various emotions” (bk. III, Ch.2). Aristotle blames the poets – or people for
whom words represent things – for such use of language.
By allowing for poetic and stylistic language – and the freedom such stylistic choices
allow for discursively playing with images – Aristotle accounts for the shifting expectations of
an audience (even though he sees such expectations as misguided and unfortunate). He concedes
that metaphor can be a useful tool for a prose-writer, but only if it “gives style clearness, charm,
and distinction as nothing else can” (bk. III, ch. 2). The metaphor must be harmonious with the
subject being represented:
The materials of the metaphor must be beautiful to the ear, to the understanding,
to the eye or some other physical sense. It is better, for instance, to say ‘rosyfingered morn,’ than ‘crimson-fingered,’ or worse still, ‘red-fingered morn.’ (bk.
III, ch. 2)
Though I would be hard-pressed to explain sufficiently why “rosy-fingered” is a better turn of
phrase than “crimson-fingered,” I can latch onto the fact that both phrases rely on imagery to
communicate an idea. Using figurative and imagistic language to convey meaning is, in fact, one
attempt at realistically imitating life with discourse. In other words, one must use language to
imitate the beauty of the “morn,” and, in this instance, can best do so with a “rosy-fingered”
metaphor.
Aristotle explains that the general origin of poetry was the result of two factors: 1)
people’s innate need to imitate that which they he see, and 2) people’s ability to delight in
imitation. In other words, audiences crave realistic representations of their world and
experiences in art. Even if such realism might be “painful to see,” audiences “still delight to
view the most realistic representations of them in art, to forms for example of the lowest animals
and of the dead bodies” (Poetics Ch. 4).39 Different artistic mediums require varying techniques
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At the risk of going on a tangent here, I am compelled to acknowledge briefly Mel Gibson’s directorial debut, The
Passion of the Christ (2004). Audiences praise the film for its realistic depiction of Christ’s crucifixion, often
noting the close-ups of Christ’s flesh being torn (which are often filmed in slow motion). Gibson’s argument seems
to be that audiences become closer to Christ if they observe a rendering of his suffering and torture in exquisite
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to make imitation possible; for instance, “colour and form are used as a means by some who
(whether by art or constant practice) imitate and portray many things by their aid, and the voice
is used by others” (Poetics Ch. 1). So while an artist uses shades and hues to render an
experience, rhetoricians and poets rely on their vocal and linguistic abilities to imitate life
discursively and to connect with an audience.
Poets, as people who imitate and render experience with as much realism as possible, are
the ultimate imitators – but only if they can help an audience visualize the storyline: the action,
the characters, the setting, the plot. Aristotle further explained that learning – upon which
imitation relies – is a pleasure not reserved for the philosopher, but is available for “rest of
mankind, however small their capacity for it” (Poetics Ch. 4). Pleasure in learning is enhanced
considerably if the student can see, can envision, the thing that is being learned. For instance, in
the Rhetoric, Aristotle claims that a first sign of love is the ability to recall a lover “to memory
and make him present in the eye of the imagination” (Bk. 1 Ch. 11). Poets carry the very same
responsibility. Whether reciting epic poetry or tragedy, the poet must be able to play with eyes
of the audience’s imagination and get them to react to a particular tale in a specific,
predetermined way.
With tragedy, in particular, poets rely on rhythm, harmony, verse, and metaphor to arouse
in the audience emotions of pity, fear, happiness, and misery at the appropriate moments. In
other words, for an audience to truly understand and identify – an idea Kenneth Burke will take
up – with the narrative of the poem, it must emote in the way the poet intended. Moreover,
Aristotle openly admits that it is also the rhetor’s responsibility to manipulate and play with an
audience’s emotions by infiltrating its imagination:
[W]hen it is advisable that an audience should be frightened, the orator must make
them feel that they really are in danger of something, pointing out that it has
happened to others who were stronger than they are, and is happening, or has
happened, at the hands of unexpected people, in an unexpected form, and at an
unexpected time. (Bk. II Ch. 5)
Here, Aristotle urges rhetoricians to persuade an audience by exploiting its fears.40 Aristotle also
recommends manipulating other emotions, including confidence, shame, kindness, and anger –
and, I am willing to bet, such emotions are most easily aroused by formulating images and
scenarios which would most effectively affect a listener. The objective, here, is that if rhetors
learn how to use emotion as a persuasive tool in a given rhetorical situation, they will be less
likely to be persuaded by the same technique when it is encountered in other arguments. In the
passage above, the rhetor is encouraged to construct scenarios, or narratives, that audiences
would connect with on a visceral, emotional level. Aristotle continues to argue that shame is a
useful emotion to evoke because it creates “a mental picture of disgrace,” and the rhetor’s role is
to help a listener mentally capture that picture in order to convince them to hold the speaker’s
point of view.

detail. On the other hand, film critics tend to regard the film as fetishistic and questionable in its aims, often citing
Gibson’s other films, many of which seem to revel in blood shed.
40
Manipulating an audience by playing on its fears seems to be a popular strategy for many local news shows.
Viewers are urged to fear everything from hair care products to escalators because, if this fear were not invoked,
there wouldn’t be a news story.
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In effect, Aristotle emphasizes the role of pathos in argumentation because listeners’
emotions are easily agitated, and, as a result, become a powerful and expedient mode of
persuasion. However, in relying on pathetic appeals, successful rhetoricians must account for
three criteria if an audience’s emotions are to be aroused or allayed. First, they must correctly
identify the audience’s frame of mind – what emotions are already circulating through listeners?;
second, they must know how to incite a specific emotion – which scenarios should the
rhetorician devise to move an audience?; and third, they must understand the reasons for which
people become excitable – why do people become angry, sad, complacent, or shameful? (Bk. II,
Ch. 1). The underlying assumption here is that if people are compelled to feel a specific way
about an issue, their emotions will ultimately affect their reasoning in ways that appeals to logic
may not.
Aristotle allocates much of Book II to a catalogue of the emotional frames of minds that
must manifest within listeners if they are to adopt the rhetor’s judgment and point of view.
Aristotle argues for the importance of emotion because audiences will readily identify with an
argument if the rhetor can evoke and manage the hearers’ emotional response. Getting listeners
in the “right frame of mind” – a phrase that appears repeatedly in The Rhetoric – is essential
because
when people are feeling friendly and placable they think one sort of thing; when
they are feeling angry or hostile, they think either something totally different or
the same thing with a different intensity . . . The Emotions are all those feelings
that so change men as to affect their judgments, and that are also attended by pain
or pleasure. Such are anger, pity, fear and the like, with their opposites. (Bk. II
Ch. II)
Pathos is complicated even further if we account for that fact that audiences are more easily
persuaded if they can form some kind of emotional, intellectual, or bodily attachment to the
argument. In short, people want to identify with the ideas being expressed – they need a reason
to care and react.
In his essay, “Pathos and Katharsis in ‘Aristotelian’ Rhetoric: Some Implications”
(2000), Jeffrey Walker is taken with Aristotle’s reluctance to urge rhetors to rely on emotional
appeals, preferring, of course, a plain argumentative style that relies on appeals to reason.
Aristotle is most opposed to irrelevant emotional appeals, but leaves room for “those emotions
that are reasonable within the given case” (Walker 75). With this qualification in mind, Walker
attempts to reread Aristotle’s Rhetoric by focusing solely on pathos as a central rhetorical
appeal. He considers Aristotle’s pathos to be a physically embodied “compulsive will-to act”
(81), thereby connecting emotion to action. In other words, emotion is only an effective mode of
persuasion if it encourages certain modes of conduct; an audience must channel its emotions into
carefully considered and chosen behavior. Walker explains,
[I]f the general arousal-state cannot be given such resolution, if it cannot be
channeled into definite attitudes and/or behavior, the result is likely to be mere
distress, an unpleasant sign of emotional turmoil and paralysis, in which the
person is emotively “worked up” but cannot settle on a particular state of mind
and cannot respond or act. (82)
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A certain degree of rhetorical responsibility accompanies a rhetor’s decision to affect an
audience’s judgment by appealing to emotions. Along with adhering to Aristotle’s guidelines
for effectively manipulating emotion – which, as I stated above, requires gauging the audience’s
current emotional state and determining which emotions to incite and how to do so – the rhetor
also has the task of showing an audience how to guide its emotions into a course of action.
However, a rhetorician must first move an audience beyond complacency if she wants
listeners to articulate their emotion through action. If a listener is uninterested in the subject
under discussion, and cannot “perceive any exigence or reason for concern, and is just bored
stiff . . . the rhetor’s arguments seemingly dissolve into mere babble and become, for the
numbed listener, a featureless cognitive blur” (Walker 84). Complacency is most easily and
optimally overwhelmed by deliberate appeals to emotion. But for this to take place, the rhetor
must be utterly aware of the audience’s emotional predispositions, which vary “not only
according to the habits they have acquired through education and practice but also according to
the age and social status” (Walker 87). In other words, the rhetor must identify the emotional
climate surrounding a rhetorical situation to ensure that an audience will identify with the
argument being made.41
For writing instructors who have training in rhetorical theory – and even those that don’t
– it may seem like I am choosing a rather simplistic rhetorical concept through which to integrate
media into a writing classroom. Yet this is precisely the appeal of pathos. While the concept
may seem tired or even self-evident to a writing instructor whose curriculum is already
rhetorically situated, I am compelled to argue, as I did earlier, that not all classrooms are oriented
in this same way, and those that are may not encourage a concentrated study of emotion.
Students cannot inherently identify how an image moves them to feel and respond a certain way,
and would benefit from a rigorous rhetorical training in pathos. While each of the three appeals
could certainly be applied to studying visual media, I have chosen to focus on emotion, in part,
because Aristotle seems both consumed and concerned with its rhetorical capacities, and because
it is an appeal that students can easily identify with. Furthermore, concerted investigations into
pathos could help instructors position critical pleasure – which I argued for in chapter four – in
the center of the classroom.
I understand the privileged position that logos as an appeal to reason holds in culture.
Yet, I remain unconvinced that audiences respond to logos as readily and openly as they do
appeals to emotion – unless, of course, logos is used to incite emotion, as it often does. In
Ancient Rhetorics for Contemporary Students (a text written to students in composition classes),
Sharon Crowley and Debra Hawhee explain that this privileging is due, in part, to
our habit of making a sharp distinction between reason and emotions. In our
culture, if you’re emotional, you’re irrational. Reason is associated with mind,
and connotes a calm, studied approach to issues. Emotions are associated with
the body and are thought to be superficial and dangerous. People tend to think of
emotions as belonging to individuals, like opinions. Since they are thought to be
experienced privately by individuals, then, this set of prejudices depicts emotional
response as both unimportant and inappropriate for public discussion. All of
these associations are inaccurate and unfair. (206-207)

41

I will return to this notion of identification later in this chapter.
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Emotions are typically associated with irrational thinking – which is assumed to be antithetical to
argumentation. However, emotion is an especially important appeal when studying visual media
because students tend to identify with those texts that encourage them to form an emotional
attachment to it. Yet, students are seldom taught how to help audiences develop an emotional
attachment to the arguments they create. Students will also be more likely to investigate how the
pleasure they receive from visual media works to persuade their points of view. My intention
here is to loop both critical pleasure and pathos through one another in an effort to position
students as consumers who are not only persuaded by their own emotional reactions, but as
savvy rhetoricians who learn how to account for their own reader’s emotional leanings.
I often ask my students how they want their audience to feel, and while they often list
emotions like anger, outrage, sympathy, and pity, they are not entirely sure how to arouse
emotions with language, and seldom know how to integrate them into their arguments. At the
same time, students are quite adept at reading an advertisement and identifying which emotion
the images and tag lines want to evoke in consumers. They understand that as a member of a
target audience, their emotions are being manipulated by companies who want them to purchase
a product. And, they freely admit that such marketing strategies are often quite effective.
How do we help students tap into this skill when they compose arguments for our
classes? In general, students are unaccustomed to accounting for the three criteria I listed above:
they have not considered the reader’s state of mind; they are not sure how to excite emotion;
they don’t really know why people emote. For instance, after a student angers an audience, will
she know what to do next? How should the audience act on those emotions once they have been
awakened? They key, I think, is to work with students to incorporate images – or those modes of
communication that students already recognize as carrying emotional associations – into their
written arguments. To accomplish such a goal, students must understand how their emotions are
incited by imagery; in short, they need to be in touch with their own pathos.
It’s no secret that pathos dominates visual media, and is privileged over logos. Bronwyn
Williams observes that “the pathetic appeal reigns on television while the well-constructed,
deliberate, logical argument is rarely experienced” (73). Undoubtedly, I want students to
construct the kinds of arguments that they do not find on television or in visual media, namely
arguments that are methodical, informed, and rhetorically inspired. By participating in popular
rhetoric, I want them to transcend and re-evaluate their relationship to it. Yet, I must account for
the fact that the arguments made on cable news shows, local papers (including the school
newspaper), and televised debates often do not appeal to logical and rational modes of thinking.
Students who can recognize when their own emotions are being manipulated can consider their
reactions rationally. The best way to learn this skill is to become an adept user of pathos.
Williams continues to explain that the television shows students deem to be of high
quality tend to be those that have an emotional impact on viewers. Students and viewers in
general are most attracted to shows “that reinforce the emotional commonplaces that dominate
culture: love will conquer all; you can always rely on your family; the individual making a moral
stand will triumph” (74). He concedes that some scholars in composition claim that the
acceptance of such emotional appeals is evidence of students’ “naïve acceptance of the myth of
individualism – and by extension consumer capitalism – or as simplistic folk wisdom that
students who come to college should learn to abandon” (Williams 44). I argue, however, that
other scholars could impulsively regard the emotional impact of images as evidence of media’s
ability to manipulate and control viewers to such a degree that individualism is lost. Yet,
students can enjoy such simplistic themes, such as love conquers all, without necessarily finding
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them persuasive. After all, haven’t we all experienced moments when we want to believe in this
same myth?
I want students to understand how films, TV shows, advertisements, and websites
emotionally stimulate, and ultimately persuade them with images. I am suggesting that these
mediums have already subverted appeals to logos, or reason and rationale thought, with
emotional appeals. Furthermore, I am suggesting that images, in particular, affect students by
captivating their emotions, passions, and sympathies. Yet, students can become proficient at
identifying these attempts at persuasion, and, in turn, become less likely to be persuaded
themselves, if they assert their ability to make rationale arguments within commercial spaces that
don’t necessarily invite this level of engagement. Accomplishing such a pedagogical objective, I
believe, relies on teaching students to account for the emotional efficacy of their own arguments.
Clearly, this is easier said than done, because students may be reluctant to engage
critically in discussions of their emotional vulnerability. Yet, I think this hesitation can be
surmounted if students understand that their reaction to an argument that appears in, say,
advertising, is not accidental – but is by design. Producers of commercial arguments – who
Burke refers to as “commercial rhetoricians,” an idea I will return to – have followed Aristotle’s
teachings to the letter: they know which emotions to invoke, and they tell audiences how to act
upon their emotions. For instance, many advertisements play with the consumer’s emotional
insecurity, trying to convince them that this emotional state can be overcome by purchasing the
right pair of shoes, or perfume, or brand name. In short, students, as cultural and visual
consumers, are not supposed to be persuaded by the tenants of an argument. Rather, they are
supposed to identify with its emotional appeals – the merits are secondary. And it is this
potential for emotional identification that makes Kenneth Burke’s concept of consubstantiality,
or “the appeal of identification” (62), a useful framework for a rationale discussion of pathos and
imagery. After all, Burke explains, images are essential for effectively using emotional appeals
and connecting with an audience because they translate ideas into sensory terms by taking
abstract and complex conceits and transforming them into something tangible and consubstantial
(89).
To “consubstantiate,” according to the OED Online, is to “unite in one common
substance.”42 The rhetor’s objective, then, is to compel an audience to unite with the rhetorical
situation at hand. As Burke explains, unification can be reached if listeners trust the speaker by
identifying with two elements: the sentiments expressed in an argument, and the rhetorical form
with which they are expressed. Working with Aristotle’s Rhetoric, Burke explores a passage
that appears in both Book I and Book III, wherein Aristotle argues that rhetors, especially when
making a speech that praises the audience, must “consider the audience before whom we are thus
passing judgment” (Burke 55). Both Burke’s and Aristotle’s point here is that if we want our
audience to emote and react accordingly to our argument, we must first know who we are talking
to. As Aristotle famously explains in both Book I (Ch. 9) and Book III (Ch. 14): “It is not
difficult to praise the Athenians to an Athenian audience.”43

42

Notably, the term “consubstantiality” is most frequently and historically used to describe, “The doctrine of the real
substantial presence of the body and blood of Christ together with the bread and wine in the Eucharist” (OED
online). Burke never addresses the religious connotations of the term.
43
It should be noted that Aristotle is actually quoting Socrates here.
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Burke takes Aristotle’s treatise on the importance of audience awareness and argues that
we have here,
perhaps, the simplest case of persuasion. You persuade a man only insofar as you
can talk his language by speech, gesture, tonality, order, image, attitude, idea,
identifying your ways with his. Persuasion by flattery can safely serve as our
paradigm if we systematically widen its meaning, to see behind conditions of
identification or consubstantiality in general. And you give “signs” of such
consubstantiality by deference to an audience’s “opinions.” (55, emphasis in
original)
While consubstantiality is Burke’s term, the concept is one that clearly interests Aristotle. Why
else would he devote so much of The Rhetoric to articulating the most effective ways for rhetors
to persuade audiences by locating and expounding on their fears? Is there any other reason to
praise an audience, like the Athenians, for what it already understands and believes? The
audience must feel as though it is not merely receiving the rhetor’s message, but is instead
actively participating in and adding to the speaker’s assertions (Burke 58).
Consubstantiality, because it requires audience identification, enhances the rhetor’s
ability to create affective scenarios that loop through and manipulate listeners’ emotional and
rational states. It requires that speakers account for the discursive style and form used to
construct the argument. To quote Burke again,
[I]magine a passage built about a set of oppositions (“we do this, but they on the
other hand do that; we stay here, but they go there; we look up, but they look
down,” etc.). Once you grasp the trend of the form, it invites participation
regardless of the subject matter. Formally, you will find yourself swinging along
with the succession of antitheses, even though you may not agree with the
proposition that is being presented in this form. . . But in cases where a decision is
still to be reached, a yielding to form prepares for the assent to the matter
identified with it . . Thus, you are drawn to the form . . . because of some
“universal” appeal in it. (58, emphasis in original)
A formal appeal to identification, then, requires listeners to become lulled and reassured by the
argument’s form as a universal “locus of appeal” (Burke 59), and, in turn, predictably acquiesce
to the argument’s contents. Listeners can become caught up in the syntactical rhythm of an
argument, to the point of temporarily misplacing their own beliefs within the rhetorical moment.
Composing an argument that is rhetorically motivated to encourage audiences to identify
with the speaker’s emotional and rational appeals helps the rhetor gain advantage over
competing points of view that have not established a deliberate loci of recognition.
Consubstantiality succeeds as a rhetorical appeal if the rhetor identifies an audience’s ideological
leanings, its emotional state of mind, and the likelihood of moving the audience from one
standpoint to another. Moreover, accounting for the moments when identification can be
established between speaker and listener becomes more difficult before a general audience
whose frames of mind vary.
After explaining the importance of audience recognition and awareness, Burke moves
his theory of consubstantiality into a discussion of the “commercial rhetorician” who, in
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accounting for his audience, does not just look for “persuasive devices in general, but for the
topics that will appeal to the particular ‘income group’ most likely to be interested in his product,
or able to buy it” (64). This rhetorician must identify, or “carve out,” an audience – one that is
moved to act as a consumer. Self-selecting an audience may be novel “to the extent that there
are new mediums of communication, but there is nothing here essentially outside the traditional
concerns of rhetoric” (Burke 64).
The rhetorician who successfully carves out an audience by creating a consubstantial
relationship with it must also account for the interpenetrating relationship between image and
idea. While Aristotle argues that poets must be able to play with the eyes of the audience’s
imagination, Burke explains that this goal can be met if the poet understands that a poetic image
“can stand for things that never were or never will be” (84). For instance, the poetic image of,
say, a student carries with it the “idea” of a student. I want the image of a student to employ “the
full resources of the imagination, it will not represent merely one idea, but will contain a whole
bundle of principles” (Burke 87). Images are essential to argumentation – Aristotle even argued
that we cannot think without images – because of their complex relationship to ideas, which can
be treated as the “principle behind the systematic development of an image” (Burke 88). So
when I proposed to devise a new image of the student writer, I was ultimately arguing for a new
understanding of the idea of the student writer – an understanding that accounts for the complex
and highly mediated lives students lead. To shift an image is to propose a new idea.
A Consubstantial Relationship: Images and Ideas
In the final section of this dissertation, I will present examples of student texts that
skillfully use images to support their arguments and illustrate their ideas. Key to asking students
to incorporate media into their arguments is devising assignments that give them this freedom.
For my first-year writing course, I used Robert Atwan’s Convergences (2002) because of its
unique focus on the relationship between visual media and print. In the “Preface to Instructors,”
Atwan poses a question similar to my own: “As traditional print culture begins to emerge into an
emerging visual culture, how do we adjust to and interpret the new texts that emerge?” (vii).
The text, which explores how different mediatized texts converge on the acts of reading
and writing, is divided into sections that my students and I referred to as “portfolios,” which use
different media to present competing points of view about that issue. For instance, the text
features a portfolio devoted to the Vietnam Memorial, and includes the handwritten proposal and
sketches Maya Lin submitted to the Vietnam Veterans Memorial Fund (which sponsored the
design competition); a reflective essay Lin wrote about her experience designing and
constructing the memorial; several photographs of the memorial; and a link to
TheVirtualWall.org, a website that allows people to interact digitally with the wall. Other
portfolios in the textbook include poetry, billboard advertisements, interviews, film stills and
posters, web pages, and paintings – nearly every medium available.
After studying the Vietnam Wall, my class applied the same skills to study “Freedom
Summer 1964,” a historical event that has become part of Miami’s institutional history. Three
college students who had been trained at Miami traveled to the South to help with voter
registration and were subsequently murdered – a historical event that most Miami students know
little about. After researching the event online, we held class at Miami’s Freedom Summer
Memorial to study how the physical structure itself performed as a rhetoric that made an
argument about a moment in history. Students determined that the memorial’s message was
influenced by the its location on campus next to a chapel, its relationship with the surroundings,
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and the way it encourages people to interact with it. We then conducted research at the
correlating Freedom Summer archives housed on Miami’s campus to recognize how different
media – including a physical memorial, photographs, newspaper clippings, eye witness
testimonies, and letters from alumni – perform as a rhetoric that communicates ideas richer and
more complex than would be found by exploring the issue through print texts alone.
Students were quick to recognize that they would not have understood this historical
moment by just reading an article about it. They professed feeling a greater emotional
attachment to this event and their university’s history because they saw images of the three men
– James Chaney, Andrew Goodman, and Michael Schwerner – who died, as well as images of
students being trained to become Freedom riders; they read eye witness testimony; and they
explored an actual structure that memorialized the event. But I want to be clear about the fact
that incorporating media into my classroom does more than just hold students’ attention: rather,
studying an argument by looking at it through different media accounts for how students
experience argumentation in their daily lives. Perhaps Aristotle would attribute this visual need
to some failing on the part of students – a weakness not of “hearers,” but of the viewers – but if
we want students to identify with, be consubstantial with, social and cultural arguments, let’s
present them with the complexity that manifests when we study the mediatized contexts
surrounding the issue.
For instance, students will, in fact, gain a greater understanding of how media make
arguments by studying how different television networks and news outlets present an issue.
Shortly after the March for Women’s Lives held in Washington D.C. April 25, 2004, Fox news –
whose motto is, “We Report. You Decide.” – published an Associated Press story on its website,
reporting that,
Pro-abortion activists marched in large numbers Sunday, roused in this election
year by what they see as an erosion of reproductive freedoms under President
Bush and foreign policies they say hurt women worldwide. (emphasis mine)
Yahoo! News ran the same AP story, and reported that,
Abortion-rights supporters marched in the hundreds of thousands Sunday,
galvanized by what they see as an erosion of reproductive freedoms under
President Bush and foreign policies that hurt women worldwide. (emphasis mine)
Clearly, there is an ideological disparity in language use here, which intended to evoke emotional
responses to the march, and, in large part, is effective at doing so. Dubbing the 500,000 march
participants “Pro-abortion activists” suggests that these people just love abortion and can’t get
enough of it, while calling marchers “Abortion-rights supporters” implies that they believe in
women’s right to have an abortion. A very subtle argument is being made here – one students
may miss on initially reading the two reports. Juxtaposing and studying the representation of this
march in different media outlets – what did images did CNN publish? What did the “Daily
Show” “report”? How about right-wing radio? – presents students with a greater understanding
of the political and social context surrounding the issue.
I urged my students to carry their newfound attentiveness to media, and how the different
mediums converge to illuminate our understanding of an issue, into their own essays. While I
did not require students to incorporate different media into their work, I certainly encouraged it –
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but it did take some convincing. Students were simply not accustomed to thinking about images
as support, and were hesitant to include them at all. When they did use images in their
arguments, students tended to simply dump them into the middle of the essay with no clear
discussion of the image, and without a title or caption.44 After some prodding and revising,
students created some of the most interesting and well-argued essays I have ever received.
While I could spend pages and pages discussing my students’ work, I think it will suffice
to present a few key examples to demonstrate what they accomplished. For one writing
assignment, I asked students to interview someone who “regularly and actively creates media,
either in the form of printed texts like poetry, essays, novels, or visual/aural media like music,
film, graphic design, television, web design, etc.”45 Before meeting with their interviewee,
students obtained a media sample and wrote a brief response paper wherein they “read,
examined, and scrutinized the media sample closely” so they could offer an interpretation of the
work during the interview. Students studied an array of media, including photographs, poetry,
book chapters, web sites, paintings, sculptures, music recordings, advertising.
For the final step of the assignment, students composed a 4-6 page essay that
incorporated elements from the interview, the short response paper, and their interpretation of the
interviewee’s work. One student, Oliver, interviewed a classmate from his high school whose
work he discovered at the school’s art show. He was surprised that this guy who “always got in
trouble by cracking jokes which provoked class-wide laughter could create such amazing
artwork, or how the freestyle rapping, football player/wrestler could draw such a lifelike picture
of himself.” Oliver integrated the student’s artwork into his essay to help elucidate his reader on
the kind of art this student created:

44

Yet this problem is not unique. Students also dump quotations into essays without using a signal phrase to
introduce the quote, and without actually discussing or referring to it. Furthermore, in my experience working in
Miami’s Business school, I have noticed that business students frequently incorporate graphs and charts into their
written work without ever interpreting or discussing the data.
45
The departmental curriculum for Miami’s first-year course stipulates that students must interview a writer, but,
given my curricular emphasis on different media, I expanded the assignment by asking students to interview anyone
who creates media.
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I do enjoy his work, and when I asked him about a particular work I liked titled
“Industry”, I found we both agreed on a certain issue concerning audience and artistic
meaning.

“Industry” is a pencil drawing that Chris describes as a futuristic industrial building. The
piece’s depth and dimension drew me in, evoking a dizzy feeling as I stared at it and attempted
to understand its meaning. Confusion came over me immediately. I had no idea what the four
eyeball-looking objects were, but they seemed to be searching for something with their lights
as they plummeted downward. The whole scene looks remarkably realistic, but I had no clue
as to the meaning or of the physical appearance of the work. To me, it had no meaning, but
was just a creative image. So I asked Chris about it. I expected to discover some deep
significance, some incredible meaning. I didn’t. When I asked him about the meaning of the
piece, he claimed there is no meaning. He just drew it as a creative way to display depth and
perspective. He wants people to feel dizzy and drawn in by the depth of the piece, which I feel
he accomplished very well.
I am impressed with both the placement of the image, and Oliver’s discussion of it. Had he not
included the visual, Oliver would have had to devote much of the essay to discursively rendering
the image. Instead, the image allows the reader to form his or her own impression and
interpretation of it. Oliver, in essence, brings his audience more directly and actively into the
essay – which was precisely his intention.46
46

While co-presenting a paper on third-wave feminist ‘zines with Meredith Love at the recent Feminism(s) and
Rhetoric(s) conference, I listened to two presentations which interpreted imagery. On discussed New Yorker covers
and the other focused on images of Janet Reno with were featured on the cover of Time Magazine’s. Neither
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In another essay, Molly wondered exactly how Budweiser “gets you and me, the
consumer, to pick up that ice cold Bud?” In her use of the word “consumer,” here, Molly is not
just referring to people who actually purchase the product, but to herself as someone who
consumes the persuasive images of advertising. After researching the Anheuser-Busch company
and studying its advertising, she decided that pathos – particularly in the form of patriotism – is
the appeal most often used to sell this product. She noted that after September 11, Budweiser
abandoned its usual icons of “lizards, frogs and Clydesdale that cover Budweiser billboards [and]
simply posted a photograph of an American flag, mid-wave.” She continues,
The billboards didn’t refer to Budweiser anywhere on them, which may suggest
that Anheuser-Busch wanted to show its sympathy to a nation it owes everything
to, instead of simply cashing in on a national crisis to increase sales a little bit
more. . . Americans came together as families, communities, and citizens and
Bud made sure they were right there for that. Although Anheuser-Busch would
prefer we did, Americans can’t forget that Budweiser’s profits went up after this
‘Patriotism’ campaign. . . . Budweiser wants you to be a proud American by
showing individual consumers they are the reason our country is great. Everyday,
you and I go about our lives and Anheuser-Busch wants to thanks us because,
hey, this Bud’s for you.
In an appendix, Molly included popular images from Budweiser’s campaigns, and gave her
reader cues throughout the essay to look at them Molly also included a CD-ROM with her essay
that contained Budweiser’s televised advertisements as well as sound bites from its radio spots
celebrating “All American Heroes.” As I read her essay, I watched and listened to the media she
used to support her argument, which presented me with a completely new and exciting evaluative
experience. Molly’s argument would not have been nearly as well supported if she had not
incorporated media – she would have spent too much time describing the images, and less time
actually reading and evaluating them.
By the end of the semester, most students incorporated images into their work. One
student who wrote about and included images of dietary supplements like Creatin used in
advertising, explained that “the pictures strengthened [my] essay a lot, because the essay is all
about visual advertisements, and it allows the reader to feel the same negative reaction about the
ads instead of me just telling them about my negative reaction to them.” Anther student who
chose not to integrate images into his essays during my class found himself using them in his
composition class the following semester. He explained, “I thought of the whole integrating text
and pictures thing you talked about. I think, especially for this [essay about political cartoons], I
needed the reader to be able to see what I was talking about right where I was talking about it.”
Another student claimed that “pictures give [my argument] much more levity.”
However, students did not use images, and their proclivity for evoking emotional
responses, to replace appeals using logos. In fact, as Aristotle has explained, logos, ethos, and
pathos must work concurrently for an argument to be effective. Students simply learned how to
use logos and their own ethos to invoke emotion. They learned to account for the entire
rhetorical situation they were embedded within as they wrote, and determined when emotions
presentation presented the audience with examples of the images under discussion. Instead, much of the
presentation was spent describing the magazine covers instead of reading and interpreting them. Even when
compositionists write about images, many neglect to integrate them into their arguments.
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could be more easily and effectively evoked with images, rather than textual descriptions.
Students knew that to get an audience to consider their points-of-view, they needed to give the
audience a reason to care about, and, conversely, to identify with, the argument.
And just as students understood the relevance of Freedom Summer 1964 by looking at
images of the events, they knew a reader would establish a consubstantial relationship – likely
inspired by pathos – if the reader could “see” the argument. In a presentation on the inequality
in school funding, one student brought pictures of her school to show her audience. As she
spoke, rest of the class viewed images of a structure that had holes in the ceiling, crumbling
walls, and water stains marking nearly every corner of every room. The student, whose younger
brothers were still attending the school, was emotionally distraught by these images and began to
cry during her own presentation. Her audience – myself included – was shocked both by the
student’s emotional outpouring and by the class’s reaction to the images she used to support her
argument about the need for Ohio to change the way it funds its public schools. Other students,
whose arguments were equally compelling but image-less, did not succeed in getting the
audience to identify with their argument in the same way that students who used images as
support.
In the first part of this chapter, I devoted a fair amount of time discussing Aristotle’s
thoughts on the uses of pathos and to Burke’s theory of consubstantiality. Those two themes
were omnipresent in my classroom and in my students’ work. In the writer’s memos students
included with each essay, they explained what impact the images were intended to make on the
reader. They became more confident making arguments because they had decidedly more
rhetorical control over how their readers interacted with the argument because they could decide
which images to use, where to put them, and how to present them. Students became consumed
with getting their reader to literally see what they saw as they supported their claims, and argued
that readers could better identify with their argument if their ideas could be illustrated via
imagery.
Some Final Thoughts
In his 1936 publication The Philosophy of Rhetoric, I. A. Richards asks, “How does an
idea (or an image) mean what it does?” (15). By including the parenthetical, “or an image,”
Richards – like Burke decades later – equates images with ideas, thereby implying that images
convey meanings and impressions, just like ideas. I would like to refocus Richards’s question to
ask, “How do students make meaning from images?” As composition tries to address this
question, it needs to keep in mind three factors: the kinds of meanings students make from
images, how these meanings should be accounted for as students learn rhetorical concepts, and
how these meanings affect students as readers and writers. Though Richards is especially
concerned with language use as a way to make meaning, imagery has grown to become the
dominant element by which people make meaning for and of their lives. Discourse can no longer
be studied in isolation from images, since the two are continually wound together in mediatized
contexts.
I want students to understand that mediatized texts are created, in part, by their
spectators, or the people who look at them, read them, and make meaning from them. As Burke
argued, the commercial rhetorician always accounts for visual consumers because the spectator
is needed in order for the entire mediatic network to function. As such, the spectator becomes
part of the creation process. In other words, an active spectator does more than consume images;
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she inserts her own experiences and understandings with and of the world into the very mediatic
system that produces those images. The key word here is participation, for if we approach the
mediatic system through rhetorical theory, we can help students study the persuasive techniques
used by mediatized texts.
If the intention of composition classrooms is to assist students in becoming more
effective readers and writers, then instructors need “to be aware of the forces and experiences
that influence [students’] perceptions of reading and writing and how they engage on those
processes” (Williams 13). Turning to media studies will make compositionists more aware of
and responsive to the ways that media like film and television are “already influencing their
students writing, and to show teachers how to draw upon critical discursive abilities that students
possess, but that have generally been dismissed and ignored” (Williams 13). Composition can
either ignore the influence of media on their students’ critical abilities, or it can foster an
environment that encourages students to consider how media affects them as rhetoricians,
writers, thinkers, and people.
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EPILOGUE
Refusing Protection: Seeking out Images of War
Undoubtedly, consubstantiality, and its dependence upon the relationship between
images, ideas and pathos, is a concept that can bring current events into the classroom. I want to
conclude this dissertation by turning to events that presently occupy the public’s eye – both
literally and figuratively. In its war with Iraq, the Bush Administration has sought to control the
public’s access to information, particularly when information is communicated via imagery. In
my opinion, the administration fears the impact images of war will have on a constituency that
will be participating in another Presidential election next fall.
For example, consubstantiality is exemplified in the Bush administration’s consistent
refusal to show images of the flag-draped caskets of American soldiers returning from Iraq and
Afghanistan. Before the Iraq war began, the U.S. military decided to enforce a policy which
forbids photographers and television news crews from capturing these images and broadcasting
or printing them; while the policy had been instituted in 1991, it had not been enforced
previously. In a Washington Post article, Dana Milbank provides some context for this mandate
by explaining that “Since the end of the Vietnam War, presidents have worried that their military
actions would lose support once the public glimpsed the remains of U.S. soldiers arriving at air
bases in flag-draped caskets.” The Bush Administration’s solution to what is essentially a public
relations problem was to end the dissemination of images.
This policy was challenged when Russ Kick, a 34-year-old writer who devotes his time
to “digging up things actively suppressed or ignored” (qtd. in Cohen, New York Times online),
filed a Freedom of Information Act request on November 6, 2003. He petitioned to receive “All
photographs showing caskets (or other devices) containing the remains of US military personnel
at Dover AFB. This would include, but not be limited to, caskets arriving, caskets departing, and
any funerary rites/rituals being performed” at the Dover Air Force Base, the military’s largest
mortuary, from February 2003 to the present (Kick). After his initial request was denied, he
appealed the decision with the Air Mobility Command headquarters at Scott Air Force Base in
Illinois – and was successful. The Air Force sent him a CD-ROM containing 361 photographs,
taken by Department of Defense photographers. He subsequently posted the images on his
website, TheMemoryHole.org, which features the tagline “Rescuing Knowledge, Freeing
Information.” Given that this is election season, Republicans have condemned the publication of
the images, while Democrats have applauded it. In the two days following Kick’s story, he
received nine million hits to his website – one of which was mine. Like Kick, I believe I have a
right to see these images and don’t need to be
protected from them by my government.
Undoubtedly, the government’s anxiety can be
traced to the belief that showing these images
runs the risk of American viewers/voters
identifying the abstract concept of war with the
very real understanding of American casualties.
Shortly after Americans were given the
opportunity to see some of the first images
depicting American causalities on the front page
of major newspapers across the country, the news
TheMemoryHole.org
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program “Nightline” devoted an entire episode to reading the names and displaying photographs
of the 721 soldiers who had died in Iraq. Ted Koppel, the program’s news anchor, said his
decision to do such a show was inspired by an issue of Life Magazine that printed the pictures of
soldiers who had died in Vietnam during the course of one week. In response, The New York
Times reported, “The Sinclair Broadcast Group, one of the country's largest owners of local
television stations, pre-empted the broadcast from its eight ABC-affiliated stations, saying the
program amounted to an antiwar statement” (Stanley). Instead, the Sinclair Group chose to have
its stations run an episode of the syndicated sitcom “Dharma and Greg.”
The show itself had very little to it; the entire forty minutes was devoted to Koppel
methodically reading the names of the dead as their photos – some in army fatigues, some in
street wear, others in prom tuxedos – were shown “two at a time, just enough to register a name,
an age, and shock at how young — and how old — some were” (Stanley). In instances when
“Nightline” could not obtain a portrait, the program instead showed a Department of Defense
photograph of a flag-draped coffin – the very images Kick obtained legally. And, like Kick’s
decision to publish the images online, some found Koppel’s program offensive because viewers
(who could, of course, choose not to watch the program) were reminded of war’s tragic costs.
What these two instances have in common is a fear of the emotional response that these
images could invoke. The Bush Administration, in particular, needs Americans to perceive the
war in vague, non-specific terms – not to develop a consubstantial relationship with it. Images
of dead soldiers particularize the war and translate the abstract idea of death into something
sensory and concrete. Images invite viewers to identify with the consequences of armed conflict,
and with the many kindred principles and ideas that are related to the image. Furthermore,
images of brutality and violence provide viewers with a vocabulary enabling them to better
understand and express their relationship to the events those images depict, because “an imagery
of slaying . . . is to be considered merely as a special case of identification in general . . . the
killing of something is the changing of it, and the statement of the thing’s nature before and after
the change is an identifying of it” (Burke 19-20). The impact of images depicting death must be
“[t]aken simply at face value, imagery invites us to respond in accordance with its nature”
(Burke 17).
In other words, looking at images of deceased soldiers forces viewers – patriotic or
otherwise – to identify with the transformative power of war, and, ultimately, to confront their
own mortality. Images depicting the nature of war provoke emotional – not necessarily logical
or rational – responses, which are unwieldy and unpredictable. Yet it is this form of response
which will, as Aristotle has explained, move people to action – which is precisely the end result
the Bush Administration fears. Moreover, these dynamic images can provoke people to act out
together, because they will experience and think through “common sensations, concepts, images,
ideas and attitudes that make them consubstantial” (Burke 21, emphasis in original). As
consumers of imagery, people could universally identify with and form a cohesive set of
responses to the events the images depict.
Furthermore, it is this potential for mass outrage and action that has prompted the Bush
Administration to downplay images of Iraqi prisoners being tortured at the Abu Ghraib prison –
though Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld had refused to use the word “torture” to describe the
photographs, and instead searched for as many euphemisms as possible during press
conferences. In an editorial titled “The Torture Photos,” The New York Times argued that “The
most enduring image of the occupation may be those pictures of grinning American soldiers
torturing Iraqi prisoners.”
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We live, teach, and write in a social and political climate where images that factually
depict events are considered injurious to civic health; in response, our federal government seeks
to censor such images in the name of patriotism. We also live in a climate where The Walt
Disney Company has blocked its Miramax division from distributing Michael Moore’s new
documentary, Fahrenheit 911, because it links the Bush family to prominent Saudi’s – including
the Bin Laden family – and criticizes Bush’s actions after September 11, 2001. The New York
Times reported that Michael D. Eisner, Disney's chief executive, asked last spring to pull out of
the deal with Miramax, and “expressed particular concern that [the film] would endanger tax
breaks Disney receives for its theme park, hotels and other ventures in Florida, where Mr. Bush's
brother, Jeb, is governor” (Rutenberg). Disney has also expressed concerns that, as a company
that produces family-friendly fare, it does not want to become involved in an incendiary project
like Moore’s. Although, the company evidently did not object to producing Quentin
Tarrantino’s stylized blood bath Kill Bill.47
As rhetoricians who are skilled at identifying and employing Aristotle’s three appeals
and Burke’s theory of consubstantiality, we have the responsibility to bring the debates
surrounding the media’s use of images into our classrooms. At this moment, students, who are
inundated with images, may remain unaware of other images that are systematically withheld by
corporations who own and control the media. I argue that students can learn to become savvy
visual rhetoricians by learning how to use images as supportive structures within their own
arguments if they study how images are distributed – or not – in their own lives.

47

Kill Bill features a character called “The Bride,” played by Uma Thurman who, after being shot in the head by the
father of her unborn child at her wedding rehearsal, falls into a four-year coma during which is repeatedly raped by a
hospital intern and anyone who will pay him a few bucks for use of her body.
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APPENDIX I

Media Journal
Focus: The aim of this project is to take a sustained and critical look at the ways media figure in
your own life. With the Phase I, the media journal, I want you to keep track of the ways media
have entered your life and how you have made use of the texts, sounds, images, and words they
have offered you. In Phase II of the project, you will use your media journal to write an essay
that explores and makes conclusions about your relationship to media.
PHASE I
What to do: From the time we get up in the morning, when many of us habitually turn on the
radio or TV, to the time we wind down at night, when some of us listen to a CD or play a video
game, we are in contact with media of one form or another. We choose to have some of this
interaction – like when we watch a DVD. But some of our interactions with media have become
unconscious because they have become so routine – such as when we leave the TV on as
background noise while we do other things. For this assignment, I would like you to begin
reflecting on your media habits, routines and preferences.
For the next five days, take note of any time you catch yourself interacting with some form of
mediatized text – when you find yourself reading the ticker on CNN, reading the newspaper,
listening to the radio, scanning ads as you walk around campus, or shopping online for music,
etc. Also keep track of those moments when you, or people around you, have conversations that
reference media. For instance, do you talk about last night’s “Friends” episode, or compare an
experience to an episode of Seinfeld. Or perhaps you have a friend who is always trying to vote
someone off the island like “Survivor.” I recommend buying small notebook that you can keep
with you at all times. Keep track of the time of day you encounter media, where you are, and
what you are doing.
Don’t forget to keep track of your multi-media experiences. Are there moments when you like
to use more than one media at a time? For instance, you may surf the web as you watch TV, or
listen to a CD. Do you like to read or write when the TV is on? Do you do homework in
conjunction with interacting with media?
PHASE II
Once you have this list (which might be quite extensive), we will look at it in class together (you
will most likely work in small groups) to see if we can begin detecting any patterns with the way
the class as a whole interacts with media. We will begin understanding your media habits,
routines, and rituals.
Then, in a 3-4 page essay, I would like you to begin describing yourself as a media user – as
somehow who has grown accustomed to interacting with(in) the mediatic system. Perhaps
consider this your media autobiography.
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Consider addressing some of the following questions:


As a media user, what do you find yourself doing a lot of? Are you a habitual reader, TV
watcher, music listener, journal writer, telephone talker, or Instant Messenger kind of
person?



Would you go so far as to say you are “addicted” to any particular media? Which
medium, if removed from your life, would leave a significant absence? Which media
experiences do you find most pleasurable? Or the easiest to have?



When and how were your media routines established? Why have you made them your
routines?



What kind of relationships can you identify among the various kinds of media
experiences you have? Try to articulate which media play which role in your life.



Do your social relationships center around or benefit from media? How?



In what way do you benefit from the different media routines and habits you have
developed? Or have these routines become a burden? If so, in what way? Are there any
media routines you’ve abandoned as you’ve grown older? Do you miss them?



How has media affected your college experience? Has it affected your chosen major?
How does it affect the way you complete assignments for this and other classes?
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